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ABSTRACT 
' ( 
Three major lithotecton,ic units have recently been defined in. the 
Grenville Province of eastern ~abrador on the basis of contrasting 
. -litholo~ic asso~iations·, stru~ral styre and metamorphic grade. Two 
of these units, t,he Groswater Bay and Lake Mel'!.ille Terranes are 
interpreted' to represent parts of the parautochthonous and 
allochthonous units, reapectfvely, which are two regional 
. 
subdivisions of the Grenville Province in Labrador. 
Geothermometry and geobarometry estimates derived from ga~n-t -
biotite - plagio~ase - Al 2Si0s- quartz and garnet - o'rthopyroxene 
clinopyroxene - pla~ioclase - ·quar~z equilibria of selected 
I 
pa~agneiss a'nd mafic · lithologies in the Sandwich Bay area suggest 
corttrasting mitamorph1c P-T conditions of~the two terranes. Estimates 
-~ 
de term1ned
1 £~ the· Groswa ter Bay Ter;ane range from .. j,.f51>C to S50°C . /J..:.... · .. .. 
..s ' . . - ·, ,--.._ 
and _ 10 - 12 kbar, su·ggesting derivation from depths . on the order of 
30 to 40 km . In contrast estimates from the Lake Melville Terrane 
range frpm 6S0°C to . 900°C and 6- 10 kbar implying cruatal ,derivation 
from 20 to 30 km. Microstructural relationships and minera l chemistry 
of the assemblages in each tert;ane suggest th~rt the P~T estimates 
. .. , .. .. '\.. 
obuined from each terrane are representa~ive of GreiwUlian 
me t"amorphic' condi ti~ns. 
Equilibrium P-T paths constr'ucted from the geother11obarometry 
estimates are ' interpreted to represent a ~ortiori of the uplift 
trajectory for both the Gros~ater Bay and Lake Helvilfe Terranes. 
~ 
These paths suggest that both terranes followed a near isothermal 
' 
• 
• 
·.~ 
" ; 
.. 
.. 
u · 
~plift path, implying rapid d~compression du~irig cooling. 
40Ar/39Ar incrementai release radioaetric dating of hornblende 
coiicentra~es frpt~ orthogneiss and associated mafic dikes froa the 
·' 
study area revea1 ~ontrastlng ages from both ' terranes • . Age spectra 
fromAthe Groswater Bay Terrane are generally 'discordant and are 
interpreted to res1,1l t frO.. ~ combination of the presence of exces!l 
•rgon components and partial gas l~sd as a result of therma~ 
. ~ t 
resetting of the ar.gon ~]stem. One suple from the Groswater Bay 
« 
Terrane yields a reasonably defined plateau age of 1260 +/- 5 Ha. A · 
:::::::,:::,:::,:8:, o:h~'::g:~:t 3,::.:: ::::~::• ,::omLa:e •::::lle ~· 
Terrane • . Th. significance of these pre-Grenvillian ages is at present 
not understood since they do not correl.ate wi'th any major event 
(thermal or cooling) previously known in the Grenville Province. 
in hornblende ·at ca. 1250 Ma. Spectra obtained from ·sSJDplesJ ·from the, 
southern Lake Melville Terrane record reasonably well defined 
40Ar/39Ar plateaux. One s.ample yield~ a plate~u age of 1070 +/- _50 
Ma, wbicb. · is in broad agreement with the 1030 Ma a~e suggested fot 
the culmination of Grenvillian aetamorphism in the Lake Hellille 
Terrane and . ls thus interpreted te represe.nt the very . rapid uplift 
following .Grenvillian' th8Clllal overprinting. The aost sout?• 
'samples yield younger· ages ··of 1020 +/- 8 Ka and 980 Ha +/- 12 Ha and 
are interpreted to results from .slpwer post-Grenvillian uplift and 
. A 
subsequent cooling through the retention temperature requ~red f.or 
~goo i~ the hornblende crystal lattice. 
·.· 
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CHAPTER 1 . 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Scope and Purpose 
This thesis project is a contribution to the regional study of the 
Grenville Province in eastern Labrador, which ls being conducted by 
C.F. Gower, and was -initiated when the author. was employed as a 
senior assista nt with the Newfoundland Department of Mines and Energy 
o · 
during the 1984 and 1985 field seasons. The study involves an 
examination of parts of two lithotectonic terranes, the Groswater Bay 
and Lake Melville Terranes in the Sandwich Bay area, eastern tnbrador 
(Figure 1). 
the first purpose of the study is to outline the tectono-
met amorphic ev olutiou of the two terranes in terms of pre.:Grenvllllan 
a.nd Grenv1llian histories, in particular with regard to the 
conditions and timing of metamorphism within and at the boundary of 
the terrattes. Emphasis is placed on the quanti _tatlve de tertn ina tlon of 
pressure and temperature conditions with the application of r~cently 
calibrated geotheraobarometers derived for both pelitic and bas.lc 
assemblages. Estlaates are used to interpret P-T gradients in an 
attempt' to distinguish pre-Grenvillian fr011 Grenvillian •eta111orphic 
1. 
conditions. 
. 
.. 
A. sE'!cond aspect of this ~tudy involves 40Ar- 39Ar incremental 
release radiometric dat'lng of ' hornbl e nde concentrates separated from 
several samples collected within the map aru. The8~ datil 1re uud to 
supplement previous geochronology in the esetern GrE'nvllle P!J>vince 
"'· 
, 
.. 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
2 
N 
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Figure 1. Location of study area and subdivisions of the Grenville 
Province in eastern Labrador, after Gower and Owen (1984). 
•• 
3 
in an attempt to interpret the t_hermal and uplift history in the 
region. 
Laboratory analyses involved extensive petrography and the 
·• 
acquisition of mineral cheaistry u~ing the electron p~obe , 
microanalyzer. Radiometric dating involved isotopic analyses of argon 
in , hornblende concentrates using the incremental step-wise heating 
method,, 
The Sandwich Bay region in eastern Labrador (Figure 1) lies 
41 entirely within the Grenville Pl"'ovince and straddles a major th'tust 
. l 
fault, known as the _Rigolet thrust zone (Gower and Owen, . 1984), which 
has been defined as the boundary between the Groswater Bay and Lak~ 
Melville Terranes. Field ·work for the project involved ~tssisting in 
t 
1:100,000 scale geological mapping of N.T.S map sheets llH/3,4,5~6 
(Gower et al.,198'5) and 13H/1,2,7,8 (Gower et al •. ,l986). ~mplea for 
microprobe and geochronological analyses were collected from th.e 
- -above ar:eas, ami in addition from llH/11,12,14,15,16 (Gower et 
al.,l982). 
1. 2 The Grenville Province 
,. 
Knowledge of the · geology of th'e Grenville Province in Labrador prior 
/ 
to 1977 was based l11rgely on 1:250 000 scale reconnaissance •apping 
! ' ! 
completed by the Geological Survey of Ca011d'a during th~' early 1970's, 
i (sum11arized by Greene, 1972) and the geological evolud.on 9f this 
I . 
·segment of ~e Canadian Shield wu in general poorly ,understood. 
! 
Accordipg to Wynne-tdwarda (1972), who au11111ariud th,e atAtl' of 
\ I 
knowledge at fbat time, much of the eaaterri and central Grl'mtille 
\ \ / 
.• 
.. 
;-
- " 
.. 
, 
'< 
Province is underlain by qua.rt~ofeldspathlc gqelsses, of both 
gran! tic and sedimentary protoli th, which . range from Archean to . 
Mid-Proterozoic in age. 'These gneisses were considered to be, at / 
/ 
least in part, originally part of ·the adjacent ·older tectonic ( 
provinces which were s.ubsequently incorpora't_ed and reworked during 
the Grenvillian Orogeny. Before their reworking, these rocks,had 
. 
acted as a basement for Lower and Middle Proterozoic supracrustal 
. ' sequences, remnants of which were recognized across the orogen • 
. 
Additionally, plutonism was known to be extensive .!n the Grenville 
Province of Labrador with the intrusion of a. variety of grant tic, 
·gabbroic and anort,ositic plutonic sut.tes, thought to be 
predominantly of rddle Proterozoic age. At that time, however, 
4 
...... 
1, metamorphic and age relationships between the 
various units-were 
with respect to 
speculative. 
In 1977 however, the Newfoundland Department of Mines and Energy, 
in cooperation with the Geological Survey of Canada, began the 
process of remapping the Grenville Province 1~ Labrador at 1:100 000 
and 1:50 000 scales, and associated studies have includ~ 
comprehensive geochronological and bedrock geoche•lcal analyses. The 
objective of thla work has be en to develop a better understanding of 
the supracrustal aequttnces and of the 11etamorphic, plutonl.c and 
tectonic hiatory-•and mineral pot@ntlal of the belt as a whole. 
Recent work. has shown that the Grenville Province is co11posed of 
a collage of 11 thotec tonic tert'en.el with both pre-Grenvillian and 
Grenvillian hiatoriea, which can be distinguished on the haats of 
b ': 
' 
• 
• 
tbe character and age of the rocks. together with the fr a true tural 
I 
style and metamorphic grad'e. 'these terranes were emplaced together 
during the Grenvillian Orogeny along major thrust faults (Gower and 
Owen} 1984) 
I 
• 1.3 Subdivisions of the Grenville Pl"ovince 
1.3:'"1 Wt!stern Labrador 
ln western Labrador, Rivers and Nunn ~1985), Riv~rs and Chowq (1986) 
4av~ propo~ed a subdivision of the Grenville Province, which is 
purely tectonic in concept. The orogen is divided into three tectonic 
units:· an autochthon, a parautochthon and several allochthons (Figure 
2). The a. utochthton, which lies immediately south of the Grenville 
Front, is composed primarily of the reworked equivalents of older,. 
adjacent provinces and is interpreted to have been'deformed "in situ" 
during the Grenvillian Orogeny (Rivers and Nunn, 1985). Further 
south, towards ·the interior of the Grenville Province, a 
parautochthonous unit has been defined ' which is underlain by several 
major thrust faults, and interpreted ' to be composed of imbricate 
thrust nappes~ Structural and lithological continuity suggests that 
~erall moveme nt along thes~ thrust faults was not extenaiv~, 
although crustal thickening was considerable. Structurally overlying, 
and in thrust contact with the parautochthon ~7e a aeries of 
allochthonous units, interpreted to be tf>ctonlcally e mplaced thrust . 
nappe structures. Lack of structural. lithologlcal a,nd 11eta11orphic 
correlation suggests a significant amount of transport along the 
J 
' thrust faults bounding the allochthons • •. 
I 
PROVINCE 
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Figure 2. Tectonic subdivision of the Grenville Province in 
western Labrador, after Rivers and Nunn (1985). 
I 
' 
' 
I \ I 
\ 
I 
I 
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The structural, lithologic ano metamorphic relationships between 
the autochthon, · parautoch-tbon and allochthons are well developed in 
.• 
western Labrador, and may be used as a model of the tectonic style in 
the eastern Grenville Province. In western Labrador, the western part 
. .,. 
of the foreland is composed of Archean gneisses of the Superior 
Province which form the basement to an unmetamorphosed to greenschist 
facies, lower Proterozoic •platformal supracrustal se quence kn owt\ as 
the Knob Lake Group (Rivers and Nunn, 1985). The autochthon, to th~ 
·south of the Grenville Front, represents the continuation of these 
rocks where they display a well developed Grenvillian overprint 
(generally a cl eavAge or schistosity ) , but no evidence of 
translation by thru s ting . 
The par'autochthon comprises rocks with dhtinct pre-Grenvillian 
histories which were subsequently overprinted by Grenvillian ·I 
metamorphism and tectonism. In the west, the previously 
unmetamorpho~ed southerly extension of the lower Proterozoic Knob 
Lake Group was metamorphosed during the Grenvillian Orogeny resulting 
in the dev~lopment of a progressive metamorphic sequence from 
greenschist faci e s in th~ north to upper amphiba1ite facies in the 
• 
south (Rivers, 1983a). In the eastern portion of the parautochthon, 
. in Figure 2, high g~ade gneisses and granitoi d r ocks which were 
formed and em'placed· during th; recently defined Labradori11n Or ogeny 
at 1650 Ma (Nunn and Chriatoph@r, 1983) , were reworked und~r 
amphibolite facies c~nditiona during the Grenvillian Orogeny. Thus 
the Grebvlllian metamorphic overprint was at amphibolite facies in 
mos't of the parautochthon, and was associated with regional 
imhrlcatl on by thrusting, giv i ng rise to extensive crustal 
\ 
.. 
8 
thickeni'ng. 
Structural·ly overlying, and in thrust contact with the 
parautochthon are rocks interpreted to be allochthonous, termed the· 
Lac Joseph Allochthon, in western Labrador (Rivers and Nunn, 1985). 
Pres~ntl~ av~ilable evide~ce sugge~ts that this unit has a negligible 
Grenvillian metamorphic overprint. Rivers and Nun~ noted that the 
- \ 
progressive metamorpHic sequence present in th~ prrautochthon is 
. 
truncated by the allocpthon. Lithologic unlts which can be correlated 
• fr0111 the autochthon into the par autochthon cannot be traced across 
f 
the parautochthon-allochthon boundary. Radiometric U-Pb dating of 
zircon and monazite within the allochthon yields consisten~ages of 
about 1650 Ha. This implies that the last significant thermal event 
experienced by the allochthon wa·s at 1650 Ha and suggests tha t 
-... Grenvillian reworking was minor. Rivera and Nunn considered that 
structural emplacement of the allochthon occurred during the 
Grenvillian Or;ogeny and that .although the interior of the allochthon 
may have a negligible metamorphic overprini, the basal p~rtion may in 
' 
fact FAVe been considerably reworked during the Grenvillian Orogeny 
. (River!! sod Nunn 1 1985). 
This regional subdivision, established in western 
Labrador,(Rivers and Nunn,l98S) haa_ been shown to be compatible with 
~!visions through~ut the e~tire Grenville Province in LAbr~ dor 
(Figure 3) and into Quebec (Rivers and Chown, 1986). 
1.3.2· Central Labrador 
' In centr&,l Labrador, middle Proterozoic greenschist facies 
I 
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Figure 3. Lithotectonic subdivisions in the Grenville Province in 
Labrador, after Rivers and Chown (1986). 
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supracrustal a~d granitoid rocks with minor remnants of amphibolite 
facies Hudsoni3n gneisses define the parautochthonous unit (Thomas, . 
1985). The southern. limit of the parautochthon is marked by major 
south-dipping thrust zones. The parautoc·hthon contains greenschist to 
upper amphibolite facies lithologies of predominantly calc-alkaline 
granito~s and' semi-pelitic migm~tltic paragneiss. the allochthon to 
the south, known as the Wilson Lake Allochthon (Figure1 3) is composed 
of quartzefeldsP,athic paragneiss containing hyper'sthene, sapphirine 
a~d silli~anite, and is interpreted to be a deep-seated crustal 
fragment, tectonically emplaced over the parautochthon a.s a klippe. 
1.3.3 Eastern Labrador 
In easttrn Labrador, the Grenville Province is.divided into three 
major lithotec~onlc terrAnes, (Gower, 1981; Gowe r and Owen, 198~), 
defined on the basis of distinct lithological~, struc tural a nd 
metamorphic characteristics (Figure 1). Although the su bdivision of 
the three terranes is based primarily bn lithological hnd metamorphic 
. . 
di~tinctions, a partial correlation can be made with the tectonic 
division propose~ by Rivers and Chown in western Liibrador. 
The northern most terrane, the Trans-Labrador .Batholith is a . 
-
maj or belt of post-orogenic granitoid rocks assofiated with the newly 
l. defined Labradorian OrdSeny (Tho~a s et al., 1985; Rivers and Nun~, 
1985) which extends along the ·northern margin of the Grenville 
Province in Labrador. U-Pb and Rb-Sr dating yields 1650 rna. to 1600 
.m.a. ages, the U-Pb ages being a1•ost concordsnt. Variably defor med · 
granodiorite, granite, qusrtz monzonite and quartz s yeni t e are th~ 
• 
• I 
predominant lithologies and are ch~racterized by facies 
sub assemblage of chlorite, albite and epidote. 
I 
South of ,the Trans-Labrador Batholith, Gower (1981) and Gower and 
t 
Owen (1984) describe a major lithotectonic -unit, the Grosw~ter Bay 
Terrane, which is a large arcuate belt~xtendlng 350 km through 
· ,-
easte rn Labrador. ·rts northern .extent is defined as the southern . ""-
boundary of tne Trans-Labrador Batholith. Rock types include 
predominantly tonalitic to granodioritic orthogneiss, mafit 
~ 
intrusions, various granitoid rocks and minor pelitic paragneia~ • 
Metamorphic grade is atmiddle to upper amphibolite (f acies with loc-al 
retrogression to greenschist facies. Radiometric age dates imply that 
the region underwent a major tectonothermal event at 1650 Ma. and A 
- . 
weaker Gre nvillian event at 1100 Ma ·, .(Gower and Owen, 1984)~ Region11l 
correlati otJ :1 th the 3-f~ld)subdivision of the Grenville Province i~) 
Labrador discussed previouslsr tiuggests that the Groswater Bay Terrane 
is part of the Grenvillan ~rautochthon. ) . 
A third lithotectonic unit,·. the Lake MP.lville Terrane, recently 
defined in the Grenville Province of eastern Labrador is A 60 km wide 
• 
and 250 km long crustal segment which is bounded in the north hy the 
\ 
Gr oswater Bay Terrane and in part by tne Mealy Mountains Terrane to 
thE': s outh. Maj or rock types include pelitic and semi-pelitic 
• paragneiss, K feldspa r megacrystic and non-megacrystic granodiorite 
, t ' 
and layered mafic complexes. Metamorphic grade is at upper 
amphibolite to granulitP facies, wlth the development of €reenachiat (_ 
facies assemblages along fault zones. Field evidence suggests that 
the Lake Melville Terran~ is allochtho~ous and has bPe~ically 
" . ) . ..,_ 
juxtaposed upon the Groavater Bay Terrane !'lon.g thP Rl golet thru11t 
.-~ 
.. ,.,.. .. 
f 
• 
.. 
i 
12 
zone, during th'e Grenvillian orogeny (Gower•and Owen, 1984) 
The lltholqgtc assoc1attoo~ metamorphic grade and tectonic nature 
of both the Groswater Bay and Lake Melville·· Terranes in eastern 
Labrador suggests a strong correlation with the parautocttthon-
allochthonous units respectively in western and central Labrador. The 
Groavater Bay Terrane comprises rocks with distln,ct pre-Grenvillian 
'-
histories which have · been overprinted by widespread Grenvillian 
amphibolite facie's metamorphism and associated tectonism. 
' ·. 
Structurally ove-rlying and in thrust contact vi th the· Gro!l_water Bay 
Terrane, the Lake Melville Terrane 1a interpreted by Gower and Owen 
( 1984) to repJ;,esent an allochthonous segment, w~h was transported 
northlr.ard during the Grenvillian Orogeny. 
"· 
p 
-' 
,.... 
\ 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITHOLOGIC UNITS 
2.1 Introduction 
tiP' 
The delineation of th~ _ parautochthon and the allochthon in eastern 
Labrador is reflected in a contrast In lithologic associations. 
Although some similarities 1 n the compos! tiona of 11 thol ogles exie t 
between the Groswater Bay and the Lake Melville Terranes, relative 
proportions and field characteristics are used as a bash t~ claeaify 
rock types into their respective terranes (Gower and Owen, 1984). The 
Groswater Bay Terrane is com~osed predominantly of granitic 
orthogneiss, f o11ated granl to ids and mafic rocks, wl th sem1-pel1 tic 
paragneiss being a minor r'ock type, whereas in the Lake Melville 
\ , 
Terrane, pelitic and semi...:pelitic paragneiss, layered mafic 
• intrusions and foliated gran! to1ds are the major 11 thologies. 
2. 2 Groswater Bay Terrane 
Major rock types occurring within the Groswater Bay Terrane include 
granodiorite to tonalite orthogneiss, diorite to quartz diorite, K 
felds~r megacrysti~ and non-megacrystic granodiorite, 
pyroxene-bearfng gran! toids, various mafic 11 thologies and pelt tic 
. .~ 
and semi-pelitic paragneiss (Figure 4). Field relationships between 
the 'orthogneiss and the foliated granitoid rocks in s~·: 
indicate that the gneisses are basement rocks occurring as enclaves 
vi thin the grJtnitoids, which are themselves intruded by Helik.ian 
14 
Figure 4. Lithologic units in the Grenville Province of e~stern Labrador, 
after Gower and Owen, 1984 ; Gower et al., 1985, 1986 . 
MM - :1ealy ~·lountains Terrane (anorthosite and related rocks) 
~IGGB - :fount Gnat Granulite Belt; EID - Earl Island Domain ; 
R'I'Z - gigolet thrust zone; P::-lGB - Paradise ::-Ieta::;edimentary Gneiss 
Belt; SHBP - Sand Hil]. Big Pond gabbro- norite; \!BAC - ;{hite Bear 
Arm Complex . 
~fAKKOVIK PROVINCE Aim TRANS-LABRADOR BATHOLITH 
D 0 0 Bruce River Group ( l. 63 Ga . ) 
t: I Trans - Labrador Batholith (1 . 65 - 1.60 Ga . ) 
[[!]] Upper Aillik Group (1 . 8 - 1.6 Ga.) 
[: xx] Syn-Hakkovikian granitoid plutons (1.85 - l. 75 Ga .) 
~ Lm<er Aillik and doran Lake Groups (1. 9 Ga . ) 
r-:---1 
~ Tonalitic to granodior itic gneiss, amphibolite (ca. 1.76 Ga . ) GROSHATER BAY AND LAKE ~IELVILLE TERRAl'-ES (GRENVILLE PROVINCE) 
l0o~ Double ~er Formation (0.8 Ga.) 
~ Undivided eranitoid plutons (1.65 - 1.25 Ga . ) 
Undivided mafic intrusions (1.65- 1.40 Ga.) 
1:·:1 ~ Layered gabbro-anorthosite-Qonzonite (granulite facies 
~ Diorite to quart z monzonite (1.65 Ga . ) 
~ Tonalitic to granodioritic gne iss (1.65 Ga . and older) 
D Ne tasedimentary gneiss (1. 90 Ga.) 
1.65 Ga.) 
15 
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gabbro•. In other areas, a gradational contact between the gneisses 
~nd the granitoids implies a variation in the Grenvillian 
defor•ational overprint (Gower and Owen· 1984). ·Younger granitoids are 
interpreted aa havi~g been emplaced partly coeval ·~i th and partly 
. . . 
poatdating the 1650 Ha thermotectonism in the supracrustaL rocks 
which were depolited on or adjacent to the inferred gneissic 
-
basement. 
The orthogneiss is characterized by well developed rnigmatitic 
banding, locally grading into atrongly foliated granodiorite and 
t&nali te. Bibti te il the dominant mafic phase although ~ornblende and · 
• 
garnet are collllllon. 
Paragneiuea in the Groswater ~ay Terrane are divided into .2 major 
groups by Gower and Owen 0?84). These are mediu~n.d high grade 
pelitic paragnelas ~nd low gkade •etasedimentary r~s with 
recognizable primary structures. Medium to high grade metasedime.9ts 
characteristically contain biotite-garnet-quartz-plagioclase-K 
. feldspar with kyanite as tbe alumino-silicate polymorph, locally 
·partially retrogressed to muscovite. Migmatitic fabrics are 
,.. 
widespread and the unit displays a range from schistose to gneissic 
fabrics. In many areas, concordant aplitic dikes and enclaves enhance 
the cn~issic appearance. The restite is composed of fine-grained 
aggregates ~f kyanite, biotite and magnetite. The leucosome component 
, 
is comp~sed of recryatalli¥d quartz, plagioclase and K feldspar. 
Minor biotite and magnetite are coamonly present. The low grade 
·~tasediments are dominantly greywaclte an1 siltstone and although a 
atrona fracture cleavage is d'v~loped, priaary sedimentary bedding is 
. 
c011monly preserv-ed. Gower and Owen ( 1984) consider that the low g!ade 
, . 
' . 
\ 1 7 
._ \ . 
metasediments posF-date the regional medium to high grade 
metamorphism of Labradorian (1650 Ma) age. 
Diori tic to quartz monzoni tic rocks are predominant in . the 
-. I 
sou th-e as tern portion of the Groswater Bay Terrane (Figure 4). The 
\. 
major rock type is a medium to coarse-grained diorite to quartz 
diorite characterized by a .weakly foliated to gneissic fabric. 
Hornblende end biotite are ubiquitous and locally the rock contains k 
..... 
\.._-
feldsp{lr megacrysts. Associ-a ted with the quartz diorite unl t are 
'\ 
intrusions of medium-grained commonly megacrystic biotite 
granodiorite, which in some areas appear to be gradational with the 
' 
... 
quartz diorite. The diorite to quartz diorite and associated biotite 
granodidrite ~re collectively gro~ped into a ~ajoi intrusive body 
which occupies the Earl Island Domain (Gower, 1981). 
Mafic rocks comprise a significant proportion of the Groswater Bay 
Terrane~ Gower and Owen (1984) subdivide them into 2 distinct suites, 
the older consisting predominantly of layered intrusions, the younger 
composed of mafic dikes. The older suite includes olivine gabbro, 
anorthosite, leucogabbro, pyroxenite and associated monzonitea and 
syenites. These rocks are comparable -both in age and 11 thologic 
affinity to the Adlavik Intrusive Suite of the Mak~ovik Province 
dated at 1650 to 1600 Ma and Gower and Owen (1984) and have 
tentatively corr.elated them with it. The . younger aui ye of mafic 
intrualons which is composed of olivine-bearing ophi tic to cocona 
textured metagabbros, has been assigned to the 1400 Ma Michael gabbro 
(Gower and Owen, 1984). Other mafic rocks i~clude aeveral auites of 
dikes which pre-date intrusion of the 1400 Ma gabbro and poat-date 
.... 
ear;J.y Helikian ,granitoids (Gower et. al. ,1982). Two generation• of 
• 
• 
18 
diabase dikes of Pha~erozoic age have also been recognized. 
2.3 Lake Melville Terrane 
In contrast to the Groawater Ba'f Terrane, the Lake Melville Terrane 
11 dominated by pelitic and semi-pelitic paragneiss, f~liated 
. I ' granitoids and layered mafic intrusions; granitic orthogneiss is a 
relatively minor rock t~e. 
Supracrustal rocks in the Lake Melville Terrane comprise ~ 
diltinct compositional groups; these are pelitic to semi-pelitic 
gneiss, paammitic glileias, qhartzite, calc-silicate rocks and mafic 
gneiu. ( 1) Semi-pel! tic schlieric banded paragneiss is the dominant 
rock type and is characterized by Billimani te + K feldspar 
subsasemblages. Layering is .defined by segregation of leucosome and · 
mafic reatite components. Transp~siton of . these layers is common and 
in some areas extremely complex. Oiatexl tes, interpreted ·as strongly 
migmatized equivalents of the semi-pelitic gneisses, occur as large 
bodies intercalated with the pelitic rocks. (2) Psammitic gneiss is 
•ommonly pyritic with a diatinct rusty-brown weathering color. Garnet 
' ' 
and biotite are widespread and sillimanite and muscovite occur 
.. 
locally. Where not associated with othe.r supracrustal rocks the 
. . 
. 
distinction between psammiticrgneisa and granodioritic orthogneiss 
may be difficult. {3) Calc-ailicat~ zones within pelitic and 
. ~ 
paammltic gneiss .range from layers of 10 em up to 300m wide 
contain diopalde + grosaular + amphibole. + plagioclase as constituent ' 
phases. {4) Quartzite .ia a llil\or rock type, although layers up to ?0 
. . 
m wide occur in a few lOcalities. Mineral aase•blages include: quartz . 
• 
. -· 
' 
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. 
+ plagioclase + magnetite + garnet + graphite + diopaide + biotite. 
(5) Mafic rocks interlayered within the supracrustal sequence are 
pr~sent in a. few areas. Theylconta~e'pidote + diopaide + grossular + 
plagioclase + calcite as ch_arac teristic mineral phaa,a and are 
interpre,ed , to be strongly deformed ·pillow basalts • 
-The predominant composition of the orthogneiss is granodiorite. 
These rocks· are variably mfgma t! tic with the fabric ranging from 
strongly foliated to a well developed banding .• In some areas the 
.. 
~esence of flattened enclaves and dikes enhances the overall 
gneissic texture. Biotite, hornblende and garnet are the common mafic 
. . ... 
phases and locally orthopyroxene is developed in the leucosome. In 
some · areaa the fabric 1s weak to moderately foliated with local 
'-.... 
gradations to strongly foliated and gneissic. Gradational contacts 
betwe(o strongly tectonized and more massive granodiorite suggest 
that the •variation i .s a result of strain heterog~nei.~ies during 
deformation. 
Mafic intrusive rocks occur predominantly in the. Mount Gnat 
y.. 
Granulite Belt (Gower et al. ,1981) and the White Bear Arm Complex 
(Figure 4). These rocks' are interpreted to be large fractionated 
· layere4 ~afic intrusions of gabbro - leucogabbro - leucon~rite -
anorthosite - monzonite and granite. Locally .igneous· layering is 
preserved; however layering as a result of metamorphic 
' differentiation is more common. Gabbros with both single and double 
) 
coronas of olivine-orthopyroxene and olivine-orthopyr,oxeoe-amphibole 
occur throughout both units. Minor fine-grained leucogabbro-norite 
I . • 
which occurs in isolated and discontinuous outcrops ~ay be dikes 
~-
related to the layered comple~e~ 
• 
' 
\ 
. . 
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CliAPTER 3\ 
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
·' 
I 3. ·1 In troduc t.i on 
~ 
In this section the structural development of the Groswater Bay and 
the Lake Melville Terranes will be considered within the framework of 
D 
the tectonic model for the Grenville Province presented in Chapter 1 • 
• 
A regional interpretation of structures in eastern Labrador is given 
by Gower ~-and Owen (1984) and Go'wer et al. (1~85, 1986). These authors 
have interpreted th'e complex to be due to a combination of 
pre-existing Labradorian features w~dely overprinted by Grenvillian 
trends.' {At the time of writing, Gower and Owen, 198.4 were not really 
aware of the Labradorian Orogen~, and interpreted pre-Grenvillian 
I . 
fea tur~s to be Makkovikian, however, we- now know they are 
.. 
Labradorian). The majority of this section is a summary of this work 
to which the author contributed. 
3. 2 Groswater Bay Terrane 
The regional structural pattern in the eastern Groswater Bay Terrane 
is shown in Figure 5. Foliations trend northwesterly in the Sandwich 
Bay area and awing towards the north~ast in the Groswater Bay area. 
Dips are towards the southwest near Sandwich Bay and generally 
northwest north of Groswater Bay • 
Oven and Rivera (1983), Gower and Owen (1984) and Owen (1985) 
·have described the p~ogr~ssive overprinting and obliter~tion of NE 
' 
SA 
25 Km 
Figure 5. Regional structural pattern in eastern Labrador, 
after Gower and Owen (1984); Gower et al. (1984, 1985). 
The Rigolet thrust zone separates the Groswater Bay 
and Lake Melville Terranes. 
The thrust symbol in the Smokey Archipelago is the 
Grenville Front. 
SA - Smokey Archipelago 
GB - Groswater Bay 
LM - Lake Melville 
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trending Hakkovik fabrica in the Smokey Archipelago, just to the 
south of the Grenville'Front on the coast of Labrador (Figure 5) and 
on thia ~asia interpret the present structural pattern to be a result 
of the overprintrng and re-orientation of pre-existing Makkovik NNE 
trending tabrice by _.idespread EW Grenvillian fabrics. -However, in a 
small structural domain on the south shore of Groswater Bay (Figure 
5) f;brics trend north to north-east and are interpreted to be relict 
. 
Hskkovikian features which were essentially unaffected by Grenvillian 
deformation {Gower and Owen, 1984). 
Fabric~ in the Groswater Bay Terrane are represented by well 
developed foliations in paragneiss and orthogneiss and moderately 
developed fabrics in granitoid and mafic rocks. Mlgmatitic banding in 
sem1-pel1 tic paugnelss 1s well develope-d and defined by layers of 
granitic leucosome alternating with restite lsyers consisting of · 
kyanite - biotite - garnet - muscovite. Fabrics in granitoid and 
Nsfic .rocks are defined by elongate aggregates of biotite and 
hornblende. Down dip mineral lineations, defined by the preferred 
orientation of inequant minerals and elongate mineral aggregates, are 
well developed in paragneiss and orthogneiss, particularly in zones ,. 
of shearing or intense deformation. 
Numerous faults are present in the Groswater Bay Terrane, the 
••jority of thea! being interpr~ted as britt~~ strike-slip faults~ 
They have been •apped · on the basis of fault breccia, extreme 
. . 
alteration and on aerial photograph. linaements. Only rarely is there 
evidence of dieplaced lithologic contacts. Thrust faults in the 
uglon are recognized by their well developed llyJoni tic faJ>ri<;s and 
·. .. 
intenee recryatalllzation. Rotated K-feldspar 11egacryats are common, 
l 
\ 
• 
J 
'. 
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their sense of rotation co~bined with lineation orientations suggest 
a general north to north-east directed transport direction. 
3.3 ' Lake Melville Terrane 
The regional strucural pattern in the Lake ~elville Terrane is more 
complex than that in the Groswater Bay Terrane (Figure . 5). In the 
southeast part of the Lake Melville Terrane, foliations trend 
predominantly south-east, and dip towards the north-east. In some 
areas, this fabric is interpreted to have been .deflected as a result 
of deformation along Grenvillian shear zones (Gower and Owen, 1984; 
Figure 6 )". In the central Lake Mel ville Terrane, west of Sandwich 
., 
Bay~ variable foliation trends and dip directions reflect a c~mplex 
structural pattern. In the western portion 6f the terrane,· east of 
Lake Melville, foliations trend essentially east-west and dip 
consistently towards the north to north-east. The variablity of 
, -
. foliations and dip dfrections in the Lake Melville Terrane ~~eara ' t9 
be consistent with a model of pre-Grenvillian (·~bradorian) .fabrics 
variably modified during the Grenvf.llian orogeny. Near the Rigolet 
thrust zone, folds with axes parallel to the fault are considered to 
be of Grenvillian age, although elsewhere, relationships are more 
difficult to establish. 
' Planar fabrics in the Lake Melville Terrane range fra. gneiasic 
layering developed in most paragneiss and orthogneisa lithologies to 
weakly developed foliations in gr~nitoida and mafic rocks. In some 
areas, planar fabrics are generally absent in plutonic rocks which. 
are"characterized by primary igneous textures. Gneiaalc fabrica are 
Post · 1600 Mo oronttOtd plutons (e o.l273 
MaJOr layered mafic intrusions 
Recrystallized anorthostte 'miJrker' unit 
Quartz diorite 'marker' unit 
Metosedi mentory one iss 
Thrust 
Stnke-slip fault 
Normal fault 
-Hf-+ Synform 
~ Antiform 
0 km 
---------
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KINEMATIC 
INTERPRETATION 
6. Major structures and kinematic interpretation Figure 
the Lake Melville Terrane, after Gower et .al. 
(inset) 
(1985). 
of 
Groswoter Boy 
0 
J 
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generally defined by alternating leucosome lay~rs consisting of 
plagiocla~e .- K feldspar - qua'rtz with minor mafic p~ases and rest! te 
layers consisting of various combinations of sillimanite - biotite - , 
magnet! te - garnet -·'cordieri te - orthopyroxene in paragneiss .and · 
. 
biotite - hornblende - orthopyroxene_- clinopyroxene - garnet -
magnetite in orthogneiss. Minor folds asso~lated with ~he migmatitic _ 
fabric are tight 'to isoc1inal·and indicate extensive transpositioq 
and tight folding. 
• 
Granitoid rocks are ~aracterized by a strong to weakly developed 
foliation defined by alignment ~f biotite+ hornblende selvages. and 
commonly K feldspar megacrysts. Strongly foliated granitoid rocks 
locally become gneissic near ~ear zones and thrusts. Mafic 
lithologies are commonly moderately to strongly foliated, although in 
general, gran~lite facies rocks have a granoblastic fabric impfying 
subsequent re~ry~tallization. Linear~fabric~ are well de~eloped in 
para£neiss, orthogneiss and granitoid rocks, althotgh are rare in 
mafic lithologies. Mineral ·stretching lineations and rodding 
structures are generally down dip and paralLel to the orientations of 
fold axes' suggesting an extehsional strain regime in which 
( 
axes during . 
Hylonite.zones in "the Lake Melville Terrane are characterized by 
variably re~rystallized mylonitic foliations. Quartzofeldspathic 
mylonites col111Do~nly e~hib.it ribbon textures .where quart~ grains reach 
aspec't ratios of 30.:1 implying no annealing after their formation. 
'- .---....._ 
Thin pseudo.tachylite zo~esJwhich cross-cut, the •ylonitic fabric 
occur locally in areas of intenae shearing. Rotated K feldspar 
'il 
I 
aegacrye'ta 
linea~/ona 
/ 
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in granitoid rocks together with down dip mineral 
indicate north-east to north-west transport direction. 
Mylonites in, mafic rocks exhibit extreme recrystallization with t~e 
development oL blas tomylonitic textures. All these mylGfti tes, which 
range from less than .lm up to lOOm wide, are interpreted to be 
moderate to shallowly dipping thrust faults in which the hanging wall 
has been transported northward. 
~ 
3.4. R1golet Thrust Zone 
A prominent structural feature in the area is a major east to · 
south-east trending thrust fault which extends from the north west 
shore of Lake Melville to the south-east coast of Labrador. (Figure 
6). This feature, termed the Rigolet thrust zone (Gower et al.,l982) 
' 
_defines the boundary betwee~ the Groswater !lay Terrane and the Lake 
Melville Terran:e. Where exposed, the Rigolet thrust is defined by 
shallow south to sou th-ea at dipping zones of mylonite, 
paeudotacpylite and cataclasite. Where exposure is lacking the thrust 
baa been extrapolated on the basis of tt.s linear negative 
aer011agnetic signature. The morpholog~ and inferred kinematic 
aignature of ~e Rigolet thrust zone vary along its le·ngth (Figure 6, 
inaet).•In .the Double Mer-White hills region, near Rig,oleti' where 
there 1a an ex tension of' th.e Lake Melville Terrane in the form of a 
\ 
' thrust lobe, it 1a cha_racterized by multiple thrust faults with down 
dip (aouth-eut plunging) extension mineul lineations. ln this- area, . 
Gower and Owen (1984) propoR a northward translation of the Lake 
' \ . . 
Melville Terrane over- the Grosvater _Bay_ Terrane. Further to the 
27 
south-east the Rigolet thrust zone is interpreted to be a 
. predominantly strike-slip fault with only a minor thrust component 
(Gower et al.,l985). East of Sandwich Bay, the extension of the 
Rigole t thrust zone is predominantly an intrusive contact between the 
Earl Island Domain and the Paradise Metasedimentary Belt (Gower et 
al., 1985) and the structural significance of the zone in this area 
is at present uncertain. 
Gower et al. (1985) have proposed that the Lake Melville Terrane 
was transported in a northwest to north-northwest direction along the 
Rigolet thrust zone (Figure 6). The kinematic interpretation (Figure 
6, inset), shows that east to north-east trending portions of the 
Rigolet thrust zone have a major thrust component, whereas a·orth-west 
striking structures are essentially right lateral strike-slip faults 
with only a minor thrust component. In the Double Mer..:.White Hills 
region (Figure 6), the Rigolet thrust zone is in the form of a . thrust 
lobe, which is comparable in lithologic association, s true turd a tyle 
and metamorphic grade to the Lac - Joseph, Wilson Lake and Cape .. Caribou 
· allochthons to the west (Figure 3). 
Within the Lake Melville Terrane, several northwest facing frontal 
thrusts 'with marginal strike-slip faults are developed. South-west of 
Sandwich Bay(, these thrusts are interp.reted to be a result of a 
combination of right lateral movement along the English River fault, 
which bounds the north-east side of the Healy Mountains Terrane and 
moveraent along the northeastern 11argin of the Lake Melville Terrane 
(Figure 6, Gower et al., 1985.). 
, . --.. '\ 
( 
... . 
. ' 
· 3. 5 Grenvillian Effects 
The most obvious effect of the Grenvillian Orogeny in eastern 
Labrador was the regional slicing and stacking of pre-Grenvillian 
rocks into _major thrust bound crustal segments along the Rigolet 
\ 
thrust zone and other minor intra- terrane myloni tea. The regional 
. 
structural pattern suggeste a north to north-west transport of an 
. 
exhumed deep level allochthon (Lake Melville Terrane) over a 
parautochthonous unit ( Gro!lwater Bay Terrane). 
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On a ~maller scale, there is evidence that Grenvillian deformation 
was polyphase. Owen (1985), describes 3 phases .. of .defot"mation 
attributed to the Grenvillian Orogeny in the Smokey Archipelago just 
south of the Grenville Front in eastern Labrador. The first period of 
~ 
Grenvillian 'deformation (GDl) resulted io the development of east 
~ 
trending inclined folds which are seen to deform pre-Grenvillian 
fabrics. Gower (1981) describes a ' regional west p_lunging GF1 ·antiform 
with an east-west trending axial trace passing tllrough Groswater Bay, 
which is considered to be a major structural feature of the Groswater 
Bay 'Terrane; and Owen (.198~) describes the development of GS1 fabric 
along the limbs of 'en folds. Several major GFl folds have been 
' 
I · interpreted to oc'&ur west of Sandwich Bay ln the Lake Melville 
Terrane (Figure 6). A regional synform has been interpreted to extend 
from south of Sandwich Bay to west of Rigolet, the ax181 trace of 
which 1a defined by folded quartz diorite bodies in some areas 
- -1---1(HPJ.fi-v1gure 6). To the vest and aout:h of this synform, a 18rge domal 
~ 
atructure defined by antifonia 1s outlined by para~isa. A second 
/ 
' 
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period of Grenvillian deform a tion produced SE to SSW plunging GF2 
fo.!_<!.!t, which locally are seen to deform GPl folds. G~ Folding waa 
accompanied by the development of a south dipping axial planar 
foliation. GD2 deformation associated with northwest transport of th.e 
Healy Mountains terrane, resulted in tightening of ..the northwest -end 
of .the domal structure into north verging f(\l.da and refolding of the 
Q 
regional synform in the Pa.radise River area into minor open Z folds 
(Gower e t al. , 1 98 5) • 
GD3 is represented by local deformation of GS2 fabrics giving rise 
' to SSW plunging folds: Owen ( 1985) suggests a NNw-SSE oriented 
direction of maximum compression during GDl and GD2 ht the Grenville 
Front region, which culminated in north-directed thrusting along the 
Benedict and Cut Throat Island Faults near Smokey (Figure S ) • A 
similar kinematic interpretation appears applicable for ·the western 
Rigolet thrust zone, in the Double-Mer White Hills area, where a 
frontal lobe of the Lake Melville Terrane 1a thrust on to the 
Groswater Bay Terrane. 
3.6 Pre-Grenvillian Effects 
The recognition of distinct older. fabrics in the Groswater Bay and 
Lake Melville Terranes is ,generally difficult, although locally in 
the Groswater Bay Terrane, a NNE trending Makkoviltian fabrtc h 
pre~erved in gneissic rocks, wh~ch af eaaentially unaffected by 
Greovill,an dHormation. ~sewhere, relict Makk.ovikian trends are 
interpreted by Gower and Owen (1984) · to have ~een deflected towards a 
northe:st directio'\s a result of translation along Grenvillian 
. . 
c 
• 
{o 
strike-e].ip faulPe. 
Thil interpretation implying'\ widespread Grenvillian a true tural 
'. 
overprint in both the Groswater Bay and Lake Melville Terranes in 
eaetern Labrador differs fr0111 the structural relationships in the 
- l 
• parautochthon-allochthon units in western Labrador. Rivers and Chown 
(1986) and R1 vera and Nunn (198 5 )_ noted _that although the. degree of 
Grenvillian structural rew~king of the allochthon was largely 
unknown the p"reserva tion of 16.50 Ha U/ Pb ages on or almost on 
coqcordia suggested that Grenv.Ulian o'ver;rinting was likely minimal 
there. 
In sum!llary, the"regionwl structural pattern of the Grenville 
' ·Prov+_,nce in eastern Lah_rador suggests widespread Grenvillian, 
overpr,inting of older crustal segments with pre-existing structural 
I • 
historiesr Strong Grenvillian reworking of olde~ Makkovikian an~ 
Labradorian fabrics resulting in a variably trending Grenvillian 
overprint is evid~,;~tn 
Terranes. The kinematic 
.......... 
both the ,Groswa ter Bay and Lake Mel ville 
.II 
f~mework in eastern Labrador is based on 
regional ductile thrusting of a series of nappe sr,fuctures with both 
. - ( 
pre-Grenvillian and Grenvillian histories. In the Sandwich · Bay area, 
this thrusting is represented by transp<irt of the allochthonous Lake 
Melville Terrane onto the parautochthonous Groswater Bay Terrane ~nd 
· thrusting ?f both the Healy Mountains Terrane and the White Bear Arm 
~ 
Complex over . the Lake Melville Terrane. 
t I 
/ 
• 
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CHAPTER 4 • 
... ~ 
METAMORPHISM 
4.1 Introduction 
" 
' ) 
., 
--
Distinction b~tween the Groswater Bay and Lake Melville Terranes ~n 
eastern Labrador is basid in part on the variation in m~tamorphic 
·, 
grade across the Rigolet thrus\ · z~ne, which separates the two 
terranes. Mineral assemblages in the Groswate..!:,. Bay Terrane show 
. I 
. ' 
middle to upper amphibolite facies~ditions, whereas upper 
. 
amphibolite to granulite facies is recorded in the Lake Melville 
, 
Terrane. This chapter describes mineral assemblages in p"aragneiaaes 
' ' ' 
and granitoid and basic rocks of both terranes.~In addition, 
metamorphic conditions in both terranes are estimated qualitatively 
on the basis 
.. 
reactions in 
of ;rrlsons wl th 
petrogenetic grids. 
experimentally invest~gated 
' 
4. 2 Mineral Assemblages in the Groswa ter Bay Terrane 
Complete mineral assemblages for samples u·sed in this study are 
listed , in Appendix 1. Mineral asse11blages in paragneisslc ,. graoi told 
. and mafic 11 thologies in the Groswa ter Bay Terrane indicate that the 
. 
pr,evaillng grade of metaaorphism 1s middle to upper amphlboll te. 
facies. There is· also evidence 
aaphibollte facies conditions, 
of partial retrog~eulon under lower\ 
particularly the development of 
auscovi te and- epidote in paragnelulc and granl told rock a 
~ respecti•lJ ant_~ally, along zones of duct.Ue lftlruatlng and 
' 
•• 
t 
J, 
.. 
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fauft1ng, chlorite and heaatite are extensively developed. 
The aaaemblage plagioelase + K feldspar + quartz +biotite + 
\ kyanite + garnet+ granitic veins is common in semi-pelitic gneiss. In 
ao-e aaaplea, ainor retrogression is indicated by the presence of 
auacovite and/or by the local alteration of kyanite and K feldspar 
aaaeablages to produce 11uscovite + quartf. Partial mefting of pelitic 
gneiaa formed granitic veins, resulting in the development of 
wideapread intense migmatitic schlieric banding which locally is 
' 
accentuated by the intrusion of minor aplitic veins, parallel to the 
·banding •• 
.. 
Orthognefaa and foliated granitoid rocks typically contain bioU te 
• + hornblende + garnet subasseablages. Retrograde ·epidote is 
.ubiquitoua and occurs throughout granitoid rocks in the Groswater Bay 
Terrane. East of Cartwright, aonzonitic to ~enitic rocks contain 
111etamorphic subassemblages of clinopyroxene + hornblende + garnet. 
Mafic rocks in the Groswater Bay Terrane are characterized by 
hornblende + plagioclase + garnet + biotite subassemblagl!s, although , 
metamorphic orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene have been found locally. 
\ 
4.3 Mineral Assemblages in the Lake Melville Terrane 
. \ 
Mineral assemblages in ·the Lake Melville Terrane suggest that 
aeta~cirpbic grades of upper aaphibolite to lower granulite facies 
were attained.· Locally retr~rade greenschist faciea aueablages 
occur along fault zones. The. moat aignifica~~ontrast in aetaaorphic 
parageneaea occurs within the paragneiss lithologies. As opposed to 
the kyanite + r: feldspar-bearing pelitea in the Grosvater Bay 
J 
/ 
• 
• 
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Terrane, paragneisses in the Lake Melville Terrane are characterized 
by K feldspar + sillimanite + biotite :+-garnet + granitic liquid 
subassemblages. 
In the Paradise metasedimentary gneiss belt (PHGB, Gower et al., 
1986), a zone of predominantly pell~c and se~i-pelitic paragneioa 
· e"xtending froa west of Sandwich Bay to the coast of Labrador (Figure 
4), pelitic rocks containing subassemblages of stable•muscovite + 
. ~ 
biotite + garnet and cordierite + sillimanite + granitic liqui~ 
occur. 
In the Sand Hill River ~rea, adjacent to the Sandhill Big Pond 
gabbro-norite complex (SHBP, Figure 4), (Gower et al., 1986), a 
narrow zone of paragneiss is characterized by the high grade 
... 
subassemblage sillimanite + orthopyroxene + sapphirine + osumilite 
(C.~ .Gower personal--~ommunication, 1986). Thh assemblage is 
interpreted to be a result .of local contact metamorphism due to the 
i~trusion .,f the SHBP gabbro-nor! te body. [Recent wo~k. by Valley et 
al. ( 1986) · in the Adirondacks has shown that mineral auemblages in 
the contact metamorphic aureole of the Marcy anorthosite remained 
stable during subsequent Grenvillian granulite facies metamorphism, 
because fluid activity was close to 0 during the latter event (i.e. 
it . was completely driven off during contact metamorphism). Thil model 
may also be applicable to the osumilite-bearing aaseablagea present 
in para,gneiss adjacent to the SHBP gabbro-nor! te]. 
" Coexisting kyanite and sillimanite hav~ been discovered in a fev 
localities immediately south <?f the Rigolet thruat zone, on the White 
I ' 
Bear River. Petrographic inspection reveals .~at kyanite h ~e1ng 
' 
replaced by stable sillimanite, and the reaction is thus prograde • 
• 
l 
\ 
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The l .oca tion of the kyani te-sUliaani te iaograd thus approximately 
coincides wi_th the boundary be twe'en the Groswater Bay Terrane and the 
Lake Melville Terrane. 
Evidence of partial melting in paragneissea· from the Lake 'Melville 
Terrane is widely developed, with migmatization ranging from 20 to 70 
volume % in' the· rock:. Mineral assemblages develop-ed in orthogneiss 
and foliated granitoid rocks contain bloti~e + hornblende + garnet; 
partial -retrogression to chlorite occurs locally. In the central Lake 
" 
Melville Terrane, large intrusions of hornblende + pyroxene-bearing 
gra'nod~(Gower and Owen, 1984) are commonly highly strained and 
migmatized, implying that conditions required for partial melting 
were reached. 
Hafic 11 thologies Jn the Lake Melville Te_rrane are characterized 
, by rather variable assemblages. Gabbroic and anorthosi tic rocks 
commonly cont~in relict primary igneous mineralogiea along with 
metamorphic amphibole-bearing ' aase~blage~ in which par~ial 
recrystallization of igneous phases is widespread. In the Mount Gn-at 
Grani.tli te Belt (Gower et. al., 1981) and the White Besr Arm Complex 
(Gower et. al 1 , 1985, Figure 4) igneous olivine is pr;eserved in co·res 
of coronas with rims of either amphibole ' or hypersthene+ amphibole . 
H?wevv, t~e sig~flcance of these coronas is not clear, as it 1s not 
known whether the coronas are a metaaorpbic or subsolld~s ~oollng 
' feature. !lsewhere in the Lake Melville Terrane granulite fac-ies 
auemblagea of hypersthene + dlopside + garnet + hornblende occur 
throughout in mafic lithologies. 
In summary, the development of sillimanite + i feldspar +melt and 
kyanite + K feldspar+ melt assemblages in ·paragneisses in the Lake 
' 
3S 
1 Melville and Groswater Bay Terranes, respectively, suggests a 
distinct variation in metamorphic conditions ac~oss the Rigolet 
thrust zone. 0 • 
4. 4 The Petrogenetic Grid 
Metamorphic pressure and temperature conditions can be approxiaated 
within the stu~y area on the basis of comparisons .with experimentally 
de·termined equilibria. In this section petrogenetic ~T grids with 
relevant equilibria for pelitic and basic rocks in the Groswater Bay 
and Lake Melville Terra~s are presented. 
I . ~ 
.... 
4.4.1 Paragneiss Assemblages 
I 
Figure 7 shows various reactions relevant for pelitic rocks in the 
study area. Reactions representing formation of minimum melt~ay be 
modelled in the e·ight component model pelitic system Si02 - AI 2o3 
' . 
K20- MgO- FeO- H2o- CaO- Na2o (l'ho•pson & Algor, 1977; St. Onge, 
1981). These authors have demonstrated the existence of several 
melting reactions in the•model syste• radiating from an invariant 
point defined by the intersection of the granite ainimum melt curve 
,.,. 
and the curve reptesen.ting breakdown of muscovite in the presence of 
quart.z. 
A number of these reactions have been investigated at various 
values of ag2o by seve~al authora, including, Kerrick (1972) and 
Th()mpson (197 4). Experimental work on the •uscovi te + quartz • 
~ · 
Figure 7. Petrogenetic: grid with appropriate reactions for· paragneiss 
in the Groswster Bay and Lake Helf..Ule Ter~anes. 
. . . 
( 
Cro•s-hatched a~ea - minimum P-T conditions in the 
Groswater Bay Terrane. 
Dotted area -.minimum· P-T conditions in the Lalf,e Melville 
Terrane. 
Arrow reP.resents progressive metamorphic sequence in the 
Paradise Metasedimentary Gneiss Belt · (LMT). 
Cur~es 1 a.nd 2 (for aH2o • 0.5) af~er Kerrick (1972). 
' Curve 3 (for XMg in cor~. • 0.71) .after Newton (1972). 
Curves 4, 5 and 6 (for x11g in cord. • 0.71) after Newton 
e t al ; (19 7 4) • 
A1 2s105 triple-point after Holdaway (1971) . 
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(RASH) systea baa shown that the position of the reaction in p..;.T 
•' 
spact migrates towards lower teaperatures and pressures with a 
, 
The ·granite minimum melting curve bas been studied by Piwinski 
{1968) and Boettcher and Wyllie (1968) fbr vario~s values of aH2o. 
Experimental. evidence shows that this reaction migrates to higher P-T 
.? 
conditions with a decrease in PH2o. Kerrick (1972)·summarized the 
effect of variable values of aH20 on·both the gr,anite miQ.imwa melt 
and K fe!dpaar - Al 2Sio5 forming reactions in the KASH systea • 
• In the study area, it is most likely that anatexis occurred under 
water undersaturated conditions (i.e. PH2o < < Ptotal). This 
assumption is supported by the -anhydrous na ture of paragneisses in 
some areas. To approximate this assumption conditions of aH20 • 0.5 
are used for the positions of ,' reactions invol~Jng the genera_;.Ion of , 
granitic melts and the upper stabilLty limit of muscovite in Figure 
..,. 
· 7. The absence of muscovite in - the paragneisses, (except as locally 
developed retrograde phases). indica tell that metamorphism occurred 
above the stability limit of muscovite. 
In ~aragneisses of the Groswater Bay Terrane, coexistence · of 
J' •' . • 
kyani te + K-feldspar ln the resti te component, is inferred~ to result 
~ from the vapour absent dehydration melting reaction, which can be 
modelled in the KASH system as: 
11uscovite · + quartz • K feldspa_r + ltyanite + liquid • Rl 
. or in the eight component aodel system (reaction 2 in Figure 7) ~ 
. ... 
. ' 
39 . 
muscovite+ biotite·+ albite+ quartz • A1 2Si05 + t !eldspa; 
+liquid R2 
Since this reaction has · taken place within the stabil~ty' field of 
' . 
kyanite, minimum meta~orphic conditions in the order of 7 kbar and 
650°C are implied (assuming aH2o • 0.5). 
In the L~e Melville Terrane, more variable metamorphic m1 neral 
assemblages in paragneisses allow a more detailed _interpretation· of 
P-;:.sonditions.: The characteristic association of sillimanite + 
garnet+ bi~tite +melt in these paragneisses implies (1) that the 
stability Jield of staurolite has been exceeded, and (2) that 
anate~is has occurred. The coexistence of sillimsnite + ~feldspar in 
.. 
the restite component of the rock suggests that the reattion: 
muscovite + quartz x K f eldspar + sillimanite· + melt R3 
has occurred. This is th~ same dehydration ·mel tin~ reaction as 
inferrid for the Groswater Bay Terrane, except, that the stable 
~1 2s105 h sillimanite rather- thao kyanite. In a few 'localities 
immediately south of the Rigolet thrust zone, relict ~yanite occurs 
in add! tion to sillimanite + K feldspar + melt. The interaec tion of 
• lhe kyanite • sillimanite _and U!e K feldspar + melt isograds implies 
minimum · P-T conditions ~n· the order of 650°C and 7 kbar for aH2o • <> 
.. 0. 5. It is clear from Figure 7 ~hat for a fixed value of a H2o, the 
silli~anite bearing ·assemblages fn the Lake Melville. Terrane formed 
. 
at either lower pressure or higher temp~ratur~ · th~ their kyanite 
bearing counterparts in the Groswater Bay Terrane. 
tJ 
.. 
. ; , 
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.. 
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One locality (CG81-170B) in the Paradise Hetasediaentary Belt, on 
. the Eagle River (Figure 4), contains the assemblage sillimanite + 
garnet ' + blO:tite +melt+ cordierlte + (kyanite) + (muscovite), 
(~inerah in brackets indicate unstable phases). In this sample, 
kyanite and biotite, occur as inclusions within cordierite 
porpbyroblasta . (Figure Sa): The resorbed nature of the inclusion 
phases, and the stable appearance of the cordieri te suggests that the · 
continuotis reacEio~: 
kyani t.e + biotite a cordieri te + K feldspar + H20 R4 
The coexistence of ·cordierite, sillimanite, garnet and quartz in 
CG8l-170B (Figures Sa and b) supports lhe operation of the net 
transfer reaction: 
cordieri te • sillimanite + almandine + quartz + H10 R5 
The development of this prograde metamorphic sequence allows 
estimation of P-T conditions ':'!thin a petroge_Qetic grid. In Figur~ 7, 
the cordieri te • almandine + slllimani te + quartz reaction is plotted 
· (following Newton, 1980) for XMg in an~ydrous cordierite of 0.71, 
:.Obtained from microprobe analysis of cordierite in sample CG81-170B 
(Appendix 8) ~ Since the assembl ~ge represents the intersection of the 
kyanite • sillimanite equilibrium as well as the cordierite breakdown 
reaction, P-T conditions on the order of 775°C and > 8 kbar are 
'· . 
~ 
• 
'· . 
.. 
I 
\ 
Figure 8a: Relict kyanite and s ta ordierite in garnet -
sillimanite-biotite paragoeiaa in the upper. Eagle 
River area, Lake Melville .Terrane (Sample CG81-170B). 
Figure 8b: Relict kyanite and altered cordierite to garnet-
sillimani~e-biotlte paragneiaa • upper Eagle River 
area, Lake Melville Terrane (Sample CG81-170B). · 
Figure 9: Orthopyroxene- sillimanite bearing paragneiss in the 
. upper Eagle River area • Lake Hel'ville Terrane 
(Sample CG81-235B). 
Scale bar - 2 mm 
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imi>lied for aH2o • 0.5 (Figure 7). Sample CG81-285.B, located· 
{mmedia tely west. df CG81-170 (see sample location •ap_in Appen\ix 2), 
• contains the assemblage sU~manit.,.+ hypersthene+ melt (Figure 9). 
. . . 
Although cordier1te was not identified in this thin se.ction, the 
n . ' 
simU'ari ty of the rdck ~ype and the proxi111i ty to sample CG81-170B, 
which does c~ntain :"relict cordierite, suggests that the reaction: 
, 
cordierite • enstatite + sillimanite + quartz R6 
after Newton (1972) 
may have occurred (Figure 7). Since cordierite is absent, the 
composition of cordierite for this reaction is unknown, however, .it 
/ 
has been assumed to be XHg • 0. 71 as in sample CG81-170B. The 
··, 
position )of this reaction in the petrogenetic grid implies 
metamorphic conditions in the order of 875°C and 8.kbar, 
Adjacent to the Sand Hill Big Pond gabbro-norite, paragneisses in 
the Paradise Metasedimentary Belt contain the aue11blage sillimanite 
+ hyperhhene + sapphirine +/- osumilite + q~artz ('A Gower, pHIIon&l 
. ~~. 
cornmunica tion, 1986). Although these use•blages result fr011 local 
{ 
.' 
contact metamorpbism (Sec;tion 4.3) and are unrelated to the regiond 
' 
metamorphic gradient in the Lake Melville Terrane,· reactions 
involving the formation of some of these aasemblages have been 
included in Figure 7. The development of sapphirine + quartz h 
p;~~umabl y a result of the reaction: 
·, .,,.. 
enstatite + slliimani te • aapphirine + quartz R7 
after New ton ( J.972). 
-',' 
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In -Figure 7, this reaction has been plotted for the Mg system (i.e. 
X.l'tg (opx) • 1.0, and 1uggeats that metamorphic .cond(ttons exceeded 
. 
900°C and 8 ltbar. Newton (1982) notes that the assemblage hypersthene 
+ sillimanite + quartz is stabilized at pressures of about 10 kbar in 
the Hg 'lyate• and that the associ-ation aap~hirine + quartz indicates 
'- · 
' pressures greater than 8 ltbar. 
The reactions which occurred within the Paradise Metasedimentary 
I 
Belt : of the ·Lake Melville Terrane repre~ent a metamorphic field 
' gradient, shown J!ly the ar~~ in Figure 7. In the Eagle River area 
(Appendix 2), cordierite appears to ha~e been formed- at the expense 
J 
of kyanite and biotite. At higher presaures, cor~ierite ~eaka down 
to produce enstatite+ sUllmanlte + quartz. In the Sand hill 'Big 
Pend area, an increase in temperature results in the formation of 
- sapphidne + quartz at the expense of enstatite + sillimanite. 
The latter reaction, however, is restricted,to a narrow zone 
adjacent to the Sand Hill Big Pond gabbro-norite comple~. The 
' ,_ ~atictns· of th~ se assemblages with respect to 
metamorphic gradient are discussed in the Section 
the regional 
4.2 
4.4.2 Mafic Assemblages ( 
Reactions in mafic rocks in amphibolite , granulite aod eclogite 
?Lea rocks in the CaO . - HgO - Al 2o3 - Si02 sys~ are shown in 
Figure 10 (after Wells, 1979). The relationships in this system can 
be extended into co.p1ex natural systeas by considering variations in 
aK2o, XMg and XNa. For a given value of aB2o all of the reactions 
/ 
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Figure 10. Petrogenetic grid for mafic rocks in the CMAS system, 
after Wells (1979). Position of the invariant point 
shown for aH2o = 1.0 and XMg (ga) = 1.0 [1]; And for 
aH20 = 0.5 and Xrg (ga) = 0.22 (after Glassley and Sorensen, 1980) 2]. 
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~) 
•ust pass thro~h one,~nvariant point which, with decrejfing 
temperature traces out a univariant curve along the hornblende absent 
(hbl) reaction. The invaria4lt point is shown at values of 1.0 and 0.5 
aH2o. Henaen (1976) noted that the (hbl) reaction is sensitive to 
ch\Jlgea in Fe/Fe+Hg ratios: Thh reaction has been plotted at XMg 1~ 
garnet of 0.22 (after Glassley and Sorensen, \1980). The effect of · Na 
on the (bbD reaction is to shift the reactions to,higher pressures 
(e.g 1-2 kbar for Xan • 0~5, Wells, 1979). 
Al thoug~~ei ther . of these reactions have been observed in the 
Groawater Bay or Lake He1ville Terranes, the presence of 
orthopyroxene + garnet + clinopyroxene +/- hornblende assemblages 
00 
., 
allows a qu,litative esti•ation of P-T conditions within the study 
area. Since aH2o previously was assumed to be 0.5 (Section 4.4.1~ , a 
similar assumption is made for mafic assemblages (the value of aH2o 
for assemblages in the study area is further discussed following the 
results of the geothermobarometry estim~tes, see Section 5.3.3 : 2). 
The average composition of garnet in garnet -clinopyroxene -
orth~pyroxene - hornblende assemblages for both Groswater Bay and 
Lake Melville ' Terranes ranges from 0.20 to 0.30 mole 'frac.tion of 
pyrope. Thus the position of the (hbl) reaction for the study area is 
,. 
approximated at 0.22 using the curve of Glassley and Sorensen (1980). 
Combined with the asaumption of aB2o • 0.5 ~he position qf the 
invariant point and the (hbl), (cpx) and (ga) reactions for mafic 
. 
rocks in both the Grbswater Bay and Lake Melville Terranes are shown 
in Figure 10. 
The c~xist;nce of ortbopyro>t.eile. + clinopyroxeDe + plagioclase in l. 
· the Groswater B~y Terrane ·is represented by the (gar reaction: 
( 
) 
' 
/ 
\ 
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hornble~de x orthopyroxene + clinopyroxene + plagioclase R8 
A second assemblage ob~erved ·1n the Groswater Bay Terrane is 
garnet + orthopyroxene + clinopyroxene and is repr~sented in Figure 
10 by the equilibrium: 
hornblende • garnet + orthopyroxene +clinopyroxene R9 
From Figure 10, the coexistence of these assemblages, implies 
condi tioos on the order of 900°C and 7 kbar. H~wever, ·this ut.imate 
~ , . . . 
is highly g~nera1ized, since Wells (1979) noted that if aH20 ~emaina 
constant, the effect of addition of Fe to the system is to make the 
univariant reactions divariant fields and the invariant point traces 
out a univariant curve. Thus both the (hbl) and (ga) reactions woul' 
occur over a wider range of P-T estima tea than depicted by the 
univariant curve in Figure 10. Secondly, the assumption of aH2o • 0.5 
in these assemblages is highly speculative, and if this value ia 
different fro. 0.5 the positions of the various re actions in P-T 
space would change considerably • . 
In the Lake Melville Terrane the assemblage orthopyroxene + 
clinopyroxene + garnet + plagioclase + quartz, 1a observed in mafic 
rocks, and is represented by the reaction: 
orthopyroxene + plagioclase • clinopyroxene ··+ garnet BlO 
If the stability of hornblende-bearing asse•blages has been 
• 
; · 
~· 
... . 
exc.eded (i.e. to the high temperature 
reactions) then metamorphic conditions 
\ 
kbar are Implied (Figure lO). However, 
·, 
side of the (cpx) and 
in the order of 900°C 
as noted above, since 
(ga) 
and 
the 
7 
'ai 
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variables which control the positions of the reactions (i.~. aH2o and · 
XFe) are only approximate the implied cpoditions ~an only be regarded 
as specula Uve. 
( In ·~~mary, mineral ~q~ilibria in the Croswater Bay Terrane 
suggest that metamorphic grade is predominantly at middle to upper 
amphibolite facies with local development of retrograde lower 
, 
amphibolite~faciea assemblages. Pressures and temperatures on the 
order of 8 kbar. ·and 750°C indicate crustal thicknesses of 28 km. 
j 
C'oexisting ainerals in the Lake Melville Terrane indicate upper 
. ' amphibolite to granulite facies metamorphism. Sillimanite + K 
feldspar assemblages imply .minimua conditi~ of 650°C and 7 kbar, 
within the Paradise Metasedimentary Belt, and adjacent to the -Sand 
Hill Big Pond gabbro-nor! te, the ~evelopme!tt. of orthopyroxene + 
sillimanite + sapphirine assemblages suggests temperatures and 
pressures in the order of 850°C and l to 9 kbar • . P-T es tim a tea from 
' 
mafic assemblages suggest conditions In the order of 900°C and 7 
kbar. 
/ 
...  
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4.4.3 Microstructural Relationships 
When attempting quantitative P-T studies of •ineral eq4ilibria, the 
\ 
evaluation of textural as well as ~hemical relationships ia 
essential, particularly with respect to equilibrium I disequilibrium· 
criteria, and the distinction of the relative ages of assemblages in 
polyorogenic terranes. In this section, the mineral •equilibria of the 
Groswater Bay and Lake Melville Terranes are discussed in terms of 
microstructural relationships and chemical signatures, both within 
and between mineral phases. The purpose is to dist.inguish; (1) 
equilibrium and disequilibrium assemblages; and (2) whether the 
investigated assemblages represent pre-Grenvillian or Grenvillian 
signatures for each of the ge_othermometric and geobarometric 
equilibria. Hor~ generalized aescriptions of the .assemblages are 
given in Appendix 1. 
Garnet-Biotite: 
In the Groswater Bay Terrane, biotite in garnet- · biotite pairs occurs 
in two distinc.t textural habits: (1) w~r·e fine-grained biotite 
inclusions occur within garnet porphyroblasts; and (2) where fine to. 
medium grained,. subidioblastic biotite laths wrap around pre-existing 
garnets. In the latter case, grain boundaries are sharp and straight, 
and the two •inerals are interpreted to be in equilibrium (Figure 
11). Grain contacts of biotite inclusions within host garnets, 
however, are generally irregular and eerrated (Figure 1f and l•ply 
.) 
,• 
Figure 11: Equilibrium textural relationships between garnet and 
n biotite in the Groswater Bay Terrane (Sample CG81-299A). 
;. 
Figure 12: ~isequilibriua textural relationships between garnet and 
bioitite in Croswater Bay Terrane paragneiss 
(Saaple GF81-21). 
Figure 13: Coarse btoti te grains truncated by garnet porphyroblas ts 
in Lake Melville Terrane paragneiss (Sample GFSl-16) • 
. , 
Scale bar - 2 mm 
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garnet growth at the expense of biotite. Microprobe analyses of 
matriX ·biotites display a rela.tively cDnsistent co•position but 
biotite inclusions._ in garnet have a wide compositional range. This 
variation is probablf 8 res~lt of local re-equilibration of the 
biotite with adjacent garnet. Bo~h textural and chemical evidence 
suggest · that the matrix biotites are in equilibrium with other phases 
in the assemblage~ whereas biotltes. which occur as iaclusion~ within 
garnet porphyroblaats appear .to be unstabre. Only one generation of 
garnet has been identified in .the Groswater Bay Terrane paragneisses, 
in appearance these are fine-grained, locally fragmented, 
subidioblaatic ~orphyroblasts. Microprobe ~naiyses of several grains 
I • 
within any one sample reveals a very consistent composition, implying 
that the single garnet generation . !~ stable. Extensive microprobe 
analyses of 12 garriets from 5 samples from the Groswater Bay Terrane 
re9eals no ··systematic zoning or inhomogeneity. 
Textural relationships between garnet and biotite mineral pairs in 
the Lake Melville Terrane are more variable than in the Groswater Bay 
Terrane, in part due to the more extensive development of garnet -
biotite assemblages. Two distinct biotite generations are present in 
the paragneisses, an earlier generation of coarse grained crystals 
which pre-dates garnet growth and a later fine - to medium grained 
·. 
phase defining 8 well developed fabric, which post-dates tbe garnet 
~ 
... 
porphyroblasts. Only one generation of garnet has been identified, 
- . f 
which occurs as subidioblaatic to idioblastic, locally fragmented 
porphyroblaata as in the Groswat@r ~ay Terrane. 
The predoainant textural rel~tionship between biotite-garnet 
•ineral pairs ia where aubidioblaatic to idioblastic garnets truncate · 
.. 
-
' 
/ 
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a well developed gneissic fabric defined by the earlier ' coarse 
biotite grains (Figure 13), suggesting garnet post-dates biotite 
growth. In some samples, the main fabric, defined by flne~grained 
,J . 
biotite, wraps .. around subidioblastic, inclusion free, commonly 
fragmented garnet porphyroblasts (Figure 14), implytng both the 
biotite and the fabric post-dat~ garnet growth. A third teKtural 
relationship, exhibited in two samples, shows subtdioblastic, garnet 
porphyroblasts with fine-grained magnetite inclusion tr~ils, 
suggesting syn-tectonic g~rnet growth. Straight' grain boundaries of 
garnet and other co-existing phases, lack of alteration rims, and 
consistent composition of several ga~net grains within any one sample · 
.. 
stlggests that ~arnet ls i stable phase 1n all samples analyzed. 
Microprobe analyses of several. bioti tes from the same sample, in 
which biotite post- dates garnet growth reveal a very ~onsistent 
compositional range~ suggesting ~hat the younger biotites are in 
equ!libriufTI, wi_th the older garnet phase. Biotites which pre.,-date 
.. 
garnet growth, however, reveal a wide range of composition between 
several grains within the same sample, suggesting that the older. 
biotite generation is not in chemical equilibrium · with the younger 
garnet phase. Texturally, however, _both the earlier and later biotite 
- phases· exhibit wel't developed .decussate aggregates io addition to 
sharp and-straight grain boundarie s where in contact with the garnet 
porphyroblas ts. 
Garnet-Plagioclase-A1 2Si05-Quartz 
In the Groswater Bay Te~~ne, pelitic gneisse• exhibit tvo d~inant 
Figure 14: Pre-tectonic garnet porpbyroblasts wrapped by main 
gneissic fabric in Groswater Bay Terrane paragneiss 
(Sample GF81-18). 
Figtt.(,e 15: !quill brium textural relationships be tween k.yanite and 
muscovite in Groswater Bay Terrane paragneiss 
(Sample GF81-16). 
Figure 16: Disequilibrium textural relationships between kyani te and 
muscovite in Groswater Bay Terrane paragneiss 
(Sample GF81-21). 
Scale bar - 2 mm 
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mineral aasembla.ges: (1) lr.yanite +garnet+ K feldspar+ melt and (2) 
kyanU;e +garnet + muscovite +melt. In the former case, all phases 
are texturally stable where in contact with one another. The restite 
component comprises fine-grained kyanlte aggregates, along with 
fine-to 11ediu11 grained garnet porphyroblasts and abundant floe 
biotite laths. The leucosome component consists of strongly 
recrystallized, polygonal grains of K feldspar, · plagioclase and 
qua~tz, which exhibit ·well developed triple-points and str~ight grain 
contacts. 
In the latter assemblage, textural relationships, particularly 
be tween kysni te and muscovite, are variable. In some samples both 
kyani te andlmuscovi te appear to b~ texturally stable with both garnet 
,; 
and biotite in the same thin section (Figure 15). In other samples, 
• 
muscovite h retrograde, _and is either partially or totally 
pseudomorphing kya~ite (Figure 16). In some samples in which 
muscovite is present in the fabric, either as a stable phase or a 
pseudooorph of kyanl te, it has developed a s tr!>ng tight to open 
cr~nulation (Figure 17), suggesting that following its formation, 
musco\'ite has undergone small scale folding. 
.. 
On the basi.s of the microstructural relationships. desclbed above, 
( 
two interpretations of the relative ages of the kyani te - garnet - .K 
feldspar assemblages are proposed. Since the muscovite-bearing 
assemblage 1a retrogressed from . the kyanite + garnet + K feldspar 
I 
assemblage, the latter assemblage may be (1) a Grenvillian 
equilibrium with the developaent of retrograde muscovite, which is 
locally ~ienulated, is a result of post-Grenvillian uplift and 
assoc~ated tectonism; or (2) a pre-Grenvillian assemblage, with the 
.. ·' 
, 
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development of muscc:>vi te + quartz being sn effect of Grenvillian 
retrogression. However, the for11er interpretation' appears to ~e more 
reasonable since the,.main gneissic fabric which is deqned by the 
kyanite + K fe!dsp~r assemblage is at least in p_art a Grenvillian 
feature, since as discussed in Chapter 3 (Structure) the regional 
structural pattern in the Groswater Bay Terrane is interpreted to be 
a result of a strong Grenvillian overprint of pre-existing (i.e'. 
pre-Grenvillian) fabrics. Thus the kyanlte + K feldspar assemblage 1s 
tentatively interpreted to be a Grenvillian feature with the 
development of retrograde muscovite + quartz being a resuft of 
p~st-Grenvillian uplift. 
In the Lake Melville Terrane, the predomina~t assemblage in 
paragneiss is: sillimanite + garnet + K feldspar + biotite +melt. In 
. contraBt to the Groswater Bay Terrane, muscovite .is generally absent, 
although some paragneiss ·zones in the Lake Melville Terrane are 
locally characterized by muscovite-bearing assemblages. In a few 
local! ties immediately south of the Rigolet thrust zone, prismatic 
sillimanite grains are observed overgrowing relict kyanite aggregates 
(Figure 18). On the ,basis of this observation, two interpretations 
can be proposed: (1) · the overgrowth of kyanite by sillimanite h a 
result of decompression during late- or post Grenvillian uplif,t. (2) 
t};e overgrowth of kyanite by sillimanite is a Grenvillian metamorphic 
feature, which occurred prior to the .. replacemeJ:!t of kyanite by 
retrograde muscovite in the Groswater Bay Terrane during 
post-Gt:envillisn uplift, and thus the a1111man~te + K feldspar 
assemblage is a Grenvillian feature develope~_pJior to uplift. In . 
view of previous discussions of the effect of the Grenvill,ian Orogeny 
II 
Figure 17: Crenulatioo of fabric defined by auscovite in Groawater 
Bay Terrane paragnehs (Sample GG8"1-756). 
Figure 18: Overgrowth of kyanite by sillimanite in paragneiss, 
immediately south of the Rigolet thrust zone (Sample 
CG81-170B) • 
. Figure 19: Retrograde hornblende rims on granoblastic orthopyroxene 
and clinopyroxene grains in Lake Melville Terrane mafic 
granulite (Sample VN84-431). 
Scale bar - 2 mm 
.. 
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hbl 
mag 
tn eastern Labrador, the latter interpretation appears to be more 
reasonable. The overgrowth of sillimanite on kyanite in K feldspar 
60 
~arlng paragnelsaea in_ the Lake Helvllle Terrane, suggests either an 
.. 
increase in teaperatur! or a decrease in pressure; which of these two 
posaibilities occurred cannot be evaluated without additional 
information. 
Garnet - Plagioclase - Opx - Cpx - Quartz 
In the Groawater Bay Terrane, samples of metabasic rocks containing 
garnet + orthopyroxene +clinopyroxene assemblages, exhibit . 
• 
granoblaatic textures ip which all p~ases appear to be texturally 
stable. Microprobe analyses of several grains within any one thin 
section reveal a con11istent composition, implying that chemical 
equilibrium was attained. In some samples, retrograde hornblende is 
present as thin fibrous dms surrounding gran.oblastic pyroxene grains 
(Figure ·19) presumably a result of the breakdow of orthopyroxene + 
clinopyroJCene in the presence of H20. In these .samples, garnet, 
orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene eXhibit serrated ~oundaries and 
eiabayed at.ructurea where in contatt with hornblende. In addition, 
sys~ematic aicroprobe analyses of pyroxenes within the same thin 
section reveals inconsistent compositions, implying dtsequtli~rium 
relationships, · although garnets yt~ld reaeonab.J..y con.slstent analyses. 
The development of hornblende in •afic _rocks to the Groswater Bay 
Terrane is pre.sumably the equivalent retrograde reaction to the 
fot'1Dation of auscovite via the breakdown of ltyanite observed in 
~elttic aaeea~lages. Thus the formation of hornblende in •afic rocks 
. ~ 
I 
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is interpreted to be a ' reflection of post-Grenvillian upllft and 
equilibrium whereas assemblages of garnet + opx + cpx are considered 
to be Grenvillian equilibria. 
In the La~e Melville Terrane, simUar textural and chemical 
relationships are observed ~n garnet + orthopyroxene + clinopyroxene 
assemblages, in which all phases appear to be in equilibrium (Figure 
' 20). However, in contrast to the Groswa ter Bay Terrane, retrograde 
,/ 
hornblende is not developed, with the exception of local 
retrogression ·in late shear iones. The lack of retrograde hornblende 
in m~fic rocks fr011 the Lake Melville Terrane correlates with the 
absence of muscovite in pelitic assemblages, supporting the 
interpretation that retrogression du~ to Grenvillfan uplift in the 
Lake Melville Terrane was minimal. 
In summary, microstructural and chemical relationships reveal: (1) 
in the Groswater Bay Terrane the kyanite + K feldspar and garnet + 
orthopyro~ene + clinopyroxene as~blages i~ paragneiss and mafic 
rocks are interpreted ~o be Grenvillian equilibria. The development 
of retrograde muscovite via the breakdown of ltyani te ln .. paragneisa 
and the presence of hornblende as a result of pyroxene breakdown in 
maflc · rocks are interpreted to be a result of post-Grenvillian 
retrogression and subsequent re-equilibration; (2) in the Lake 
Melville Terrane the sillimanite + K feldspar and garnet + 
orthopyroxene + clinopyroxene assemblages in paragneiaa and mafic 
rocks represent Grenvillian metamoq:.hism, but appear to have been 
minimally affected by Grenvillian uplift as evidenced by the lack of 
retrograde phases in either assemblage. 
Geotberaometry and geobarometry estiaates obtained in this study 
-- ------ -- - - - - - - - -
' . 
mag 
Figure 20: Granoblastic textures in garnet - orthopyroxene -
clinopyroxene mafic granulite from the White Bear Arm 
Complex, Lake Melville Terrane (Sample VN84-229). 
Scale bar - 2 mm 
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using kyanite + K feldspar and ailli•anite + K feldspar assemblages 
' in paragneiss and orthopyroxene +clinopyroxene + garnet + 
plagioclase + quartz assemblages in mafic rocks are thus interpreted 
to be Grenvillian metamorphic conditions. This interpretation 
supports the regional framew~rk proposed for the Grenville Province 
in eastern Labrador, in which the major affect of tho Grenvllllan 
. .· 
/ ' '. 
Orogeny was the overprinting and subsequent imbrication of 
contrastingly older crustal slices with pre:Grenvillian hi~tories. 
' . 
,, 
~APTER 5 . 
GEOTHERMOMETRY-GEOBAROMETRY 
5.1 Introduction 
One of . the principal -objectives of this study is to estimate 
-~ 
metamorphic pressures and temperatures from the composition of. 
co-existing minerals utilizing expe-rimentally and empirically 
I 
calibrated thermobarometr1c expressions. The purpose is two-fold: 
.. . 
firstly to contribute to the understanding of metamorphic conditions 
in the Sandwich Bay at;ea, eastern Labrador, in particular to ' ~' 
deteraine the presence or absence of signific~nt differences · in the 
conditions of metam"rphism between the Groswater Bay and Lake ' 
. ! / 
Melville Terranes; $econdly, to investigate the consistencies of the 
calibrated geothermobarometers. Since several different methods have 
been employed, comparisons of independently calculated pressures and 
temperatures can be made with the aiw of evaluating the merits of 
j 
individual callbr•ations. The geothermobarometers employed are 
applicable to assemblages in pelitic and basic rocks. For pelitic 
gneiases, biotite -garnet and garnet -plagioclase - Al 2Si05 -
-~ quartz aasemblag!!s were used. The following assemblages: 
orthopyroxene -clinopyroxene; garnet -clinopyroxene; garnet -
orthopyroxene; garnet - clinopyroxene - plagioclase - quartz; and 
garnet - orthopyroxene - plagioclase - quartz, wer• used for basic 
I 
• rocks. These various methods have allowed the estimation of P-T 
condltlona throughout the Sandwich Bay area. 
Metamorphic ~ressures and temperatures have been. estiaated for 37 
saaplea in the ~andwich ~y area. Appendix 2 shows saaple localities. 
, 
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5. 2 Methods 
For paragneiss lithologies, ~mperatures and pressures have been 
calculated on the basis of the .Ee- Mg exchange between biotite and 
garnet mineral pairs, using the thermometers of Thompson (1976), 
Ferry and Spear ( 1978), Pi gage 1and Greenwood ( 1982), Hodges and Spear 
(1982) and Indares and Martignole (1984), in conjunction with the 
garnet - plagioclase - Al 2Si05 - quartz geobarometers of Ghent 
(1976), Ghent et al. (1979) and Newton and Haselton (1981). 
For basic rocks temperatures and pressures were calculated using 
the orthopyroxene - clinopyroxene thermometers of Wood and Banno 
(1973) and Wells (1977), the garnet- clinopyroxene thermometers of 
Wells (1979) and Ellis and Green (1979) and the garnet -
orthopyroxene thermomet~r of Sen and Bhattacharya (1984), in 
conJunction with the garnet - clinopyroxene -orthopyroxene -
plagioclase - quartz barom~ters of Newton and .Perkins ( 1982). A 
detailed discussion of the aboye geothermometers and geobarometers is 
presented in Appendix 5. 
5.3 1 Geothermometry - Geobarometry Results 
5.3 . 1 Calculation of Pressures and temperatures 
Metamorphic temperature and pressure estimates were obtained from 
both pelitic and basic assemblages using the various aineral pairs 
discussed in the previous section. For each assemblage, teaperature 
( 
·~ 
• 
\ 
dependent curves wec;e generated fr~.11 geothermometry calibrations by 
/ 
/ 
solving the expressions for two "model" pressures (8 and 10 kbar), 
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and using the appropriate value of the distribution coefficient (K0) 
derived from compoai tioaal and thermodynamic data. Simil_arly, 
pressure dependent curves were generated from geobarometry 
calibrations by solving the baro•etric expressions for two sep~rate 
temperatures (600°C ~nd 800°C). The intersection of each tharmometer 
and barometer in P-T space . thus yields a unlque P-T point. All P-T 
estimates are baaed on rim· compositions of coexisting mineral phases, 
because cores may- not be in equilibrium in all cases (see section 
4.3.3). The procedures and methods used during microprobe f\nalysis 
and acquisition of chemical data for each mineral assemblage are 
given in Appendix 6. Complete analyses are given in Appendix 8.5 an~ 
compositional parameters of the various mineral phas·es are given in 
Appendices 8.1 and 8 ~ 2. 
The following aect~on presents the results of the 
geothermobarometric calculations and assesses the reliability of each 
thermometer and barometer used in terms of treatment of non-ideal 
solutions in mineral phases, comparisons with other .calibrations and 
distribution of P-T estimates with re~p~ct to experimentally derived 
pelitic an~ mafic reactions. 
' 
5. 3. 2 Geotbermometry Resul ta 
3.3.2.1 Garnet "' -Biotite 
I· 
.. 
Teaperature r~aulta froc the five different thermometers are ·listed 
.. 
6 7_ 
in Table 1. 
Estimates determined from the calibrations of Thompson , (1976) and 
Ferry and Spear (1978) yield comparable ~emperatures {+/- 25°C) 
ranging from 600°C to'770°C. The generally good agreement between 
these two thermometers has been observe~ by other authors, notably 
Bohlen and Essene · (l981), StOnge (1981), and Ghent et al. (1982). 
The Hodges and Spear (1982) thermometer, ~hich explicitly accounts 
for the Ca and Mn content in garn~iuuon, . ;ields a comparable 
temperature range of 150°C +/- 25°C, but slightly higher estimates 
ranging from 630°C to 8S0°C than the Thompson and -Ferry and Spear 
thermometers which do not specificaliy account for the effects of 
components other than Fe and Hg. The Indares and Martignole 
calibration yields estimates which are comparable to the Thompson and 
Ferry & Spear estimates f·or samples with low Nn garaets, but yields 
significantly higher temperatures for samples in which garnets 
contain mo~e than 10 % spessartine component. The Ferry ~ Spear 
cali bra Uon with the correc Uoris of Pi gage and' Greenwood (1982), 
yields sOmewhat anomalous re~ults i~ which t~mperatures are in the 
' 
order of l00°C to 1S0°C higher than estim~tes deter;Jned from any of 
the_ other thermometers, although, similar estimates are obtainea from 
the lndares and Nar.Ugnole calibration for Hn-rich garnets. 
This discrepancy between the various thermometers, particularly 
between the Thompson, Ferry an~ Spear, Hodges and Spear and Indares 
and Hartignole .calibrations, appears to reflect how Mn aubstitution 
in the garne.t solid solution is dealt with. The magnitude of the 
effects of non-ideality with respect to the spessartine ca.ponent ·can 
be examined by considering the interaction paraaeters for a 
Table 1 • Temperature estimates obtained from garnet-biotite 
thermometers in the Sandwich Bay area. The 
temperatures given represent temperatures of 
intersection of K0 of garnet-biotite with the K0 
of the garnet-plagioclase-Al 2Si05 quartz barometer. Error range of estimates +/- 50°C. 
Sample II T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 
CG81-148 663 780 668 684 795 
CG81-155 677 695 688 684 658 
CG81-170B 751 765 712 739 805 
CG81-239 679 711 793 686 843 
CG81-299A 697 874 864 699 864 
CG81-476 699 740 602 701 785 
CG81-479 715 639 608 712 784 
CG81-749A 726 663 765 720 812 
CG81-756 596 614 663 617 740 
GF81-16 641 667 822 657 783 
GF81-18 601 630 771 626 828 
GF81-23 661 684 814 672 920 
GF81-141 748 764 592 737 779 
GF81-235B 778 796 695 758 851 
VAN84-12H 649 695 640 663 778 
VAN84-12N 665 683 638 676 772 
VAN84-16E 645 673 855 660 841 
VAN84-34A 812 839 806 678 825 
VAN84-35B 672 656 620 681 750 
VAN84-36 743 777 784 753 837 
VAN84-102 679 758 732 686 757 
VAN84-150 756 770 742 742 764 
VAN84-338 760 760 755 683 763 
V081-77A 755 792 805 742 821 
V081-518 670 692 620 685 723 
T1-Ferry and Spear (1978) 
T2-Ferry and Spear (1978) with Hodges and 
Spear (1982) corrections. 
T3-Indares and Martignole (1984) 
T4-Thompson (1976) 
T5-Pigage and Greenwood (1982) 
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multi-component system:. Newton and Haselton (1981) took account 9f 
the Wea-Mg binary, which was related to temperature by the 
expression: 
W ( Ca-Hg) • 3300 - 1. ST( K) 
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. Due to the lack. of thermodynamic data the interactions involving 
Mn were neglected, resulting in the simplified expression 
· gaga 
ln( lFe/ lMg ) • -(3300 - l.ST)Xea/RT 
However, in a recent thermodynamic study of - compositions of natural 
minerals, Ganguly and Saxena. (1984) derived mixing parameters for 
other binaries in garn!!t solid solutions, and they suggested . that the 
interaction or l'largules parameters for mixing of Ca and Mn with Fe-Mg 
solutions were equal to 3000 +1- 500 cal/mole. The expression fo~ the 
non-ideal mixing of Ca and· Hn with the binary Fe-Hg system is 
therefore modified to: 
RTln( lie l 'Y~~ -3000( Xca +XM0 ) 
From the previous equations, it is cle~r that disregarding the 
,:1 
effects of Ca and Hn in garnet-biotite ~herlnometry result_s in an 
underestiaation of temperatures. This is cons~stent with the data in 
Table 1, in which the temperature estimates by the method of · Ferry 
and Spear ( 1978) are generaily lower than ~ose of other methods. 
However, Indares and Hartlgnoh (1984), in their discu.uion of thil 
• 
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~ 
problem, note that corrections for the effechs of Ca and !'In ' in 
garnets (using their calibration), actually increase the discrepancy 
between temperatures obtained from Thompson's and Ferry and Spear's 
calibrations. 
The an011alously high temperature estimates obtained from the Ferry 
, and Spear calibration as modified by Pigage and Greenwood (1982) 
(which empirically account for Ca and Mn substitution in garnet) may 
suggest- that its use should be restricted to a limited compositional 
range of garnet. 
The Ferry 'and Spear (1978) thermometer as modified by Hodges and 
Spear ( 1982) is based on a consistint set of solution models which 
explicitly account for affects of addition of Ca and Mn in the garnet 
solid solution. A consistent range of tempe~atures is obtained from 
variable compos! tiona (particularly .;ample a with variable XCa and XMn 
in garnet), whereas the Indares & Martignole (1984) and Pigage & . 
Greenwood (1982) thermometers, which also account for addition of Ca 
and Mn., yield signiflcantly different temperatures for variable 
garnet compositions. In addition, estimates obtained from the Hodges 
and Spear thermometer, compare reasonably well with the other 
thermometers. Thus on the basis of these results~ the thermometer. 
proposed by Hodges and Spear '( 1982) is most applicable to rocks 
examined in this study. 
5. 3. 2. 2 Carne t - c 11 nopyroxene - or tho pyroxene 
Teaperatures were obtained fr011 basic rocks by applying the two -
pyroxene ther11011e_ters of Wood and Banno (1973) and Wells (1977), the 
I 
I 
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garnet - clinopyroxene thermometers of Ellis and Green (1979) and 
Dahl (1980) and the garn~ - orthopyroxene thermometer of Sen and 
Battacharya (1984). Along with the garnet- clinopyroxene -
orthopyroxene - plagioclase -quartz barometer of ·Newton and Perkins 
( 1982), unique P-T estimates were obtained by graphical solution · 
(Section 5.3.1). 
Metamorphic temperatures obtained from basic rocks are listed in 
Table 2. The orthopyroxene - clinopyroxene thermometers of Wood and 
Banno (1973) and Wells (1977) ( T2 and T3 in Table 2) yield results 
differing by only+/- 30°C, which is well within the accuracy .range 
\ 
of +/- 60°C and+/- 70°C respectively, suggested for both 
calibrations. 
Comparison of temperatures obtained from the Ellis and Green 
( 1977) and Dahl (1980) thermometers ( T4 and 1'5 in Table 2) , 
indicates a relatively large discrepancy (up to 100°C) for some 
samples with the garnet - clinopyroxene thermometers. The calibration 
of Dahl ( 1980) yields the least consistent range of estimates 
spanning 611 °C to 916°C. Estimates derived fr0111 the Ellis and Green 
( 1979) thermometer yield a more reasonable range of 710°C to 960°C. 
According to Johnson et al. (1983) who tested various garnet -
clinopyroxene . thermometers iri six separate granulite facies terranes, 
the Ellis and Green calibration yields the 11ost satisfactory result• 
whereas other garnet - clinopyroxene thermometers give highly erratic 
. and generally unreasonable temperature•. The relatively consistent 
results obtained v1th the Ellis and Green th,r11ometer are in accord 
with the above study and are ' considered to be the •ore reuonable 
te•perature estiaates for the garnet - c:Unopyroxene aaseablagu. 
Table 2. Temperature estimates obtained froa garnet-
opx, garnet-cpx and opx-cpx thermometers in 
the Sandwich Bay area, solved graphically 
I 
\ 
with the garnet-c:px-opx-plag-quartz barometers 
of Newton and Perkins (1982). Error range of 
eati11atea +/- 70°C. -
Sample I_ T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 
CG81-366 716 611 
CG81-488A .,.. 756 718 
CG81-641 635 765 743 712 62& 
CG81-811B 852 
CG84-362 747 901 879 745 703 
GF81-222 958 853 
GF81-244A 1016 1058 1072 973 916 
GF81-246A 746 862 845 797 743 
V08t-89A 705 
V081-188 848 877 879 857 827 
VN84-229 756 8'Jo 839 
VAN84-431 754 868 830 721 674 
GP81-121 816 822 
CG84-100 889 862 
VN84-19 826 815 
VN84-534 902 895 
Tl-Sen and Battacharya ( 1984) . garnet-opx . 
T2-Wells ( 1977) : opx-cpx 
T3-Wood and Banno (1973) : opx-cpx 
T4-Ellis and Green (1979) : garne t-c px 
T5- Dahl ( 1980) : garnet-cpx 
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The Sen and Bhattacharya (19S4) garnet - orthopyroxene thermometer 
yields a wide range df temperatures (6J6°C to / 1015°C)·, and in aolt 
i 
o I 
cases agreement with other ther111ometers is p~or, suggesting that it 
is of limited use in tht's study. Apar-t· from famples CG81-811B and 
I 
V081-89A which contain only garnet - orthopy~oxene, telllpeuture 
estimates by other methods are preferred. 
5.3.3 Geobarometry Results 
5.3.3.1 Garnet- plagioclase- A1 2Si05 - quartz 
Various parameters necessar~ for geobar6metric calculations using the 
garnet - plagioclase - Al2Si05- quartz barometer are listed in Table 
3. The complete mineral analyses are given in Appendix 8.5 and 
compos_i_~ional patameters required for pressure calculations are given 
in Appendix 8.1. Using temperatures derived from garnet - biotite 
a·ssemblages ·:from the same sample, pressure estimates from the 
polybaric, polythermal expressions of Ghent (1976), Ghent et al. 
(1979) and Newton and Haselton (1981) are listed in Table 3. 
Table 3 shows that the three geobarometers yield a wide range of 
pressures between 6 and 12 kbar; however, within sample variations 
are less than 1.5 kbar. The calibrations of Ghent (1976) and Ghent et 
al. (1979) incorporate onl.y an approximation of the non-ideal 
component in garnet and plagioclase solu Uons, 'and in addition aasume 
end-aeaber volume chang~ of phases. The Newton and Haselton (1981) 
calibration, however, explicitly defines and determines both the 
non-ideality of garnet and plagioclase solid solution and takes into 
. . 
Table 3. Te•perature and pressure estimates obtained froa paragne1sa 
using the garnet-biotite thermometer of Hodges and ~pear 
(1982) and the garnet - Al 2Si05 -plagioclase - quartz barometers of Newton and Haselton (1981) {Pl], Ghent et al. 
(1~79) [ P2] and Ghent (1976) [ P3]. Error range of pressure 
estiutes +/- 1. 5 kbar 
•gr• activity of grossular ~omponent in garnet 
a80• activity of anorthite component in plagioclase 
· V• volume c~ange (cm3) 
lnK• ln[ (a8 n) 3/(a8 r>] 
. 3 3 logKs• < x8r) I< X80 ) 
logk_d; 3[log(Xgr*Y8 r)ga] - 3[log(Xan*Yan)pl] 
A • aluminum silicate polymorph 
S • Silliman! te 
K • Kyani te: ( K) • una table 
Sample I Tl agr 8 a·n v lnK logKs logKd P1 P2 P3 A 
I CG81 148 780 .0469 .5249 56.9 7.24 2.80 3.15 5.9 5.7 .5.9 s 
CG81-155 695 .0481 .6355 56.2 7.74 3.02 3.36 7.5 7.3 7.8 s 
CG81-i 70B 765 .0373 • 5776 56.9 8 . 24 3.44 3.56 7.0 6 . 5 7.2 S/( K) 
CC81-239 711 .0598 .3254 56.1 5.30 2.14 2.29 10.1 . 9.9 10.3 s 
CG81-299A 874 :0496 .4678 66.7 ' 4. 70 2.38 2.41 11.7 11.4 11.3 K 
CG81-476 740 .1061 .5408 54.6 4.88 1.98 2.41 9.2 8.9 9.2 s 
CG81-479 639 .0622 .6375 56.0 6.98 2.89 3.03 6.1 5.2 6.3 s 
CG81-749A 663 .0412 • 3137 67.2 4.44 1.83 1.93 12.2 9.9 11.9 K 
CG81-756 614 .0628 .5009 . 66.1 6.22 2.57 2.71 8.6 6.8 8.9 K 
GF81-16 667 .0623 .3265 67.0 4.91 2.13 2.15 10.5 10.3 11.3 K 
GF81-18 630 .0673 . 4236 66.8 5.40 2.13 3 . 39 . 10.1 9.2 9.5 K 
GF81-23 684 .0557 • 3698 66.7 5.73 2.41 2.46 10.9 9.2 10.3 K 
GF81-141 663 .0391 .5106 56.5 7. 70 3.14 3.34 7.8 6.5 7.9 s 
GF81-235B 796 .0421 .4314 56.0 6.97 2.86 3.03 9.6 7;4 9.2 s 
VAN84-12H 695 .0591 .5324 56~1 . 7.43 A·99 3.14 7.3 5.9 5.7 S/(K) 
VAN84-12N 683 '. 0418 .5221 55.8 7.55 3.07 3.29 7.1 6.8 7.4 s 
VAN84-16E 673 .0639 .2897 67.2 4.53, 1.97 1.96 12 . 5 10.1 12.1 K 
V,AN84-34A 839 .0361 .4394 56.6 7.41 3.16 3.24 9.0 8.5 9.2 s 
VAN84-35B 656 .0552 .5724 56.4 5.53 2.58 2.39 7.1 6.9 7.1 ·s 
VAN84-36 777 .0499 .5230 56.2 7.05 2. 99 3.06 9.0 7.5 8.7 s 
VAN84-102 758 .0398 .5724 56 . 9 5.84 2. 78 2. 70 ].8 7.3 7.8 s 
VAN84-150 770 .0321 . • 5502 57.1 6. 28 2.76 2.85 8.7 8.3 8.5 s 
VAN84-338 760 .0318 .5796 57.1 6. 21 2.76 2.69 8.5 7.3 7.2 s 
V081-77A 792 .1032 ~ 2798 66.8 4.52 1.16 1. 29 12.9 11.8 13.0 K 
VOBI-518 692 .0468 .3368 56.8 5.90 2.45 2.57 5.3 .7 .o 7.2 s 
' . 
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account the volu•e change with composition of ptlases (this is 
I 
I particularly significant for garnet which shows excess molar volume 
in the compositional range encountered in most pelitic rocks). Taking 
th1• into account the Newton and Haselton (1981) calibration is 
preferred. 
To assess the validity of temperatures and pressures obtained from' 
paragne1as assemblages, estimates were plotted .on a P-T grid along 
with appropriate reac tiona f'or each terrane. Figure 21 shows P-T 
esthaatea .obtained from paragnetss assemblages along with the kyani te 
- sillimanite and Al 2Sio5 + K feldspar +melt reactions. This diagram 
reveals that all Groswater Bay paragne1as containing kyanite + K 
feldspar + melt plot within the kyanite field. However, the majority 
of estimates. plot to the left of the kyanite K feldspar + melt 
reaction. Bearing in mind that this reaction is arbitrarily plotted 
at aH2o • 0.5 in Figure 21, the distribution sugg~sts that the 
assumption of aH 20 • 0.5 may not be _valid in all rocks. In Figure 21, 
the kyanlte + K feldspar +' melt reaction is also plotted. at aH2o • 
0.3, which is consistent with the distribution of P-T points. With 
the exception of two saaplea, all sillimanite + K feldspar + melt 
bearing paragneiaa · (Lake Melville Terrane) plot in the sillimanite 
field. The two saaples which contain relict kyanite in addition to 
kyanite - sillimanite transition, the other lies well within the 
sillimanite field. In addition, all but two •••plea are consistent 
with the p,oai tlon of the sllli•ani te + K feldspar + aelt curve as 
plotted at aH20 • 0.5. Allowing for alight aH2~ variations, the P-T 
eetiaatea obta.1ned· fr0111 paragneiss aase11blages are io g·ood agree11e0t 
Figure 21. Plot of P-T estimates obtained fr011 par·agneiss 
a.ssemblages together with the Al 2Si0s"+ K feldspar 
+melt curve ,for aH 20 • 0.5·(1) and 0.3 (2), (aft~r 
Kerrick, 1972) and the kyanite - silliman~ te bo~ndary (3) 
(after Holdaway; 1971). 
( 0 ) Groswater Bay Terrane paragneiss. 
( e 1 ) Lake Melville Terrane paragneiis. 
, 
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with the petrogenetic grid f9r paragneisa in the study area. 
5.3.3.2 Garriet- plagioclase - orthopyroxene -clinopyroxene -
quartz 
Metamorphic pressures for basic rocks were determined by applying 
the orthopyroxene - clinopyroxene - plagioclase - quartz baroaeters 
of · Newton and Perkins (1982) in conjunction with the thermometers of 
Wells (1977), Ellis and Green (1979) and Sen and Bhattacharya (1984). 
The results are listed in Table 4. The pressure estimates obtained 
with the garnet - clinopyroxene - plagioclase - quartz barometer in 
I 
, combination with the Ellis and Green the~ometer range from 6.4 to 
12.1 kbar. These two extreme values, however, are anomalous, .. the 
remainder of estimates show a narrow range of 8.4 to 10.6 kbar. 
Pressures ob~ained from combining the temperature estimates of Welle 
(1977) with the same barometer yield similar results ranging from 9.4 
to 10.8 kbar , excluding t~o extreme values of 7 and 12.4 kbar ~ 
Similar estimates are obtained when combi~in~ the Sen and 
Bhattacharya temperatures with the garnet - orthopyro·xene -
plagioclase - quartz barometer (8.4 to 11.5 kbar). Figure 22 shows a 
pe tro_gene tic gr.id with reac tiona appropriate to mafic assemblages 
(after Wells, 1979) along with calculated P-T estimates. Although the 
positions of these reactions are somewhat arbitrary (since aH2o ~s 
unknown), the distribution of calculated pressures and temperatures 
may be used to partially constrain the P-T range of aafic equilibria 
within the study area. The erratic distribution of P-T estiaatea with 
respect •to mafic stability fields suggests that aH 20 in aafic 
a.- . - . 
Table 4 • 
• , 
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Temperature and pressure estimates obtained from garnet 
-c px , garnet -.opx and opx 7C px the rm ome te r s with the opx -c px 
thermometers . with the opx-cpx-pla§ioclase-quartz barometer. 
Error range of T estimates +/- 70 C, of pressure estimates 
+1- 1.5 kbar .• 
Suple 1 Tl T2 T3 PI P2 P3 
CG81-366 716 10.6 
CG81-488A 756 8.5 
-
CG81-641 712 635 765 12.1 11.4 12.-4 
CGS'I-811 B 852 10.7 
CG84-362 745 747 901 . 8.7 9.3 9.7 
GF81-222 958 10.6 
GF81-244.A 973 1016 1058 10.2 10.5 10 .• 9 
GF81-246A 797 746 862 10 . 4 9.1 10.8 
V081-89A 705 10.6 
VOSl-188 857 848 a·n 9.2 11.5 9.4 
VN81-229 870 9.6 
VN81-431 721 754 868 6.4 8.4 7.0 
Tl• Ellis and Green : garnet-cpx (1979) 
T2• Sen and Battacharya :garnet-opx (1984) 
T3· Wells . opx-cpx (1977) . , 
Pl• ~rkins and Newton (1982)(cpx-garnet-plag) with Tl P2• Perkins and Newton (1982)(opx-garnet-plag) with T2 
P3• Perkins and Newton (1982)(cpx-garnet-plag) with T3 
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Figure 22. Plot of P-T estimates obtained from mafic assemblages 
compared with reactions in the CMAS system. Invariant 
point for aH2o = 0.5 after Wells (1979) and XMg = 0.22 
after Glassley and Sorensen (1980). 
( 0 ) Groswater Bay Terrane estimates. 
( • ) Lake Melville Terrane estimates. 
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assemblages --in . the study area is- quite variab1e as shown by th~ wide 
spread across several reactlon boundaries for samples which contain 
' . 
only one assemblage. ;rhi~ distribution implies that aH 2o may range 
from .as low as 0.1 in the Groswater Bay Terrane and as high as 0. 5 in _, 
the Lake Melville Terrane. 
5.3.4 Comparison of P-.T results from basic rocks and paragneiss 
. Geothermobarpmetry results from paragneiss and mafic rocks are in 
' > 
reasonable agreement, and also with mineral equilibria as determined 
. -
qualitatfvely with the petrogenetic', grid. For the pelltes, pres~ure 
estimates for the Groswater Bay Terrane are consistently higher _ than 
those· for the Lake Melville Terrane (10-13 kb,.ar and 6-9.5 kbar, 
respectively), with the temperature range (6S0°C-900°C) being 
approximately simi~ar in both cases (though average temperature in 
the Lake Melville Terra ne is higl)er than in the Groswater Bay 
# . ' 
Terrane). For mafic rocks, pressu~e and temperature estimates for the 
two terranes overlap somewhat (Groswater Bay Terrane: 8 - 12 kba r I 
700 - 850°C and Lake Melville Terrane: 6 - 10 kbar I 750 - 950~C.) 
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5. 4 · In terp re ta tion of Geothermobarome try Re suits 
..... 
To develop a _consfstent interpretation of the geothermo6arometry 
data~ the P-T e~mates are assessed in three separate ways. Firstly, 
the regional distribution of P-T estimates obtained from garnet -
biotite - . plagioclase - Al 2Sio5 - quartz equilibria in paragneisses 
· ar.e independently assessed; secondly, P-T estimates derived from 
garnet - clinopyroxene - orthopyroxene - plagioclase - quartz 
assemblages in basic rock's are considered; and lastly, an 
interpretation of all data with respect to the regional · 
tectono-metamorphic framework is made as an attempt to construct 
. -' ~ : -. 
equilibrium P-T paths for each terrane. Estimates obtained from basic 
. 
rocks are initially interpreted separately from those derived from 
paragneiss assemblages since the results of the different equilibria 
may not be directly correlatable. 
5. 4.1 Carne t-bioti te-plagi oClase-Al 2St05-quar tz 
"' The regional disthbut.ion of pressure and temperature estimates 
~ .. 
obtained from: paragneiss assemblages is shown in a local! ty map of 
the study area in Figures 23 arm-·Ltr. In the.,Groswater Bay Terrane, 
there i~s a general increase in temperature from west to east. In the 
Ca.pe Porcupine are\, 6. temperature-s estimates are very consistent 
ranging from 614°C to 684°C. Two higher estimates of 792°C and 875°C 
·-
are located further to the south east in the Curlew Harbour area. 
Temperatures obtained from paragneisses in the Lake Melville 
. . 
Terrane show a 1Jl•11a.r range of 639°C to 839~C. However, th~ major! ty 
·---. 
.of estimates lie within the range of 700°C to 780°C, whieh suggests 
• 
(_ 
0 
··--· -- ... 
. ' 
. ' 
F~gure 23. Distribution of-" temperature estimates in the Sandwich 
" . 
.. 
Bay area. · · 
( A.~) estimates obtained from the garnet-biotite 
thermometer of Hodges and Spear (1982). 
( + ) estimates obtained fr0111 the-garnet - cpx . 
thermometer of Ellis and Green ( 1979) • 
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Figure 24. Distribution of pressure.estimates in the Sandwich 
Bay area. 
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that the thermal gradient within the Lake H~l_ville Terrane i!! 
relatively shallow. 
A more significant contrast in the me tam orphic condi tiona 
determined from paragneiss assembl~ges is shown in Figure 24, in 
wbifh it can be seen that cons~stently higher pressures preva~l in 
the Groswater Bay Terrane (8.6 to 12.9 kbar) than the Lake Melville 
Terrane ( 6. 4 to_,10. 6 kbar). 
I 
·s. 4. 2 Garnet-plagioclase-orthopyroxene-clinopyroxene-quartz 
Temperatures l'lnd pre_ssun!s obtained from basic assembtages using the 
garnet- clinopyroxene anJ'garnet- orthopyroxene thermometers of 
Ellis and Green (1979) and Sen and Bhattachary·a (1984)' and the 
garnet·- ~linopyroxen~- orthopyroxene.- plagiQclase- quartz 
barometer of Newton and Perkins (1982) are shown in Figures 23 and 
24. 
In the Lake Melviile Teriane, estimates are r~ther variabl~, with 
. temperatures ranging from 721°~ to 973°C, and pressure estimates 
. . . 
:ranging from ? ~ 4 t.o 10.6 Kbar.. In the Groswa ter Bay Terrane, 
te!"peratures range from 705°C to 852°C. However, the' latter value; 
wlil.ich occurs in the west, is obtained from orthopyroxene - garn~t 
--- ...... 
garnet 1assemblages yield a mo~ consiste~t~.~~ge of 
\ 
I 
assemblages, whereas the remainder of estimates derived from 
~ 
clinopyr;oxene -
I 
Pressures in the Groswater Bay -Terrane vary from 8.4 · 
to 12.9 kbar. Figure 24 reveals that pressure estimates in basic 
\ " 
• 
.... 
,_ 
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rocks are considerably lpwer than those in paragneiss near Curlew 
,. ~ ' . 
liarbour whereas the inverse i.a- true in the Lake Melville Terrane·. · 
·' 
. -~ -
Temperature estimates in basic rocks generally are slightly higher 
than those in adjacent ·pgragneiss. 
5.4.3 Regional Interpretation of Geothermoi,iremetry Data 
?~ 
.Figure 25, which· represents a coll!pilatlon of all geothermom'etry 
geobarome.try data on a .P-T ·diagram, reveals a clear contrast in 
metamorphic con~ttions between the Groswater B~y and Lake Melville 
Terranes. Temperature estimates, ranging from about 630°C to 980°C, 
are obtained f~om both terranes, suggesting a similar thermal 
gradient across the Rigolet thrust zone. The most obvious 
distinction in metamorphic conditions is the pressure gradient 
be tween the 't:wo terranes ( 9 to. 12 kbar for the Groswa ter Bay-Terrane 
and 6 to 10 kbar in the Lake Melville Terrane). The~ results of both 
temperature~and p~egsure estimates should be viewed in the context of 
. . 
the mineral assemblages described earlier, wHich suggest that 
granulite facies metamorphism prevailed in the Lake Melville Terrane 
as opposed . to upper amphibopte facies conditions in theG'lxoswater 
Bay Terrane. 
A major effect of the Grenvillian Orogeny in eastern Labr;;.ado'r was 
/ 
the juxtaposition of lower crustal rocks against higher · crustal 
assemblages along major regional thrusts (i.e upper aaph~bolite to 
granulite facies roc'ks against2'iddle to upper .amphibolite f!lcies 
rocks) • .'The cr.ustal blocks bounded by these thrusts (i.e. the 
f 
Groswater Bay and Lake Melville ~erranes) are interpreted to be 
.... 
r 
Figu~ 25. Plot of P-T estimates obtained from 'paragneiss and mafic" 
assemblages .. 
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deep-seated equivalents to rocks which occur to the north of the 
Grenville ·Province, in the Makkovik Province (Gower and Ryan ,' 19S6). 
This ·interpretation is ·partialiy supported by the reaulta of this 
~tu~y in which the quantitative metamorphic estimates obtained ftom 
the geothermobarometers in both th'e Gro~water Bay and Lake Melville 
Terranes are interpreted to record Grenvillian cemdit·ions (Section 
I . 
·4.3.3). )ollowing the regional tectonic framework, the di~tinctive 
. ,.;. 1:» I 
... 
contrast in metamorphic conditions , par~icularly pressures between 
the two terranes, appears to be largely a result of the po,itioning 
of the terranes within a major imbricate thrust stack during the 
Grenvillian Orogen!. However, two problems arise: (1) in the · regional 
structural framework it was proposed that the Groswater Bay and Lake 
I 
Melville Terranes represent part of an Imbricate stack derived from 
interm~di~te and deep crustal levels, respectively. However, in 
' \ . 
contrast, the geQthermobarometry· estimates imply that the Groswater 
'1. • . 
· Bay Terrane was derived from deeper crus tal levels ( 25 to 30 km) .. than • 
the intermediate depths (18' to 25 km) for ·the Lake Melville Terrane; 
(2) since the estimates obtained from both terranes are interpreted 
•' 
to be a signature bf th~ same metamorphic etent (i.e _the Grenvillian 
orogeny), then it beco~es crucial to explain the large temperature 
and pressure variati'ons between · the two terranes. These two problems 
. . \ \ 
will now oe discussed separately. 
The first problem in~lv~s the discrepancy between the regional 
~ · . . 
tee tonic f ramewo.rk, which sugge s ts the j ux tap,((Ji tl on of a deep level 
terrane (Lake Melville Terrane) against a higher level terrane 
(Groswater Bay Terrane~! and the geothermobar~etry result& which ·in 
contrast imply that the Groswater Bay Terrane was derived from deeper 
... 
' 
.. 
crustal levels than the Lake Melville Terrane. Four possible 
expl.anations for this discrepancy are .dhcussed belo~; 
(1) one interpretation to explain the pressure contrast is that 
93 
the net transfer barometers may record post-emplacement conditions of 
the Grosw~ter Bay and Lake Melville Terranes. Thus the pressures 
. r.~ · '""" 
recorded in both terranes would reflect the positions of the nappes 
after emplacement, and not the positions that they were derived from, 
This would imply that the more deeply derived Lake Melville Terrane 
~.as emplaced as a "hot" nappe, on top of the relatively "co~d" , 
intermediate level Groswater Bay Terrane. Thus if the Lake Melville 
Terrane remained honer, for a suffic lent per.lod of time ( 1. e at 
lower pressure than maximum .burial) then the ~et transfer barometers 
could continue to re-equilibrate after emplacement, and may even have 
continued to re-equilibrate during subsequent erosion and uplift. 
Thus the pressures recorded in the Lake Melville Terrane ( 6 to 10 
kbar) .probably .do not represent the · Griglnal de pth of exhumation but 
rather the depth it attained foll~wlng emplacement. SimilarLy, if 
barometers in the Groswater Bay Terrane, re-equllibrated following 
.• 
thrusting then the add! tiona! crustal thickness due to the overriding 
Lake Melville Terrane would result in burial of the Groswater Bay 
Terrane which would subsequently record higher pressures than the 
Lake Melville Terrane. 
(2) an aiternatlve viewpoint i s. that the contrasting pressures may 
be a result of an origina:t d_ifference in crustal thickness between 
the Groswater ~ay Terrane and the ·Lake Melville Terrane dating from 
early Grenvil.lian 11etaaorphf..,sm . This could. indicate· differential 
crust4l thickening prior to or during Grenvilliari· metamorphism . The 
r 
.. 
' 
.. 
\ . 
\ 
·-··-,; 
• 
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differences in, crustal tbiclmess may have been enhanced py ~- "' 
post-metamorphic erosion and could · have persisted untli the 
termfnaUon of the GrenvUU,an Orogeny. Wells ( 1979) s.uggested that . 
erosion during metamorphism requ.ces diff'erences in pre&sures'f?etween 
. . 
areas wheie there is fnitlal difference in crustal thickness so t~at 
. ;i • 
the difference recordea by the exposed miners~ a~semblage i~ less 
. , . ~ 
than the primary di~ference. Thus, in thh case there woul~ave been 
a minimum difference of 10 km between the Groswater Bay and Lake 
Melville Terranes. 
' 
· (3) A third explanation, which 1o10ulcf assume that pressures in bo~h 
terranes reflect the~r . position~ pr~or.to emplace~ent, - is based on 
studies of pressure - temperature ~ ~ime paths discussed by EngLand 
and Th~mpson (1984) andCn and England (1984).# F/~re"' 
26,(f1gu<e Sa in England~~on ; 1984) ol>o~~. te•p•u.ture -
time paths constructed for ro'cks bu\.ted' variable dept~s. 
Subsequent to burial by overthustin_g of a 50 km thrust sheet, rocks 
experienced 20 Ma of isobaric heating and wei• then eroded and 
• 
uplifted SO km in the :following 200 Ma. Uslng · these curves Eng1an<t 
and Thompson. ( 1984) propose that depending on the cl9sure temperature 
·for a particular system, and as.sumlhg that relevant minel'lls grow 
.... 
below (and never pass above) the cl~~ure ~onditions, it.is po~sible 
~ -
for shallowly buried rocks to record higher pressures than· rocks 
which were deeply burled. For example, the composition of 1 em grains 
. - I , 
. 
_.gro¥TI during l'rog_rade metamorphism on path c'could reflect pressures 
in the depth range .of 50 km to 35 km, while a mineral w1 th the same 
size growing on_ paths c' to_ A would record bur_hl depths on the order 
of about 30 km. Therefore ' depend1~fo on the initial dept~e of burial 
.. 
• 
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Figure 26. Temperature-time paths of rocks buried at variable depths 
after Thompson and England (1984). Paths are shown for 
rocks buried at 80 km (A), 70 km (B), 60 km (C), 50 km (D) 
and 40 km (E). Shown on the right hand axis are the 
coefficients of diffusivity of Fe and Mg in garnet and 
closure temperatures for grains of radii 1 em, 1 mm and 
0.1 mm, both calculated from diffusion equations of Dodson 
(1973, 1979). Solid circles on the curves are at 20 Ma 
intervals and the depths of exhumation are marked every 
40 Ma. 
? . 
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of the Groswa ter Bay and Lake Melville Terranes. and assuming that 
the garnet - bitJl te - plagioclase - quartz and garnet - opx - cpx -
plagioclase - quart? assemblages did not pass above the closure" 
t.emperatures for these equilibria, it wotttd seem reasonable that the 
shallow-level Groswater Bay Terrane may record higher prPssurea than 
those recorded by the deep-level Lake Melville Terrane. 
(4) a more generalized explanation is that the regional kinemRtic · 
framework is variable along the length of the Rigolet thrust zone. 
Thus, structural relationships between th~ eastern Groswater Bay .aqd 
Lake Melville Terranes are not compara~le with relationships further 
~ . I 
to the west. · Gower. et al. ( 1985) noted that .east of the Double ME>r 
White Hills region, the Rigolet thrust zone was predominantly a 
strike-slip fault with only a minor thrust component (see Figure •6), 
n nd that east of Sandwich Bay' the structtJral signiflc~nce of the 
extension of tl1e Rigolet t~rust zone was at present ,uncertain. ln 
view of this, the "inverse'; tectonic fra me work within the study area, 
based on the results of geothermobarometry e l' tim<ltes, suggests that 
_the contrast in pressures between the Groswater Flay and Lake Melville 
d 
Terranes may not be a result of the respective positioning in an 
imbricate thtust stack, as is proposed for the terranee fufther to 
l 
the west. 
The former problem of large temperature and pressure variations 
within each terrane may be somewhat resolved by c'onsidering four 
possible causes: ( 1) , the prest>nce of fligni-ficant _temperature and 
l 
pressure gradients within the Groswll-ter Jl :1 y ~tn<J LAke Mel~llle 
Terranes; (2) different closure condltionf; of tht' vari ous 
geoth~rmo11eters and geobarometere; ( 3) error propogation in 
\ 
' ~--
,. 
0 
-
calibrated geothermobarome try expressions; and ( 4) re-equilibration 
of mineral components during regional upiift- and cooling. 
(1) In the Groswater Bay Terrane tl'te large range of 
~ 
p;eothermobarometry estimates may be a reflection of signi~ant 
metamorphic gradients. The consistent temperatures obtained in the 
97 
Cape Porcupine area ranging from 614°C to 673°C (FiguJ 23) ~mplies a 
relatively low temperature zone. Further to the east, slightly higher 
estimatE's of 705°C to 874°C suggest an increase in the thermal 
grl!dient. llowever, the somewhat erratic pressure distributio,n, in 
particular for adjacent sample.localities, sugges"ts that a systematic 
pressure gradient is not . present. In the Lake Melvill~>. Terrane, some 
of the apparent anomalous temperature and pressur1'- estimates ~~~y be a 
result of local thermal highs adjacent to large intrusive bodies. 
However, the rather erratic distributiotl'of the estitnates suggests 
thnt this ls not the maj o r cause of the large P-T variation. 
( 2) When applying geothermome ters and geobarome ters toget.her, the 
sensitivity of the . two generAl types of reactions: exchange reactions 
(for temperature) and net transf~r reactions (for pre ssure ) to 
changes in P-T conditions, must be consider(!>d. The assumption made 
) 
• when applying both exchanp;e and net transfer reactions to 
. _; 
geothermobarometric studies in metamorphic terranes is that both 
typ~s of reactions closed aod th~ record at the same P and T 
c-onditions. Ellis 11nd Gree n (1985) studied various exchange and net 
trl!nsfer reAction thermobArOmE'ters in mafic granulites from Enderby 
!And, Antaretica and concluded that closure temperatures for , 
re-equil.tbration are lower for trAnsfer t'E'IICtion s than for exchange 
reactions. The results in Figure 25, ftlay similarly he interpret.ed to 
I 
imply that re-equilibratlon c~ndit~s for different 
• 
•lneral 
equilibria are different. In general, mafic assemblages in both 
terranes yield higher met_amorphic. conditions than those recorded by 
paragneiss assemblages. This distribution suggests that closur~ 
conditions for opx-cpx-plagioclase as~emblages in mafic rocks are 
higher thail the closure conditions for garnet-plagioclase-biotite 
as semblages . Although different closure conditions-may explain the 
variable range of estima tes obtained fr om mafic and paragneiss 
( 
assemblages, they do not explain the variati on between estimates 
) 
obtai~d from the same assemblage • 
.. 
(3) Large discrepancies in calculated esti.ntes may he a resu l t 
of the propogation of errors associated with the calibration qf 
ge o thermobarometers. In general, errors · in the determination of 
thermodyna mic parameters of end-member equilibria, ~n addition to 
98 
analytical uncerta inty, result i n error ~ . on the order of +/- S0°C and 
+1- 7{)°C (Ferry and Spear, 1978) for garnet - biotite nnd pyr oxene 
thermometers (Elli s and Green, 1979), respectively. Errors arising 
fro~ the calibration of garnet - plag ioclase- Al 2Si0 5 - quartz and 
ga·rnet :. plagioclase - orthopyr o~ene - clinopyroxene - quartz 
barometers are on the order of I to 1.5 kbar (Newto~ and Haselton,. 
1981 and Ne wto n and Perkins, 198 2 ). However, since these f orm.ula tion 
err o r s a s soc iated with thermobarometers would appl y to estimates in 
both terrRnes, then any in fl c c ur,A c ies o f the pre s s ure s 'oil nd 
temperFittlres would be relfltiv~ a nd thus would not eJt pL:dn the large 
variation in recorded pressures ~nd temperatures between th~ two 
terranes • 
. 
(4) Many applications of element partitioning geother•ometera and 
• 
t} 
geobaroaet~rs have been Simed at estima~ing "peak" metamorphic 
pressures and tempe~atures. However, many therm~aromete~ are 
susceptible to-~etrograde re-equilibration during uplift ~nd 
subsequent cooling (Bohlen and Essene, 19$0). Hodges and Royden 
99 
(1984) suggested that if different samples from a single metamorphic 
terrane equilibrated at different times during uplift then 
empirically derived P-T estimates would reflect thfs as, a range of. 
pressure and temperature estimates in P-T space (P-T-t path). Thus 
the appaient anomalous "spread" of estimates'in both terranes may be 
a reflection o.f variable equilibra tion conditions during uplift and 
:subsequent cooling . ~o further examine this possibl il~ty, an attempt 
18 made . in this study to construct equil~brium P-T curves for both 
the Grosw~ter Bay and Lake Melville Terranes on the basis of 
gebthermometty and geob~rometry estimates. 
5.4.4 Equilibrium P-T Pa ths 
(I On the basis of the distribution of geothermob:~ r ome try ·estimates, two 
separate equilibrium P-T pa_ths have· been constructed. An assumpU.oo 
mad@ is that the highest pressure and temperature est i mates recorded 
in both terranes represent peak metamorphic conditions during the 
Grenvillian. Orogeny . The P-T estimates in both the Gro~water Bay and-
, 
Lake Melville Terranes define trends in P-T space: and it is 
.in~erpret~>d that · the paths in Flgtrre 25 reflect a portion of the P-T 
trajectory assumed by the ·sandwich Bay area during uplift. This 
interpret~tion is based on the 1ata pre sen t e d and can be defended on 
the following grounds: 
' 
.. 
\ 
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(1) the variation in pressures and temperatures is probably not 
due to metamorphic gradients within each terrane, nor to inaccuraci~ 
in the calibrations used (.Section 5.4.3); 
' ( 2) there is no evidence that the scatter in P-T estimates 
• 
reflects disequilibrium in the m~jority of samples, .as· discussed in 
Sec ti~n 4.3 .3; 
(3) graphical analyses of phase equilibria in both the Groswater 
Bay and Lake •Melville Terranes (Figure 27a and 27b). strongly suggest 
( that paragneiss sam~les did not finally equilibrate under uniform 
pressure and temperature, a cCXJclu'sion which is cons is tent wi'th the 
P-T variation recorded in both terranes; 
(4) calculated pressures and temperatures are in excellent 
agreement with experime~tally determined stability fields (Section 
5.3.4); 
( 5) since there is evidence that Subsequent, tO the m~Rmorphic 
peak, the terranes were subjected to retrograde metamorphism during 
uplift (Section 4.3.3), the range of pressure and temperature 
estimates in both terranes may be a result of different samples 
equilibrating at different times during metamorphic ~plift. 
On the basis of th_ese observations it is suggested that the range 
"' .· \ .. 
of P-T estimates exhibited~ by the samP).es i s a reflection of similar 
equilibria "blocking" at dif'rerent times and/or temperatures and 
pressures during Crenvillian uplift and cooling. 
To 'keep a consistent data set, only pa'ragneiss samples, containing 
the assemblage garnet +biotite+ kyanite/sillimanite + ~lagiocl8se 
I 
were applied. The ommission of mafic equilibria in this construe tion 
preve~ts any incoilsistensies which may arise fro• ,differences in 
; 
; -
, 
\ 
Figure 27a: AFH plot projected through K feldspar for 
~arnet-biotite-sillimanite bearing paragneiss in the Lake Melville 
Terrane . 
Figure 27b: AFM plot proj.-<: ted through K feldspar f-or 
garnet-biotite-~yanite bearing paragneiss in the Groswater Bay 
Terrane. 
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blockTng temperatures between paragneiss and mafic a ·ssemblages. In 
order to construct reasonable equilibrium P-T curves for each 
terrane, some of the more anomalous estimates have been omitted. The 
basis for omission is that _ the majority of eamples which fall at the 
. extremes of the P-T point clusters in Figure 25, exhibit the highest 
. 
potential for textural disequilibrium. Whereas this is evi~tly a 
subjective criterion, the omissi.on of "anomalous" samples in the 
construction of equilibrium P-T paths is nonetheless not entirel y 
_,.. arbitrary. 
On the basis of the criteria discussed above, Figure 28 shows the 
suggested equili brium pressure-temperature pa ths f or both the 
Groswater Bay and Lake Melville Terranes. The P-T c urve constructed 
from the Groswater Bay Terrane samples demonstrates a ne ar l y 
isothermal upli"rt path during which·.decompression · from c a . 40 km to . 
30 km was acc ompanied by only ca. 100°C cooling. This steep portion 
of the r-T curve ~ uggests that duri ng e a rly uplift , decompression was 
accompanied by only ca. I00°C cooli ng, a n_d that major cooling of the 
I Groswater Bay Terrane did not occ ur until the l a ter stages of uplift 
( 1. e. a hove about 30 km) . 
The wide range of pressure and tempera ture e~tima tes i n the Lake 
Melville Terrane prohibits the assignment of all of these estima t e s 
to one specific e~ilibrlum P-·T path. With the ex7eption of one 
potential disequilibrium sample, all of the calculated pressure and 
temperature estimates are derived from samples which appear to be 
both texturally and che mically in equilibtlum. Thus with the 
exception of one estimate, none o( the pre ssures and temperatures can 
be discounted fro11 a potent.iAl P-T psth. A poss ible interpre t~tion to 
I. 
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Figure 28. Equilibrium pressure- temperature paths for the Groawater 
Bay Terr ane (GisT) and the La ke Melville Terrane (LMT) • 
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consider is that a P-T ·belt" may be constructed which encompasses 
the entire range of estimates, as shown in Flg~re 28. In this c a se a 
,_,.. 
similar, neftr isothermal uplift trajectory is constructed, which 
suggests that ca. 4 kbar of decompression was accompanied by only 
about l00°C co~ling, similar to the Groswater Bay Terrane. The lack 
of time constraints with respect t o initiati~n and termination of 
uplift ~events any interpretation of possi ble uplift rates. However, 
although the uplif~ trajectories of the two terranes a re highl y 
speculative, the results demonstr~e th~t the Grenvillian Orogeny 
. . 
resulted ' in significant crustal thickening. The near isothermal ~ 
o,ature of the'upllft paths implies that thickening of the crust 
occur~d by thr usting as ·op pos~~ to addition of magma in the l ower 
crust. 
In summary, the results of ·· the ge othermobarometry es.timates reveal 
a distinct contrast in metamorphic c onditions h(twee n the Groswa ter 
Bay and Lake Melville Terranes. Temperatures on the order of 630°C to 
950°C in.each terrane impl~ a negligible,thermal gradient acros s the 
Rlg olet thrust zone, whereas pressures on the order of 10-12 kbar and 
6-10 kbAr i n the Groswater Bay and Lake Melville Terranes, 
~ 
respectively, suggest a sha rp pre s sure gradient. However, the 
respective pressure rAnges implying derivation from depths on the 
order .of 28-35 km for the Groswater Bay Terrane and 18-28 km for the 
Lake Melville Terrane disagree with the ~re sently accepted regi onal 
tectono-metamorphic framework which proposes thAt th e . ~ke Melville 
Terrane represents a deep-seated allochthon which w~ s juxtaposed 
against higher crustal assembl~ges in the Groswater Bay Terrane. Thi s 
discrepancy suggests that P- T esti•ates recorded in the two terranes 
' 
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reflect post-emplacement metamorphic conditions and not ~the depths 
• from which they were derived. However, the effect of initial 
differences in crustal thicknesses of the two terranes prior to or 
. f . 
during emplacement and the effect o( metamorphic closure conditions 
o~ re~orded pressures and temperatures for rocks buried at different 
crus~al levels may also be partially responsible for the contrast in 
metamorphic pressures. 
The range of temperatures and pressures within each terrane is 
interprete d t o be predominantly a reflection of the re-equilibration 
of sample s at diff erent stages during Grenvillian uplift . ~nd 
"" subsequent ~ooling. The range of estimates thus repre sents a portion 
' of the equilibrium P-T trajectory of the two terranes during uplift. 
The path from the Groswater Bay Terrane samples suggest near 
isothermal cooling , with only minor temperattir~change (ca . IOO~C ) 
during uplift from approxima tely 40 km .to 30 km . A similar P-T path 
c onstructed f or the Lake Melville Terrane implies that decompression 
of ca. 4 kba r wa s acc ompa nie d by ca. 100°C cooling . These results 
., 
imp~y that crustal thi ckening during thf:' Grf:' nvilli an Oroge ny oc curr~d 
by thrusti'ng as opposed to magmil adrlition at lowe r crustal leve ls, 
which supports the regional s tructural framework of transport by 
regional thrusting of the Lake Melville Terrane over the Groswater 
\ 
Bay Terrane. 
• 
\ . 
CHAPTER 6 
40Arj 39Ar DATING 
6.1 Introduction 
The 4°Ar! 39Ar dating technique is a recently developed variation 
based on the conventi6nal K/Ar m~thod. First described by 
10 7 . 
... ' ' Sigurgeireeon (1962) and more ful1y discussed by Merrihue and Turner 
(196~) and Mitchell (1968), the 40Ai; 39Ar method can overcome some of 
the limitations posed by the K/Ar method, sincP. it is possible to 
\ 
distinguish,, between; (1) samples which have remained closed. systems 
with respect to potassium and argon since initial closure; (2) 
~amples which contain a component of extraneou$ non-atmospheric argon 
of 40Ar/ 39Ar ratio ! 11 addition to radiogenic argon; and (3) samples 
which have undergone a po~t-crystal1iz~ti on the rmal event a~d thus 
lost~ component of their original argon. The additiona l capabilities 
of the 40Ar/ 39Ar method are often very advantageous whe n de ;{ling .with 
..., .. 
metamorphic terranes with complex thermal histories. 
The primary difference between K/Ar and 40Ar/ 39Ar geochronology is 
~hat in the latter method, no direct chemical analy~is of potassium 
is required. The amount of potassium is calculated indirectly from 
measurements pf the amount of 39Ar which is produced from 39K by 
neutron activlltion. The ratio of thi.> r a dioge nic 40Ar to neutron 
I 
for age determinations. This is bombar~~nt induced 39Ar is required 
of advantage because mass spectrometers can measure isotopic r"atios 
very precisely, but absolute abundances are les~ easily determined. 
However, the greatest p~tential of the 40Art 39Ar technique is 
• 
I 
• 
through the subsequent incremental (step-wise) heating method of, 
treating irradiated _samples. In this method, fi~st described by 
v; 
Merrihue and Turner ( 1966} the sa'mple is gradually heatE',.d' throug.h a 
( 
~ 
number of temperature increments chosen ~y the operater, after each 
' of which ~he argon is released )nto the mass spectrometer And 
108 
analyzed isotopically for it'~ 40Ar; 39Ar .ratio, from which an age may 
be calculated. A series of ages, each correspondinp, to a different 
\. 
tempera ture fraction is thus generated for an individual sample. 
These ,incremental ages lire plotted as a function of temperatur·e 
! 
(expr~sse9 as an accumulative percent of 39Ar reJ~ased) giving an age 
spectrum for the sample. Such a~e spectrA allow tqe eva luation of the 
( . 
behaviour of argon within the mineral samples and therefore permit a 
more thorough understanding of the significance of the results than 
can be obtained from conventional K/Ar dating. 
) 
6.2 Previous C~ochronology 
~reviously rep~rted radiometric dates in the Grenville Province of 
•. 
eastern Labrador are shown in Fieures 29 and 30, after Gower and Ryan 
(1986). Fip,ure 30 is a compilation of U-Pb, Rb_.Sr and Nd-Sm ages 
which date pre-Grenvillian events, including Lower Proter~zoic (1700 
to 1900 Ma) ages in the Hakkovik subprovince, -Middle Proterozoic 
( 1600 to 16 50 Ma) ages which represent the newly defined Labr'\dorian 
Orogeny and various post-orogenic plutons ~anp,ing from 1500 to 1270 
Ma. 
(_ Fignre 29 sh ows prevfous K-Ar Bnd 40Ar;39Ar datPa wh.lch r~c ord 
pre- Grenvillian (l~hratlorian and Mak~ovlklan) age R n~~~ the 
" -'). 
• 
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·• 
/ Grenv1lle Front Zone. South of the Grenville Front, which marks the 
northern limit of 950 +/- 75 Ha K/Ar ages (Gower; et al., 1982), ages 
ranging from 1200 to 950 Ma are recorded. Post-Grenvillian K-Ar ages 
of circa 550 Ma are recorded for lower Phanerozoic diabase dikes 
~ 
wh!ch are related to the development of the Sandwich Bay graben 
(Gower et al., 1983a, 1985and 1986). 
In the Smokey area (Fi~ure 29) approximately 100 km to the north 
of the~study area, K-Ar whqle-rock ag~s of the Michael gabbro of 1348 
' Ma and 1325 Ma have been reported by Wanless et al. (1972, 1973), and 
are interpreted to date the intrusion of thi s unit by Emslie (1983). 
U-Pb dates on zircon, titanite and monazite in the Groswa ter Bay 
and Lake Heiville Terranes in eastern Labrador have recently been 
reported by Scharer et al. ( 1986). U/ Pb zircon dates record similar 
1600 to 1650 Ha concordant ages for both the Groswater Bay and Lake 
Melville Terranes, indicating that both have experienced Labradorian 
plutonism and metamorphism. However, these authors .show that analyses 
of titanite and monazite yiel·d ages of 940 to 970 Ma in the Groswater 
-T!iy-Terrane and 1026 to 1038 Ma in the Lake Melville Terrane 
(concordant with U/Pb zircor! lower intercepts on concordi a .) The 
implication of these ages is that the culmination of Grenvillian 
anatexis and metamorphism in the Groswater Bay· Terrane was attained 
approximately 60 Ha later than in the Lake Melville Terrane. 
,_ 
---. 
Within the s-tudy area, two K-Ar analys~s of biotite from the 
Groswater Bay and Lake Melville Terranes yield ages of 944 Ma and 
1105 Ha, respectively (Wanless et al;; 1970). The age from the 
Groswater Bay Terrane may date r:losure of the biotite lattice to 
argon during post-Grenvillian uplift and cooling. The K/ Ar age from 
l 
• 
\ 
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the Lake .Melville Terrane, however, is not compatible with the 
interpretation of the onset of the culmination of Gr~nvillian 
metamorphism at circa 1030 Ms. Since the latt~r age is not iri accord 
·with available U/Pb ages, which are considered more reliable ·, hoth· 
• K/Ar ages should be interpreted with caution. 
In recent years, radiometric age datin~ in polyorogenic terranes has 
'• proved to be an invaluable analytical tool in determining the timing 
of metamorp.hic events. With the advent of U/Pb, Nd/Sm and other 
dating techniques, it has become possible in some cases to determine 
not only the age of the last metamorphi_c episade, but also to "see 
thr'?jgh" that event to _earlier stages of a rock's history. With 
respect to 40Ar.; 39Ar dating, the following events in a rocks history 
~ 
may in favourable cases be determined: ( 1) the absolute timing of a 
metamorphic event, which co_uld only be determined if uplift _was very 
rapid; (2) the timing of post-:-metamorphic uplift and cooling_; (3) 
distinction between those samples which contain extraneous argon 
components and those which do not; and (4) the recognition of 
th~mally overprinted samples which have been partially degassed as a 
result of geologic reheating·. 
-. 
Application of the 40Ar/ 39Ar 111ethod in eastern Labrador was 
intend~d to answer the following question: ls there a dlff.e~e in 
the Grenvillian me tamorp~ic imprint be tween the Groswater Bay and 
Lake Melville Terranes ? IJith the distinction of the two 
lithotectonic terranes J.n eastern L~brador, which exhibit contrastinP, 
\ 
·-
• 
( 
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lithologic, structural and meta~orp~!c characteristics in addition to 
._ 
a prolonged tectonometamorphlc history, there is clearly an 
opportunity to apply and evaluate the potential of the 40Ar/39Ar 
method In a polyorogenic terrane. 
Seven hornblende-bearing samples were collec t~d from the Sandwich 
Bay area in eastern · Labrador; three from the Groswa ter B~y Ter~ne 
and four from the Lake Melville Terrane (Table 5) 
I 
6.4 40Ar/ 39Ar Results 
6.4 .1 lntroduc don 
40Ar-39Ar lncrem~~tal release ages have been determfned for s~ven 
hornblende concentrates separated from rocks collected from· the 
Groswater Bay and lake Melville Ter~anes • . Results of ·analys~s are 
presented 
r- ~ 
In Table 6 and shown as age spectra in ""t1gure 31. The 
majority of sample~ analyzed, record Internally discordant age 
spectra, generally with anomalou~ ages recorded in the low 
temperature fracti~ns. As a result, several of the total gas ages ~re 
meaningless. However, plateau ages can b~ calculat.ed for some of the 
f' 
spectra. A plateau age is . defined as the ~pparent age recorded from 
that portion of a spectrum In which contiguous gas fractions 
(together constituting more than SO% of all the gas evo~Yed from a 
sample) hav~ apparent ages which are not different at a two sigma 
level of uncertainty (Fl,ck et al., 197J.). Pl~teau data were averaged · 
by calculating a weighted mean (with respect to . the % of gas 
released)~ in whlah each datum was weighted by the the inverse of its 
' variance. Where the variance .is expressed as: ' · 
, . 
I 
· .. 
• 
I . 
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Table 5. Lithologies used in~0 Ar/ 39Ar analyses. 
~ . 
.. 
Groswater Bay Terrane 
VAN84-17D: deformed fine-grained amphibolite dike which intrudes well 
banded tonalitic gneiss, Double Islands. 
• 
VAN84-18~: well banded hornblende - biotite quartz diorite gneiss, 
Hare Harbour. 
VAN84-1~B: fine-grained amphibolite dike wh~ch intrudes hornblende - · 
biotite quartz diorite orthogneiss, East Arm, Sandwich Bay 
Lake Melville Terra~e 
VAN84-32A: medium grained hornblende - biotite quartz diorite 
orthogneiRs, south end of Sandwich Bay. 
VAN84-23B: . fine-grained amphibolite dike which intrude~ migmatitic 
biotite -hornblende granodiorite to quartz di orite 
orthogneiss, upper Eagle River. 
VAN84-22B: fine-grained amphrbolite enclave within fine-grained 
biotite -hornblende granodiorite orthogneiss, Second 
Choice Lake. 
VAN84-21A: fine-grained biotite -hornblende granodiorite orthogneiss, 
west of Camel Lake. 
I 
' 
> 
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'!able 6. 40Ar;39Ar Analytical D:lta 
'll!MP(oC) nw Ar39 % Ar39 40Ar;39Ar AGE (Ma) % A'IM)S. 37Ar;39Ar % I.I.C. 
VAN34-17D 
350-850 10.6 2 1815.3 3287 +/-12 11.4 2.1 .1 
85(}-900 5.7 1 579.9 1733 +/-15 14.8 6.2 .4 
900-950 74.7 14.2 369.1 1268 +/- 3 3.2 4.4 .3 
95(}-980 76.6 14.5 359.3 1243 +/- 2 2.2 3.9 .3 
980-1010 132.2 25.1 353.7 1229 +/- 5 4.9 3.8 .3 
101G-10«> 175 33.2 365.3 1258 +/- 5 5.1 3.7 .3 
104o-1100 35 6.6 0 +/- 0 0 0 0 
11()()-1125 6.2 1.1 380.2 1295 +/-12 12.2 4.8 .4 
1125-1180 1.8 1.8 389.2 1312 +/-22 21.9 5.1 .4 
*1337 +/- 6 
**1260 +/- 6 
VAN84-18A 
:nrB50 184.3 25 787.6 2100 +/- 5 2.7 .4 0 
850-900 113.5 15.4 758.9 2054 +/- 5 2.2 1.7 .1 
900-950 234.6 31.8 579.1 1731 +/- 3 1.2 2.4 .1 
950-1000 153 20.8 529.1 1631 +/- 5 1.1 3 .2 
1000-1030 28.2 3.8 519.2 1610 +/- 5 3.4 3.4 .2 
1030-1060 12.3 1.6 494.8 1559 +/- 5 7.4 4.3 .3 
1060-1110 6.1 .8 466.3 1496 +/- 9 15.5 5.2 .4 
111G-1160 3.5 .4 455.5 1472 +/-12 36.1 8.6 .6 
*1853 +/-12 
VAN84-14B 
200-850 5.6 2.3 273.6 1012 +/-32 74.2 4.3 .3 
850-900 4.9 2 400.8 1346 +/-12 34.8 4 .3 
900-950 44.8 18.4 390.1 1319 +/- 2 3.9 4.1 .3 
950-980 50.8 20.9 412.1 1373 +/- 3 2.5 4.4 .3 
98o-1010 69.4 28.5 427.3 1408 +/- 3 .9 4.5 .3 
101G-1040 48.6 19.9 439.7 1437 +/- 2 1.6 4.6 .3 
10«)-1070 14.3 5.8 432.2 1420 +/-10 9.2 4.7 .3 
107G-1100 3.5 1.4 415.4 1380 +/-28 27.5 5.4 .4 
llQ0-1150 1 .4 0 +/- 0 0 0 0 
*1382 +/- 8 
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TEMP(°C) rrnr Ar39 % Ar39 'i)Ar/39Ar AGE (Ma) % AOOS Ar37/Ar39 % I.I.C. 
VAN84-23B 
200-850 12 3 429.2 1412 +/-353 28 1.6 .1 
850-900 6 1.5 341.6 1198 +/-135 25.6 1 0 
900-950 18 4.5 344.5 1205 +/- 29 8.4 2.8 .2 
950-980 32 8.1 321.4 1145 +/- 31 4.4 3.6 .3 
98<r1010 54.1 13.7 298.5 1083 +/- 2 2.4 3.8 .3 
1010-1040 141 35.9 294.2 1071 +/- 4 4.1 3.8 .3 
1040-1070 93.5 23.8 311.6 1119 +/- 10 2.3 3.8 .3 
1070-1100 8.8 2.2 316.6 1132 +/- 24 13.3 3.9 .3 
1100-1180 27 6.8 323.2 1150 +/- 22 6 4.1 .3 
*1116 +/- so 
**1070 +/- 50 
VAN84-22B 
300-850 5.5 1.8 223.4 863 +/-20 66.1 2.8 .2 
850-900 2.5 .8 270.7 1005 +/-'i) 55.6 2.5 .2 
900-950 21.7 7.3 279.4 1030 +/- 2 7.7 3.7 .3 
950-970 35 11.7 277.2 1023 +/- 2 4.2 4 .3 
970-990 46.5 15.6 275.9 1019 +/- 2 2.6 4 .3 
990-1010 71.3 24 277.5 1024 +/- 2 1.7 4 .3 
1010-1030 69.2 23.3 277.6 1024 +/- 3 2.5 4 .3 
1030-1050 20.3 6.8 277.1 1023 +/- 6 6.1 4 .3 
1050-1100 13 4.4 278.5 1027 +/- 3 11.2 4.2 .3 
1100-1150 11.6 3.9 279.0 1028 +/- 5 15.4 4.3 .3 
*1020 +/- 5 
VAN84-32A 
.300-850 5.8 2 297.7 1080 +/-12 51.6 3.1 .2 
850-900 3.3 1.1 343.0 1202 +/-31 49.9 4.5 .3 
900-950 41 14.3 360.5 1247 +/- 2 3.9 3.6 .3 
950-980 72 25.1 358.9 1243 +/- 3 1.5 3.6 .3 
980-1000 70.8 24.7 359.5 1244 +/- 2 1.5 3.7 .3 
1000-1020 66.4 23.1 360.7 1247 +/- 2 2.4 3.7 .3 
1020-10/i) 9.2 3.2 363.6 1254 +/- 5 5.1 3.8 .3 
1040-1060 4.6 1.6 363.1 1253 +/- 9 15.5 3.9 .3 
1060-1130 13.2 4.6 360.2 1246 +/- 3 10.5 5.1 .4 
*1241 +/- 3 
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TI11P(°C) mv Ar39 % Ar39 40Ar;39Ar AGE (Ma) % A'OOS. Ar37/Ar39 % I.I.C 
VAN84-21A 
30Cr850 11.1 2.8 277.9 1025 +/- 8 
8.5<r900 22.6 5.8 272.2 1009 +/- 3 
900-950 168.6 43.6 261.6 978 +/- 2 
9S<r980 97.7 25.3 261.0 976 +/- 2 
98(}-1010 61.8 16 263.1 983 +/- 2 
101(}-1040 13.9 3.6 264.8 987 +/- 3 
1040-1100 8.3 2.1 239.3 992 +/- 5 
110(}-1150 2 .5 0 +/- 0 
*982 +/- 3 
**980 +/- 3 
% A1IDS. - Atmospheric 40Ar. 
% I. I. C. - Interfering Isotope Correctioo. Factor 
Estimates at One Sigma level. 
mv Ar39- millivolts of Ar39. 
* - Total Gas Age (Ma) • 
42.9 1.3 
15.2 2.9 
2.3 3.3 
3.1 3.4 
3.4 3.4 
7.7 3.5 
16.2 3.7 
0 0 
** - Plateau Age (ltl) Based on 50% or more of total gas at a two si~ 
level. 
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Figure 31. Distribution of 40Ar/ 39Ar spectra in the Sandwich Bay 
area. Total gas ages without parentheses, plateau ages 
with parentheses. 
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/} (X _lnx2) I (n-1) L Xiul <= 1 
where xi - increment age 
x2 • average mean 
n • number of ages used in mean calculation. 
( 
· -The weighted mean is preferred since it takes into consid-eration the 
·quantity of gas evolved in eacn increment. (Dalrymple and Lanphere, 
' 
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1974). The p~~~eau ages are taken to be the best approxima~ion of the 
time of cooling through the argon closure temperature for hornbl~nde. 
For the slow cooling rates generally encountered in regional 
metamorphic' terranes the closure temperature for hornblende i~ 480°C 
to 500°c· (Ha~rison 1981). 
In this section an attempt is made to interpret the 40Ar; 39Ar 
results in terms of the presence of excess argon components and the 
timing of resetting episodes. 
6.4.2 40Ar; 39Ar Spectra in the Groswater Bay Terrane 
____:;? 
Two samples of amphibolite dike and one sample of a hornblende 
bearing orthogneiss collected from the Groswater Bay Terrane were 
\ 
dated . All samples record a discordant age spectra. Since each sample 
~ 
exhibits a different type of age spectrum, they will now be 
c~nsidered individually. 
1 
VAN84-17D was collected from a relatively undeformed amphibolite 
dike, which intrudes strongly deformed, well bat\ded orthogneiss. A 
hornblende concentrate prepared from this sample yields a discordant 
... -
• 
\ 
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'\ 
age spectrum in which an anomalously high age is recorded in the low 
temperature increment (350°C-850°C) with a slightly saddle-sh~ped 
spectrum in intermediate temperature increments (Figure 31). The high 
age' recorded in the ·first heating increment is the "classic" 
signature of excess (non-radiogenic) argon and suggests the presence 
of loosely bounded excess 40Ar located in hornblende sites with 
relatively low activation energies, since the excess components are 
liberated at low experimental temperatures. The rapid and systematic 
age decrease in the low temperature increments implies that the 
excess 40Ar compo~ents are'mainly concentra~ed in the margins of 
hornblende grains and that the ratio of excess I radiogenic· 40Ar 
decreases rapidly to insignificant levels in the grain interior. 
Harrison and McDougall (1981) considered that this type of profile 
developed when excess argon components diffused from an intergranular-
vapour phase into hornblende crystals after they had cooled below 
intercrystalline retention temperatures. Since excess argon is 
interpreted to be present, the total gas age of 133? +/- 6 Ha 
recorded by the spectrum is geologically m'eaningless. However, ynce 
( 
807. of the gas evolved from the sample record/apparent ages which are 
not different at a two s igma level of uncertainty, a relatively well 
defined pla~eau age of 1~60 +/- 5 Ma is interpreted. The wid~ 
... 
saddle-shaped spectrum recorded in the intermediate temp~rature 
fractions suggests that the system has experienced a partial gas loss 
" as ~ result of a thermal resetting event at about 1260 Ma. 
VAN84-18A, was collected from a moderately foliated hornblende -
biotite quartz diorite. A hornblende concentrate prepared from this 
I 
sample. displays a very discordant 40Ar; 39Ar age spectrum (Figure 31}, 
' 
\. 
• 
' 
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which records a syste~atic decrease in age throughout the entire 
4eating analyses. Similar patterns of discotdance in hornblende age 
spectra have been interpeted by Dallmeyer (1975) and Harrison and 
McD6uiall (1981), who considered that the systematic age de~rease at 
higher temperatures reflects the presence of excess 40Ar components 
relative to radiogenic 40Ar in both grain margins and interiors. The 
l . • 
total gas age of 1853 +/- 12 Ma, for VAN84-18A is therefore 
considered to be a result of radiogenic and non-radiogenic argon and 
thus geologically meaningle~s. In addition, the highly discordant 
spectrum prevents any interpretation of crystallization or 
post-crystallization events. 
VAN84-14B was collected fr.om a moderately deformed amphibolite 
dike which intrudes the Earl Island quartz diorite unit (Gower et 
al., 1981, 1984). This sample yie lds a discordant spectrum which 
records a total gas age of 1382 +/- 8 Ma. The low temperature 
increment (200°C-850°C) records an age of 1012 M~. Ages 
systematically increase in the intermediate tempera ture increments 
and appear to level _out to about 1400 Ha in the high temperat~re 
fractions (Figure 31). The regular increase in apparent age from low 
to high temperature fractions may be interpreted as a r e suit of a 
thermal overpr{nt, in which the outer part of th~ grains (i. e. early 
release increments) are more strongly affected than the more tightly 
bound gas in the grain interiors. The low tempera ture fr action age 
• 
may be a reflection of a Grenvillian overprint at 1012 Ma, with the 
increasing ages in the intermediaie fractions sugge sting a decrease 
in the Grenvillian thermal overp~int. The apparent levelling off of 
the spectrua at about 1400 Ha may indicate that the high temperature 
J 
\ 
· ' 
.. 
\ 
1 2 2 " 
fraction s of; gas were not affected by GrenviU!;_an overprinting and 
that thi s age approiches the time of crystallization of hornbleride in 
this rock or tne time at which hor nblende cooled through the blocking 
temperature. 
6.4.l 40ArJ 39Ar Spectra in the Lake Melville Terrane 
The four sampl~a collected from the Lake Mel-ville Terrane yield more ~ 
consistent results than those (rom the Groswater Bay Terrane. Three 
of the samples (VAN8{-21A, 22_B and 32A) record very Jlell defined age 
spectra, yielding total gas ages ranging from 982 to 1241 Ma; the 
' fourth (VAN84-23B) has a disturbed s pectrum but yields a tntal gas 
age in the same range (Figure 31). 
\ 
VAN84-23B was collected from a concordant amphibol ite dike, which 
intrudes a well - banded migmatitic granodiorite orthogneiss . . The 
sample yields a discordant age spectrum in which an anomalously old 
.., 
age of 1412 +/ -
I 
353 Ha is recorded in the\ low t~mperature incremen,~ 
(200-850°C), and a saddle~shaped pattern is displayed in the 
intermediate fractions. The systematic decrease in ages in the low 
temporature f.ac~t~fPl.leo the pre•en: e of exce" ugon cooponeAo 
in the grain margins ~h less significant levels in the gfain 
interiors. The saddle-shaped spectrum · is )nterpreted to record a 
-~ 
partial l~ss of radiogenic 40Ar as a resJlt of a post cry~talli~ation 
event. The plateau defined by 70 %of the total · gas in the 
intermediat~ fractions suggests a closure of the argon in hornblende 
at ca. 1070 Ha (Figure 31). 
VAN8 4-22B, which wa s collected from an amphibolite enclave within 
.. 
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a granodiorite orthogneiss, records .a well defined age spectrum 
yielding a total gas age of 1020 Ha. An anomalously low age of 860 Ma 
is recorded in the low temperature increment (300-850°C); however, 
this fraction represents only 2 % of the total gas liberated. Tile 
remaining ga·s released records an essentially undist4rbed spectrum 
and the 1020 Ma age is interpreted to represent the "true age" at 
which the hornblende lattice began to retain radiogenic argon (i.e. 
at a temperature of approximately S00°C) . 
.. 
A similar spectrum is displayed by VAN84-32A, which was collected 
from !! moderately deformed quartz diorite, in which the low 
te'lper~ture fraction (300°C-8S0°C) yields an age of 1080 +/- 12 Ma, 
representing only 2% of the total gas released, thus no significance 
can be placed on this age. 1./i th the exception of this increment, a 
very well defined, undisturbed age spectrum is recorded, yielding a 
I 
plateau age of 124.1 +/- 3 Ha. This age is similarly interpreted to 
represent the true age of argon retention in the hornblende lattice. 
VAN84-21A,; which was collected · from a strongly foliated 
granodiorite gneiss, records a reasonably well defined plateau, with 
the dev-elopment of a shallow "saddle" in the intermediate temperature 
fractions. This pattern is i!lterpreted to be the result of a 
combination of excess argon .along the grain margin (i.e. ~ow 
temperature increments) and a partial gas loss. due to a thermal 
re se t'!ing, resulting in the saddle-shaped spectrum. However, the 
excess argon accounts for less' than 10 %·of the total gas released, 
and the·refore a concordant plateau defined by 80 % of the tota1 gas 
is recorded. The similarity of the total gas age. (982 Ma) and the 
plateau age (980 Ha) coupled with the shallow saddle-:-shaped spectrum 
! 
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. 
in the intermediate fractions, suggests a retention of radiogenic 
argon in hornblende took place at ca. 980 Ma-r-
6.5 Interpretation of 40;39Ar Results 
6,5.1 Introduction 
The main purpose of the 40Ar/ 39 Ar analyses was to attempt a 
determination of the extent of Grenvillian metamorphic effects in the 
Sandwich Bay area, in addition to an interpretation of the uplift and 
subsequent cooling histories of the Groswater' Bay and La ke Melville ~ 
Terranes. Of the seven hornblende concentrates analyzed, samples from 
the Groswater Bay Terrane yield the most discordant Rge spectra, 
interpreted to be due to a combination of excess argon components in 
hornblende and to a variable thermal overprint. Sam_ple VAN84-17D, 
however yields a plateau (80% of total gas ) age of 1260 +/- 5 Ma, 
suggesting a resetting of the argon system at this time. 
In the Lake Melville Terrane the well defined plateaux displayed 
by 32A and 22B, record essentially undisturbed spectra, yielding 
plateau ages of 1241 +/- 3 Ha and 1020 +/- 5 l1a respectively. 
Slightly discordant, saddle shaped spectra recorded by samples 23B 
and 21A suggest some subsequent gas loss after the main closure of 
the system yielding plateau ages of 1070 Ma and ,98Q Ha respectively. 
In the following section the geological implications of the 
40Ar/39Ar dates in each terrane are discussed in order to assess the 
ages with respect · to significance and timing of metamorphic and 
pos t-111e tamorphic events. 
' 
( 
... 
- ~ 
.' 
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6.5.2 40Ar/ 3 9Ar Ages in the Groswater Bay Terrane 
The geological significance of the 40 Ar/ 3-9 Ar results in the Groswa ter 
Bay Terrane is not immediately apparent. 
Sample VAN84-18A is interpreted to contain. a substantial excess 
argon component, ·whereas the spectrum in sample VAN84-14B has been 
disturbed by a post-closur.:: thermal event. In both cases the total 
gas ages are considered to be geologically meaningless. It is unclear 
,. 
whether any significance should be attached to the ages derived from 
the highest temperature gas ·fractions, which in some circumstances 
may be used as an indication of the time of in! tial closure of the 
crystal lattice to argon_. Although the spec~rum in ·sample VAN84-17D 
is also discordant, a plateau defined by 80 % of the total gas in the 
intermediate temperature fractions, yields an age of 1260 +/- 6 Ma. · 
However, 'the "saddle-shape" of the spectrum a gain indicates a 
post-closure therQlal disturbance. 
· .f 
U-Pb da tea on zircon, rltanl te and monazite, reported by Schare r 
et al. (1986) suggest that the two widespread . thermal events .which 
. 1 
affected the Groswater Bay Terrane were the Labradorian Orogeny at 
about 1650 Ma and the subsequent Grenvillian Orogeny at 970 Ha. Since 
the discordant spectra recorded by 18A and l4B, are interpreted to be 
a reflection of excess argon components, a correlation with either of 
these two events is deemed impossible. However, sample VAN84-17D, 
which yielded a plateau age of 1260 +/- 6 Ha was collected from the 
same amp hi boll te dike dated by U/ Pb 11e thode by Scharer e t al. ( 1986 ). 
Their sample (CG-172E), when regressed with the 978 +/- 4 Ha titanite 
.. 
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age obtained from a granodiorite to tonalite gneise host rock, 
.yielded an upper intercept age of 1426 +/- 6 Ha, int~rpreted to date 
emplacement of th~ gabbro. At pr~ent the implication of the of th~ 
. p . correspond with 1260 Ma age is not ut!:stood, since it does not 
either of the dates . tafned from U/ Pb analyses. ·Although no other 
majcr event (thermal. or cooliog) on the order of 1260 Ha has 
previously b~en established,' Gower and Ryan (1986) noted emplAcement 
I 
•f the upper North River quartz syenite at 1273 Na (F.tgu~e 29). The 
relationship, if any between .these a ges is at present unknown. 
\ 
I 
6.5.3 40Ar/ 39At Ages in the Lake\ Melville Terrane 
Samples from the Lake Melville Terrane generally yield more 
internally concordant spectra than those from the Groswa ter Bay 
Te rrane . Sampl_e VAN84-32A, collected from the norrhern margin of the 
Lake Melville Terrane, displays a very well-defined total gas plateau · 
age of 1241 +/- 3 Ma. The similarity of this date to the phteau age 
of 126 0 Ma recorded Dy VAN84-17D in th~ Groswater Bay Terrane is 
intriguing. Furthermore, a plateau age of 1240 +/- 17 Ma has recently 
bee n o btained from a-'mafic dike in the Mealy Mountains Terrane to the 
west 1f
1 
the study .are a (P. Re ynolds, personal .. comm~:~nication, 1986). 
The s1m11ar1ty of these three ages sugge~ts the existence of a 
widespread resetting of the argon system at about 1240 to 1260 Ma. 
The implications of these pre. - Grenvillian ages within the study area 
' · 
are at present not under s tood. Howepr, 1 they suggest that these roc ks 
r:ma ined,above 500°C, (or c ooled atd were reheated above 500°C), 
' . . 
until a bout 1240 to 1260 Ma, and subseque n tly coole d below the gas 
· "' 
.. 
( 
.... ~ 
' 
• 
retention temperature to close-the argon system in hornblende. 
Furth~rmore t~ey imply that. these rocl:s were not heated above 5.00°C 
during t~e Grenvillian Orog~, which is in conflict with the · 
in~~rpretation of Grenvillian metamorphtsm ai upper amphibolite to 
granulite facies . 
An alternative, although intuitively less reasonable, 
interpretation for the pre-yrenvillian ages recorded by 40Ar/ 39Ar 
plateaux, i s that all &fS fractions liberated from the sa!J!ples 
contain th'e same proportion of excess. 40Ar relative to radiogenic 
. 
40Ar. Pankhurst .et ll. (197J) and R6d_di~k et al. (1980) have reported 
j : ' 
internally concordant 40Ar/ 39Ar biotite· age spectra from samples 
known to contai'h exces~ argon components. Pankhurst et al. suggested ) 
. ,( 
that the concordant : spectra resulted from homogenization tf excess 
'• 
and radiogenic 40Ar components -during irradiation. They argued 
. . ' . 
however, that both components were indistinguishable be fore 
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irradiation. These fact ors sugge st that detection of the distribution 
of excess 
aPgon in 
Melville 
and (~,~ogenic argo~ com~o~e n ts is n~t p~ible 
analysis in the study area. Thus the aquisition 
through 
of excess 
samples from the Groswa ter Bay Terrane and northern Lake 
( 
Terrane samples has not been resolved, · and ito remains a 
possible exp~anation for the pre-Grenvillian plateau ages. 
, 
Samples VAN84-22B, 23B and 21A from the Lake Melville Ter~ane 
yield 4,0Ar/ 39Ar spectra which are r;latively well defined with only a 
~ ~ 
minor component (< 5%) of excess. argon in low temperature fractions. 
Plateau ages determined from the spectra of these samples record ages 
• 
' ' of 1070 +/- 50 Ha, 1020 +/- 5 HR and 980 +/- 4 Ma respectively, which 
~t~ough broadly "Gro~villian" are nevertholoss distinctly differont, 
• I 
/ ( 
' / 
The error range of +t- 50 Ha for the 1070 Ha age suggests that thi~ 
age is in "broad" agreem~nt with the 1030 Ha age suggested for 
• 
culmination of Gr.envillian metamorphism in the Lake Helville ,Terrane, 
and may represent very ra~d uplift following Grenvillian rhermal 
overprinting. Alth-ough an alternative viewpoint is tl\at the age • \ 
' ( 
reptesents thermal heating during the G~envillia~ Orogeny. How~ver, 
the large error range limits the implications of this age. 
J ' 
The relatively well-defined ·plateau ages recorded by 22B and 21A 
' ' I 
ill)ply co~plete Grenvillian resetting and in addition .these ages are 
l ,~ 
younger than the 1030 Ma age suggested for culmination of Grenvillian 
......__ 
metamorphism in the Lake Melville Terran~ (Scharer et al., 1986). 
( 
Thus the 1020 Ma an~ 980 Ma ages ari interpreted, to record 
post-Grenvillian uplift and subsequent co~ng through the retention 
· temperature of hornblende. 
A .tentative i7rpretal:ion of the Grenvillia:n cooling histo ry of 
the G~oswater~y and Lake Melville Terranes, based ' on the 40Ar/39Ar 
ages determined in this ,study along with U-Pb age s of Scharer et al. 
may be proposed•for the Sandwich Bay area. 
Since 40ar; 39Ar ages recorded by 18A and 14B are a reflection of 
excess argon components,· no inference of Grenvillian cooling can be 
assess-ed. The relatjvely well defined plateau age rficorded by 170 
... 
' suggests the Groswater Bay Terrane----iriay have been partially reheated 
' .. 
a·na subsequently eooled through the retention temp~rature of 
hornblende at about 1260 Ha. The . data of Scharer e t al. suggest that 
Grenvillian anatexis and metamo.rphism culminated at about 970 Ha In 
the Groswa te r Bay Te rr~ne. 
In the Lake Helville Terrane, the very well defined total ,gas age 
• i'\f .. 
,. 
J. 
• 
.. 
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of 1241 +;/- 3 Ma suggests that the northern Lake Melville Terrane may 
have been affected by the same therm•l overprlnf recorded by 
VAN84-170 in the Groswater Bay Terrane. Sc.harer et .al. propose that 
Grenvillian metamorphism in the Lake Melville Terrane · culminated 
between 1026 · and 1038 Ma • 
. The implications of the 1260 to 1240' Ma ages are at present not 
fully u~derstood. As mentioned above, these ages do not correspond 
. . ' with any major thermal or cooling event in eastern Labrador. Although 
the ages are tentatively interpreted to date thermal resetting of the ' 
argon at this time, the present data do not provide an explanation to 
suggest why these pre-Grenvillian ages were not reset during anatexis 
at ca. • 970 ~~ and '1'030 Ma in the Groswatel! Bay and Lake Melville 
Terranes, respectively·, Ho.wever, the "preservation" of these ages may 
. ·~. 
·-....__ 
tentat1ve1y suggest that the effects of the rate and timing of 
. f heating in the two terranes may have been quite Yariable during the 
Grenvillian Orogeny. 
The data from this study suggest that post-Grenvillian uplif.t and 
subsequent cooling through the retention lemperature required for 
hornblende in the Lake Melville .Terrane was attained immediately 
following Grenvillian metamorphism and anatexis ~t ca . 1030 M~and 
continued until ca. 980 Na, which is in accord with the~ta of 
Schirer et al. Howe ver, the ~ges from this study imply that the rates 
of uplif~· and cooling were variable th;ou~ou t the Lake Melville 
Terrane. 
(>. 
. ' 
• 
6.5.4 Implications for Geothermobarometry 
These results support the interpretation proposed in _Section 4.4.3, 
in which it has been suggested that geothermo~etry and geobarometry 
estimates reflect the Grenvillian .,Orogeny. the ages r~corded bl 
samples ln the Lake Melville Terrane imply that these rocks were 
heated above· 500°C during the Grenvillian Orogeny. I 
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Equilibration and resetting .tempe!atures of severai of the mineral 
phases and mineral pairs used in the ge~therm~barometry calculations 
have been studied by various authors. Tracey et al. ~1976), note that 
garnets which are heated to temperatures near or above the 
sillimanite+ K feldspar isograd (approximately 650°C) are 
homogenized by volume diffusion which obliterates any pre-existing 
crmpositional zoning. Lasaga et al. (1977) suggested that the 
temperatures of cation exchange of Fe and Mg between blot! te and 
_.garnet r\nge from 700°G down to 500°C. Plagioclase , and alkali 
feldspar homogenization is reported by Bohlen and Ess.ene ( 1982) to 
occur at temperatures of approximately 500°C. Essene (1981) notes 
that the cation exchange in pyroxenes on the Ml and H2 structural 
sites occurs rapidly above 600°C so that all information about prlot 
states (i.e. higher "temperatures) is lost. 
Thus equilibration.(or resetting) temperatures of several of the 
min~~al phases us~d in \he geothermobarometry analyses are in the 
range of that required to reset the "argon clock" in hornblende, so 
' 
it appears likely that the thermometry and barometry asee•blagea were 
I 
. 
f 
-
- l 
' • 
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However, ev !dence of a 1260 to 1240 Ma thermal event, •implied by two 
s1111ples from the study area in addition to eges recorded in the Mealy 
!'fountains (P.H.R Reynolds, personal comm . , 1986) suggests that thi1; 
event was not effaced in parts of both the Groswater Bay and Lake 
Melville Terranes during the Grenvillian Orogeny. 
6.5.5' OI:igin of Extraneous Argon Components 
Excess argon components in hornblende appear _to be present to some 
degree in the majority of samples analyzed' in the study area. Sample 
VA~. records a strongly discordant spectrum in whi~h incremetal 
dates systematically decrease during analyses, suggesting that excess 
argon ·components are inhomogeneously distributed throughout the 
hornblende grains. Sample VAN84-14B, however, displays a less 
discordant spectrum in ~hich incremental ages increase ~uring the low 
and intermediate temp~rature fractions with an apparent levelling-out 
of the spectrum in the high temperature fractions. This suggests that 
excess argon components may only be present in the marginal zones of 
~he hornblende, and the core zones may contain only negligble 
amounts. In samples 170, 23B, 22B and 21A relatively small amoftnts of 
excess argon are present, on the or.der of 5 to 10%, -implied by the 
anomalous age( recorded in only the the lowest temperature 
' hact_ion(s) 00 The very well defined total ga s spectrum displayed by 
...._ 
VAN84-32A suggests that the excess components are not present. 
The source of the extraneous argon is not directly known. However, 
Dallaeyer and Rivers ( 198)), whl'l recognized extraneous argon 
components in biotite and hornblende in gneisses across the 
' 
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Grenvillian metamorphic gradient in western Labrador, note that 
structural imbrication during the Grenvillian Orogeny, was 
•. 
acco~plished while the allochthons were maintained at elevated 
temperatures. They suggested that evolyed 40Ar migrated upward during 
post-metamorphic'cooling, thus producing large and variable 4~Art 36Ar 
ratios within the intergranular vapour phase, which subsequently 
infiltrated biotite and hornblende lattices in structurally higher 
(cooler) levels of the nappe stack. A similar interpretation' may be 
applicable to th~ excess argon componen~ved in the Sandwich 
. . ' 
. . 
Bay area. Following the mod!!l ·of Dallmeyer and Rivers, and noting 
I 
that the effects 9f excess argon are most noticable in the Groswater 
Bay Terrane,· it is possible that the Aphebian or Archean gneissic 
basement, which is inferred to uriderly the lithotectonic terranes in 
eastern Labrador (G~wer and Owen" 1984) evolved radiogenic 40Ar 
during Grenvil~ian uplift and imbrication. Th~ evolved argon may 
; 
have mi~ated upwak-d thus producing variable 40Ar/ 36Ar_.ratios within 
the intergranular phase. However, since no direct evidenc~f this 
basement has yel been fou~d in the region, the interpretation for the 
origin of excess · argon ·-proposed here is highly speculative. 
In summary, 40Ar/39Ar ages reco~ded by samples VAN84-14B and 18A 
I 
ate ' 'interpreted to b~a ,result of the presenc\_?f large quantities~of 
excess 40Ar· components in hornblende. The strongly discordant spectra 
displayed by VAN84-18A and 14B are the "classic" signature of large 
. ' 
excess argon components. The spectra of VAN84-17D and 32A are 
tentatively interpreted to represent a thermal disturbance at 1260 to 
. 
1240 Ha, wh_ich is d~splayed as a complete resetting by the very well 
defined plateau of 32A and as a partial resetting which is "masked" 
~ 
. \ 
• 
) 
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.? 
by minor excess argon components in 17D. The implications of a 1260 
to 1240 Ma thermal event in the Grenvill~ · Province, which is 
~ 
evidenced by these age spectra in addition to similar ages obtain~d 
in t~e Mealy Hount~in~ is at present not understood and additional 
age dating appears to be requi~ed b~for~ any interpretation of such 
an event could be established. However, tentatively the record of 
these well-defined pre-Grenvill~n - ages suggests that thermal 
reworking during the Grenvillian Orogen may have been variable in the 
Groswater Bay and Lake Helvill~ Terranes. Ages from the southern Lake 
Melville Terrane suggest that ~ost-Gr~nvillian uplift and subsequent . 
cooling ranged from immediately following Grenvillian metamorphism at 
ca. 1030 Ha until ca. 980 Ha. 
j 
The origin of excess argon components in some o~ the analyzed 
samples is interpreted to be a result of evolution-and mtgration of 
' 
~ 
40Ar from the inferred gneissic basement during Grenvillian uplift 
and iMbrication • 
I 
' 
\ 
• 
,. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Recent improvements i~ understanding of Grenvillian geology in 
Labrador' have largely been a result of the distinction between the 
effects of pre-Gren~illian and Grenviliian orogenic events. Previous 
studies Involved with the analysis of ~envillian features, in 
particular metamorphic and structural relationships , were largely 
speculative. 
This study which focusses on the interpretation of tpe metamorphic 
conditions in. re~atlon to the _Grenv1111an and pre-Grenvillian 
Orogenies in eastern Labrador, has involved prfn~ipally; (1) the 
determination of quantitative metamorphic p-·T conditions on the basis 
• 
of co-existing mineral assemblages and 'element ' partitioning between 
• • f . 
experimentally and empirically calibrated minera l equilibria; and (2) 
40Ar;39Ar radiom~tric d~ting of hornblende concentrates with an 
attempt at interpreting the extent of Grenvilli an effects ~nd the 
metamorphic cooling history. 
The marked contrast in lithologic association, structural s~yle 
and metamorphic grade_between two recently defin~d litho tectonic 
terraJes in eastern Labrador has been·· used as ·a basi s to dis tlnguish 
these terranes as paraptochthonous and allochthonous units. 
The northern terrane, Groswater Bay Terrane, is characterized by 
granodioritic to tonalitic orthogneiss, diorite to quartz diorite, K 
feldspar megacrystic and non-megacrystic granodiorite, 
pyroxene-bearing granitoids, various mafic lithologies and minor 
! .. 
'I 
semi-pelitic pa ragnefee. The southern terrane, the Lake Melville 
Terrane, is underlain by semi-pelitic paragneiss and associated 
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~pracrustal rocks, K feldsp~r megacrystic granitoids, hornblende and 
~yroxene-bearing granitoids, layered mafic intrusions and 
granodiorite orthogneiss • 
. The structural evol.ution of these two terranes center!; on the 
.. 
effects of Grenvillian metamorphism and tectonism on pre-Grenvillian 
.. 
features. A m~jor effect of the Grenvillian Orogeny in eastern 
Labrador was to uplift and slice .contrastingly older crustal blocks 
with_pre-Grenvillian histories into thrus:~bounded units. Structures 
in the Groswater Bay Terrane define a relatively~simple north-west to 
east-west regional trend in which Labradorian fabrics have been 
variabl~ reworked by Grenvillian deformation . In some areas NNE 
trending fabrics, interpreted to be a relict Labradorian feature, 
have been preserved in a structurally unmodified region whereas 
.,., 
elsewhere Grenvillian fabrics predominate. Ip the Lake Melville 
Terrane, a more complex structural pattern is developed in which 
pre-existing (Labradorian) fabrics have been strongly reworked by 
_, Grenvillian folding • 
. The Groswater Bay Terrane, is characterized by the development of 
upper amphi.boli te facies me tam orphic mineral assemb1.ages of kyani te + 
' . 
~ garnet + biotite + muscovite + plagioclase + K feldspar + quartz + 
magnetite in pelitic rocks'. Basic lithologies commonly contain garne.t 
.. -- ... 
J ~ 
+ orthopyroxene +clinopyroxene . A later post-Grenvillian lowest 
amphibolite· facies overprint of muscovite + quartz and h6rnblende + 
chlorite + epidote assemblages Is developed in paragneiss and mafic 
rocks, respectively. 
\ 
..... , . 
' · 
' . 
' 
' .. In the Lake Melville Terrane, paragneisses are characterized by 
upper amphibolite to .granulite fa~ies assemblages of sillimanite + 
garnet+ biotite + cordierite. ~apphirine + osumilite + orthopyroxene 
assemblages are developed in contact metamorphic zones. Granitoid and 
orthognesi~ses are characterized by biotite + garnet + hornblende + 
'orthopyroxene assemblages. Garnet + orthopyroxene + clinopyroxene + 
(hornblende) assemblages are present in mafic lithologies. 
Temperatures. obtained from garnet - biotite, clinopyro~ene -
orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene -garnet and orthopyroxene - ga~net 
thermometers yield estimates of 615°C to 874°C in the Groswater Bay 
Terrane and 639°C to 973°C 1R the LAke Melville Terrane. · Pressures , 
derived from garnet - plagioclase - A1 2s io5 ~ quartz, garnet -
~linopyroxene - plagioclase - quart z and gafnet - orthopyroxene -
plagioclase - quar-tz barometers are in the r a nge of 9 to 12 kbar> for 
the Groswater Bay .Terrane and 6 to 10 kba. r for the Lake Melville 
• 
Terrane, implying derivation fTom depths on the order of 30 to 35 km ,' 
and 18 to 25 km, respectively. These estimates, on the basis of 
microstructural and chemical relationships in mineral assem blages, 
are.interpreted to be a reflection of Grenvillia~ metamorphism. The 
pressure estimates are in disagreement with the regio~•l tectonic 
framework proposed for the Grenville Province in eastern Labrador in 
which the Lake Melville Terrane represents an exhumed deep level 
allochthon which was trans~orted northward over a higher crustal 
lev·el parautochthonous unit, the Groswater Bay Terrane. 
Geothermobarometry estimates suggests that the Groswater Bay Terrane 
,. 
was derived from .d.eeper crustal levels than the Lake Melville 
Terrane. 
' r< 
• 
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The most likely explanation for this apparent "reversal" of the 
regional tectonic framework as well as the distinct contrast in 
metamorphic pressures between the two terranes is that the relatively 
"low'' pressures recorded in the granulite facies Lake Melville 
Terrane, reflect a-later (i.e. lower pressure) re-equilibration of 
barometers · than in the Groswater Bay Tetrane. If the Lake Melville 
Terrane was emplaced a& a "hot" nappe than net transfer barometers 
may have been able to re-equilibra te after thrust emplacement and in 
fact to continue re-equilibrating during subsequent uplift, thus 
recording lower pressures than the maximum pressures - attained at 
lower crustal depths prJ.or to emplacement. Similarly, if barometers 
in · the Groswater Bay Terrane reflect re-equilibration after 
emplacement, than the relatively higher pressures record crustal 
\ 
thickening due to the overriding Lake MelvillE' Terrane. 
On the basis of the geothermobarometry results, equilibrium 
pressure-temperature paths have been constructed for the two 
terranes. These curves are interpreted to . represent a portion of the 
re-equilibration path followed by both the Groswater Bay and Lake 
Melville terranes during Grenvillian uplift. 
The P-T path for the Groswater Bay Terrane, implies that uplift 
was nearly isothermal, and that decompression was accompanied by 
minimal cooling during the early s tages.• A similar P-T path is 
interpreted ftom the Lake Melville Jerrane, suggesting that 
decompr~ssion and cooling in the La ke Melville Terrane followed a 
similar path to that of · the Groswater Bay Terrane. 
These · results imply that crustal thickening during the Grenvilliap 
Orogeny occurred by thrusting as opposed to magma addition at low.er 
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crustal l~vels, which supports the regional structural framework of 
.transport by regional thrusting of the Lake Melville Terrane over . the 
Groswa ter Bay Terrane. 
40Ar/ 39Ar incremental release dating of hornblende concentrates 
from the Gros,!Ulter Bay and Lake Melville Terranes yielded variable 
results in which ages range from pre- to. post~nvillian. Total gas 
ages obtained from discordant age spectra in the Groswater Bay 
Tel'i"ane are interpreted to be a result of significant components of 
excess 
40Ar. A pl_ateau age of 1260 +/-12 Ma recorded by one sample 
from the Groswa ter Bay Terrane and a .well- defined total gas age of 
1241 +/- 3 Ma obtained from the northern Lake Melville Terrane 
implies a resetting of the argon system in these samples at ca. 1250 
Ma. However, this age does not cor.relate wit.fi any 'previously known 
- ~ 
event (thermal or cooling) in the Grenville Province. In addition, if 
the blocking temperature of hornblende is ca. 500°C, .f t is not clear 
why older Ar is retained in some samples if the regional metamorphic 
r 
temperature estimates have a mi_nimum of" 615°C. The significanc_e of 
\ 
these ages is at IJ~tesen.t not understood, although the presence of 
these ages suggests that thermal reworking· during th~ Grenvillian 
Orogeny may have been quite variable. • 
Samples from the southern Lake Melville Terrane display relatively 
well-defined age spectra yielding plateau ages of 1070, 1020 and 980 
Ha·. These ages are interpreted to represent post-Grenvillian uplift 
and subsequent cooling following anatexis a nd m.etarnorpl\isrn at ca. 
1030 Ha. Although the f..!rst age is in exce s s of 1030 Ha, thl large 
error of +/- 50 Ma, suggests that 1 t is w1 thln "broad a greement" wl th 
this age and is thus interpreted · to represent very rapid uplift 
13 9,, 
following Grenvillian anatexis and metamorphism. The s"outhern most 
samples which yield the 1020 'and 980 Ma are interpreted to result 
from slower post-Gr;,envillian uplift and cooling through the retention 
temperature required for argon in the Jlornblende lattice~ · 
Although a tentative interpretation of the extent and timing of 
the post-Grenvillian uplift and cooling history in the Sandwich Bay 
.area is proposed here, .1 t is ·apparent the incorporation of additional 
40Ar/39Ar dates on both hornblende and biotite is required in order 
., 
to more fully elucidate the timing of Grenvillian thermal and cooling 
events. 
These·features indicate that the Grenville Pr{?vince within the 
study area has undergone an extensive metamorphic and structural 
• <;) 
evolution involving uplift and subsequent imbrication of 
• 
pre-Grenvillian crust during the Grenvillian Orogeny. The 
implications of the tectonic framework and estim<'ltion of metamorphic 
' P-T conditions, together with the recent identification: of 
allochthons in west and central Labrador provides evidence of 
significant crJAstal thickening during the Grenvillian Orogeny. Such 
features have long' been recognized as being a major component of 
Phanerozoic orogenies and recently ·appear to be applied to 
evolutionary plate tectonic models of Precambrian orogenic belts. 
' 
, . 
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APPENDIX 1 
PETROGRAPHY 
Paragneiss 
(' 
Groswater Bay Terrane 
. 
Paragneisses in the Groswater Bay Terrane are characteriz~d by the 
assemblage: kyanite +biotite +garnet+ muscovite +plagioclase+ K 
feldspar+ quartz+ opaque (magnetite). Kyanite generally forms 
fine-grained aggregates which locally ar& pseudomorphed by retrograde 
muscovite . In some samples both kyanite and muscovite appear to 
co-exist, with no evidence for retrogression. Grain size varies from 
0.1 to 0.7~ mm, for relict ky~nite and retrograde · muscovite. 
~econdary muscovites. are generally larger in grain size ranging up to 
3 mm in size. 
In some areas, the main fabric, defined by muscovite, is 
crenulated, resulting in the development of a secondary foliation 
axial planar ·to the crenulations. 
Garnets are characteristically •ubidioblastic, mauve to pink in 
f 
color and are usually specked with fine magnetite inclusions. Grain 
size of garnets vary from 0.5 to 4 mm. Alteration is evident by the 
development of chlorite along boundaries and within fractures , 
usu ally associated with the breakdown of kyanite to muscovite. 
( Biotite occurs both as fine- grained inclusions within the 1\rger 
garnet porphyroblasts, and as fine - to medium grained subidioblsstlc 
laths which define the dominant gneiss!c fabric. The latter· biotites 
are typica lly pre-garnet growth, although one sample e~hibits ) 
. . 
·' 
post-garnet biotite growth. Loca~ alteratioTh to chlorite along 
cleavage planes and grain boundaries occurs. 
14 9 
K feldspar occurs as polygonal recrystallized grains both in the . 
restite and leucosome components. Grain size ranges· from 0.5 to 2 mm 
in the leucosome and 0.3 to 1.0 mm in the restite. In retrogressea 
assemblages, K feldspar is locally ~eplaced by secondary muscovit~. 
Plagioclase, is generally fine-grained (0.5-2 mm) and strongly 
recrystallized with the development of straight boundaries and 
triple-point textures. 
Quartz occurs'as 0.5 to 2.5 mm polygonal grains along with 
plAgioclase and K feldspar in the leucosome component. 
Lake Melville Terrane 
Paragneisses in the Lake Melville Terrane exhibit a more variable 
mineral?gy compared to those in the Groswater Bay Terrane. 
Sillimanite + K feldspar + biotite + garnet + plagioclase + Guartz + 
' opaque (magnetite) is the typical assemblage but cordierite + 
sapphirine +hypersthene + sillimanite assemblages occur in 
anhydrous, gran~lite facies paragneiss. 
Sillimanite is present both as medium grained prismatic grains and 
as fine to very fine grained fibroli tic aggregates. Three samples 
immediately south of the Rigolet thrust zone exhibit relict kyanite 
grains pseudomorphed by later prismatic sillimanite. 
Garnets ~~ psammitic gneiss are characteristically mauve in color 
in hand 'specimen, in pelitic and semi-pelitic 'gneiss the color ranges 
from colorless to light pink. Grain size varies from fine-grained 
/ 
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idioblastic phases, ranging from 0.5 to 2 mm, to large porphyroblaata 
up to 5 mm in diameter. Locally al teratlon to chlorite occurs, 
specifically where gneisses are associated with fault zones. 
Blot! te ranges from light to reddish ·brown in color and varies 
from very fine-grai'ned ( < 0. 3 m111) up to 1.0 em. Chlori tlzation occurs 
in zones of faulting and thrusting.Biotite forms a major component in 
restite layers and less significant in leucosome, possibly ;s a 
xenocrystic phase. 
Cordierite occurs as porphyroblasts up to 4 mm in size and is 
characterized by abundant inclusions of sillimanite, biotite and 
magnetite. 
K feldspar occurs both as fine polygonal grains in restite layers 
along with sillimanite, biotite, garnet and magnetite and as fine to 
-medium grained polygonal aggregates in the leucosome component. 
The leucosome phase s quat tz, plagioclase and K feldspar occur 
predominantly as strongly recrys tallized subgralns with well 
developed equilibrium t extures. Relict porphyroclasts of these phases 
are common and gene rally exhibit serrate grain ~oundaries with mortar 
textu~e deve lopme nt. 
., 
Mineral As semblages in Paragnei s s Samples 
Groswa ter Bay Terrane 
CC81-749B gar+bi o+kyn+mu sc+pl ag+ks p+q t z+z ir+tour+s ph +mag. 
CG81-756 bio+gar+kyn+plag+ks p+qtz+chl+mag. 
GF81-16 gar+bio+kyn+mu sc+chl+plag+ksp+qtz+m a g. 
GF81-18 gar+bio+kyn-+111u sc+chl +plag+ks p+q_ tz+mag . 
. ~ 
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GF81-23 gar+bi o+kyn+(musc )+plag+llsp+q tz+mag. 
V08I-77 A b1o+gar+kyn+(musc )+pl a g+ksp+q tz+mag • 
. VAN84-16 E gar+bio+kyn+mu sc+ksp+q tz+plag+mag 
Lake Melville Terrane 
VAN84-12N gar+b.io+sill+plag+ksp+q tz+mag. 
VAN84-12H gar+bio+slll+( chl )+plag+ksp+q tz+mag. 
VAN84-34A gar+bj.o+slll+plag+ksp+q tz+mag. 
VAN84·d6 gar+bio+slll+(musc )+pla g+ksp+q tz. 
/ 
VN84-:-35B gar+bi o+sill+pl ag+ksp+q tz+mag. 
VN84-102 ga~+bio+sill +plag+ksp+q tz+mag. 
VN84-150 gar+bio+sill+pl ag+ksp+q tz+mag. 
VN84-338 ~ar+b~o+sill+plag+ksp+q tz+mag. 
,,.:" 
CG81-148 gar+bio+sill+plag+ksp+q tz+mag. 
CG81-155 gar+bio+slll+plag+ltsp+Q tz~ 
CG81-l70B gar+bio+sill +[ kyn 1 +[cord 1 +plag+ksp+q tz+mag. 
CG81-239 gar+bio+sill+ [ kyn 1+piag+ksp+q tz 
CGSl-285 gar+bio+sill~px+plag+ksp+qtz+mag. 
)cGSI-476 bio+gar+sill +pl ag+ksp+q tz+zi r+mag. 
CG81-479 bio+gar+sill+plag+ksp+q tz+mag. 
GF8l-141 gar+bio+sill+plag+ksp+q tz+mag+sph. 
,. 
GF81-2351! gar+bio+sill+plag+ksp+q tz+mag. 
V081-518 bio+gar+sill+plag+ksp+q tz+111ag. 
. ' 
- metastable phases 
( retrograde phases 
I 
I 
' ... 
Mafic rocks 
Groswater Bay Terrane 
Mafic rocks and associated lithologies ~n the GBT are characterized 
. 
by garnet + clinopyroxene + orthopyroxene assemblages. A111 phi bole 
!' 
(hornblende) locally occurs as retrograde. subidioblastlc 
• porphyroblasts as well as thin coronas around cpx and opx grains. 
1 52 
Garnet is generally fine-grained (0.2 to lmm) with xenoblastic grain 
shapes. Cpx and r~; commonly exhibit moderate to strong 
recystall i za tlon tex turea although large relict cry a tala partially 
altered to hornblende do occur. Plagioclase and quartz occur both as 
relict porphyroclasts and moderately reqyatallized subgs:-alns in the 
matrix. Op a que minerals generally occur as s mall {O.:?Jnm) xenoblastic 
gr~ins associated with orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene 
Lake Melville Terrane 
In the Lake Melville Terrane. clinopyroxene + orthopyroxene + garnet 
assemblages are predominant. ' Cpx and opx grains are generally 
strongly recrystallized to fine subgrains with well developed 
equilibrium textures • . Garnets occur as porphyroblasts up to 3 mm as 
well as recrystallized subgrains associated with cpx and opx. 
Hornbl~nde is a relatively minor mafic pha se which occurs 
predominantly as fine recrystallized grai,ns and as thin alteration 
rims around cpx and opx. Plagioclase and quar t:r. occur as relict 
porphyroclasts and .as fine subgrains. Opaque phases occur as fine 
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xenoblastic grain's commonly as inclusions within orthopyroxene and 
c 11 nopyroxene, 
Mineral Assemblages in Mafic Lithologies 
Groswater Bay Terrane 
V081-89A opx+gar+( hbl) +bio+plag+q tz. 
CG81-366 cpx+( hbl )+gar+bio+plag+q tz. 
CGBl-641 opx+cpx+gar+plag+qtz. 
CG81-811 B opx+gar+( hbl )+b io+plag+q tz·. 
' Lake Melville Terrane 
I 
CG84-362 opx+cpx+gar+(hbl )+plag+q tz+mag . 
CG84-100 opx+cpx+( hbl)+plag+q tz+mag. 
C~81-488A cpx+gar+hbl+plag+qtz. 
Gf81-121 opx+cpx+hbl+bi o+plag+q tz 
GFBl-222 gartc px+hbl+ol v+plag+q tz. 
GF81-244A gar+opx+cpx+plag+qtz. 
.. 0 
GF81-246A gar+cpx+bio+plag+qtz. ) 
VOSl-188 opx+cpx+gar+hbl +plag+q tz. 
I 
VAN84-19 o px+c px+plag+ks p+q tz+hbl 
VAN84-431 opx+cpx+gar+bio+plag+q tz 
VN84-229 cpx+gar+plag+q tz+mag. 
VN84-534 opx+cpx+plag+qtz+mag. 
( ) - retrograde phases 
N 
VOR1-5lR • 
RTZ 
GFA l -lfd 
CG8 1-f•8A A 0 
r;fA1-2r.toA o 
a 
VA N84-22R 
VAN8fo- 2l. A 
• CGHl-239 
\ 
0 
0 
Porcupin• 
GFH 1- l !o 
Appendix 2. Sample location map: ( • ) paragneiss samples 
( o ) mafic samples 
( 6 ) 40Ar/ 39Ar samples 
~ . 
CG8l - 641 
CG 8l -2 99A 
V08l - 77A • 
20KM 
A? pendix 3 . Geologic map of study area, after Gower and Owen , 1984 ; 
Gower et al., 1985, 1986). 
EID - Earl Island Domain 
:iGGB - .!ount Gnat Granulite Sel t 
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Grained Leuconorite (Granulite Facies) 
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APPENDIX 4 
ACTIV Il'Y-COMPOS IT! ON RELATIONS 
Activity-composition relationships for garnet, plagioclase, 
orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene solid solutions presented below were 
used in all thermobarometric calculations and can be referred to for 
the following discussion of geothermometers and geobarometers in 
Appendix A.4 
GARNET 
' a • (X * -v . )3 PY py· r PY 
xgr • Ca/Fe+Mg+Ca+Mn in garnet 
Xal • Fe/Hg+Ca+Fe+Mn in garnet 
XPY Mg/Fe+Ca+Hg+Hn in garnet 
xsp • Mn/Mg+Fe+Mn+Ca in gaz:net 
. ' 
PLAGIOCLASE 
X8 n "'"Ca/Na+Ca+K in /?. "" Na/Ca+Na+K ~n ( c;__:__ 
PYROXENE 
plagioclase 
plagioclase 
aen • XMg * XMg in opx 
XMg = Mg/Mg+Fe 
Xca "' Ca/Ca+Fe+Mg 
.. 
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APPENDIX 5 
GEOTH!RMOMETRY - GEOBAROMETRY METHODS 
A. 5 . 1 Exchange Thermometers 
A.5.1.1 Garnet- Biotite 
Expedmen tal and the ore tical cali bra tiona imply that the Fe-Mg 
distribution between garnet and biotite, expressed as 
K0•(Mg/Fe)ga/(Mg/Fe)bi, is a temperature sensitive equilibrium 
affected only to a slight degree by pressure (Saxena, 1969; Thompson 
1976; _Goldman and Ai bee 1977; Holda way and Lee 1977; Ferry and Spear 
I 
. 1978). This expression of the distribution coefficient applies to 
solid solutions which are - ideal. In natural rocks, however, the 
presence of other elements commonly results in a departure from 
ideality in both garnet and' biotite solutions. In recent years, 
detailed thermochemical work bas led to the deri~ation of activity -
composition relationships in solid solutions, allowing geothermometry 
calibrations to approximate more closely the thermodynamics of 
natural systems (Pigage and Greenwood ~982; Hodges and Spear, 1982 
Indares and Martignole, 1984 and Hodges and Royden, 1984). 
The exchange reaction is: 
;. ... ... . I 
Thompson's (1976) calibration is based on empirical derivation from 
independent temperature estimates of natural assemblages. He combined 
compositional data oil AFM assemblages with available experimental and 
thermochemical data in order to provide a pressure-temperature 
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calibration of continuons reactions. The derived equilibrium 
expression is: 
0 • 5444.2- 3.100T(°K) + .0465P(bars) + RTlnK 
where K • (Fe/Mg)garntt I (Fe/Mg)biot1te 
Although the effe~ts of non-ideality are not spec~fica1ly 
accounted for in this model, since the calibration is based on 
natural assemblages the effect~ of additional components is probably 
minimized. Thompson- notes a +1- 50°C error with the use of the 
calibration. 
The Ferry and Spear (1978) calibration is based on experimental 
work in the purely binary Fe-Mg system between synthetic 
annite-phlogopite and almandine-pyrope. The distribution of Mg and 
Fe, is therefore taken to be ideal. Their calibration is expressed 
as: 
0 ~ 12454 - 4.662T(°K) + .057P(bars) + RT(K)lnK 
where K • (FeiMg)garnet I (FeiHg)biotite 
The applfcation of this calibration to natural systems ill limited 
in that the composit~ons of natural ~arnet and biotite deviate 
significantly from the model binary Pe-Mg solutions. , As a reeult of 
' this restriction this calibration has been criticized in the 
literature, ·In particular fot not taking into account the 
. .. f . 
,. 
substitution of Ca and Hn in the garnet structure, hence yielding 
systematically low tempeaffsres. The author~ state that the 
16 1 
thermometer bas a maxi~um practical resolution of approximately '+/-
500C, which corresponds to the error in temperature that results when 
+/- 0.01 errors in the determination of molar compositions of 
components in garnet and biotite are propagated through the eq~tion. 
Hodges_and Spear (1982) presented an improved calibration in which 
a consistent set of solution models were derived. In their approach 
~ ' they applied the Ferry and Spear (1978) thermometer to garnet-
biotite - plagioclase - Al 2Sio5 - quartz bearing assemblages near the 
Al 2Si05 triple point, to derive activity- composition relationships 
to account for the non-ideality in garnet and plagioclase solid 
solutions. The results of~heir study concluded that only pyrope -
grossular mixing in the quaternary garne t system is significantly 
non-ideal at triple point conditions. Applying the non-ideal 
solutions, the equilibrium constant for the garnet-biotite 
thermometer becomes: 
K* •[ ( Xpy)3( Xann) 3] 
[(Xph}3(Xal)3] 
where Xpy m Mg/Mg+Fe+Ca+Mn and X81 • Fe/Fe+Mg+Ca+Mn 
and 
exp [(3300-1.5Tk)(X2gr+ XalXgr + XgrXsp + XpyXgr) 
RT(°K) 
+ WMgMn(X2sp + XgrXsp + XalXsp + XpyXsp) 
RT(°K) 
x;~n = Fe I (Fe+Mg+Ti+Alvi) and x;~ = Mg I (Mg+Fe+Ti+Alvi) 
9Q 3 -y 9" 3 
where the term [ (I py) I ( 1 al) ] accounts for non-idealiy in the 
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garnet solid solution. Fe-Mg substitution in biotite is considered to 
be ideal, as in Ferry and Spear (1978). 
The garnet-biotite calibration of Hodges and Spear (1982) is 
therefore: 
0 = 12454 - 4.662T(°K) + .057P(bars) + RT(°K)lnK* 
Although the assumptions in this calibration are acceptable in the 
range of the Al 2Si05 triple point conditions, their validity at P-T 
conditions greatly removed from the triple point is unclear. The 
authors note an error of +1- 50°C for temperatures calculated with 
the calibration, although this error would be reduced for internally 
consistent calculated pressures and temperatures. 
Pigage and Greenwood (1982) derived a theoretical calibration of 
the garnet-biotite equilibrium that takes into account the effect of 
Ca and Mn on the garnet Fe-Mg binary solution used in the Ferry and 
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Spear calibration. The thermometer corrects for any Ca and Mn 
component in the garnet by using the interaction parameters proposed 
by Ganguly (1979). The calibration is expressed as: 
T(°K) = 1586Xca + 1308XMn + 2089 + 0.00956P(bars) 
.78198 - lnK 
where K (MgiFe)garnet I(MgiFe)biotite 
and 
xi = i I Mg+Fe+Ca+Mn 
Pigage and Greenwood suggest an accuracy of about +1- 50°C for their 
thermometer. 
Indares and Martignole (1985) proposed a more elaborate 
geothermometry expression based on the Ferry and Spear (1978) 
equation, which takes into account the non-ideality of both garnet 
and biotite solid solutions. The expression is derived from a 
combination of an experimental calibration of the ideal part of the 
exchange reaction between garnet and biotite and an empirical 
calibration of the deviation from the non-ideal model. The empirical 
calibration takes into account the interaction of Al and Ti in the 
biotite lattice and the effect of Ca in Fe-Mg garnets. The proposed 
thermometer is expressed as: 
T(°K) = 12454 + 0.057P(bars) + 3(mXAl + nXTi) - ( Wca Xca+ WMn XMn) 
4.662 - 5.9616 lnK0 
where Ko = (FeiMg)garnet I (FeiMg)biotite 
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and n and m are interaction parameters depending on the model 
adopted for the non-ideality in garnet. The thermometer is noted to 
be accurate to within +/- 50°C. 
A.5.1.2 Orthopyroxene - Clinopyroxene 
Temperature variations of the position and shape of the solvus in the 
pyroxene quadrilateral have been employed by Wood and Banno (1973) 
and Wells (1977), based on the exchange reaction: 
(Mg,Fe) 2Si 2o6 = (Mg,Fe) 2Si 2o6 
(cpx) (opx) 
Wood and Banno's calibration is based on the approximation that 
the solubility of enstatite in diopside co-existing with 
orthopyroxene is an ideal solution. An empirical approach is taken to 
account for Fe 2+ on the orthopyroxene -clinopyroxene miscibility gap 
in natural systems. The calibration is expressed as: 
10202 
where: opx opJC -yopx aMg = XMg * Mg 
cpx xep-. * '{)X * ~p~ a~1g Mg Xea J MgCa 
X Fe Fe I Fe+Mg 
---
-' 
' 
.. 
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They state that there 1's a close agreement bet~een calculated. atid 
• 
observed temperatures (+/- 70°C) and in addition the · calculated 
equi~ibration temperatures are independ~nt of _fomposition. 
Wells's 1979 calibration is a semi-empirical formulation derived 
.. 
from available experimental data fo<: the diopside - enstatite 
miscibility gap. The solubility of Fe 2+ in the pyroxene solution has 
been call bra tect empirically using experimental diita for 
mul ticomponent pyroxenes. The derived equation which reproduces the 
miscibility gap over a wide range of temperatures is apparently 
applicable to aluminous pyroxenes with AI 2o3 up to 1,0 _weight per 
cent. The equation is expressed as: 
7341 
· cp~ op11) 3.355 + 2.44XFe - ln(aMg I aMe 
Wells noted that prqvldlng the compOsition and equilibration 
conditions lie within the· calibration range, his calibration should 
I 
produce results which are accurate to within 70°C. 
A.S.l.3 Garnet- Clinopyroxene 
·' 
The temperature dependence of Mg-Fe exchange between garnet and 
clinopyroxene has long been recognized as a poten'tial geothermo':"eter. 
Several workers (B,no and Matsui 1965; E!lsene and Fyfe 1967; Banno 
1970; Mysen and Heier 1972) notec;l the correlation between the 
distribution coefficient (K0 ) for . the exchange r~action: 
, 
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In recent years, additional studies have been conducted to 
evaluate the importance of various compositional parameter-s to K0· and 
to experimentally formulate garnet - clinopyroxene thermometers over 
a wide range of P-T-X conditions. Ellis and Green (1979) 
experimentally calibrated the ef.fect of Ca on the distribution 
coefficient based. on crystallization of garnet -clinopyroxene 
assemblages in the system CaO - MgO - FeO - Al 2o3 - S102 • They noted 
that .the ef.fect of the Ca component is due to ·a combination of 
non-ideal Ca-Mg substitution between garnet and clinopyroxene • . 'Phe 
expression they derived is: 
T"' [3104XFe + 3030 + 10.86P(kbar)] 
ln[ (Fe/Mg)ga/ (Fe/F-lg)cpx) + 1.9034 
where XFe = Fe I ~e+Mg in cpx. · 
A. 5.1. ~ Carne t - .Orthopyroxene 
The exchange of Fe and Mg be tween garnet and orthopyroxene has been 
. , 
recently calibrated by Sen and Bhattacharya ( 1984) based on the 
reac tlon 
In this application, the orthopyroxene sol•Jtlon ls tai<en to h~ 
" 
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ideal in the temperature range for granulites and a ternary 
symmetrical solution has been adopted for garnet. Thermodynamic 
parameters for end-member solutions were taken from available data of 
Froese (1973) and O'Neill and Wood (1979). Taking the enthalpy, 
entropy and the volume data of Mg and Fe end-member components in 
garnet and orthopyroxene they obtained the expression: 
T = 2713 +0.022P(bars) + 3300Xca + 19S(XFe - XMg) 
- 1.9872lnK0 + 0.787 + 1.5Xca 
Xi = i/Ca+Mg+Fe+Mn 
where Kn = [(XFe/XMg)opx/ (XFe/ XMg)ga] 
Comparison of Sen and Bhattacharya's thermometer with the garnet -
clinopyroxene and clinopyroxene - orthopyroxene thermometers of Ellis 
and Green (1979) and Wood and Banno (1973) reveals a discrepency of 
+/- S0°C. Estimates determined from the garnet - orthopyroxene 
thermometers of Wells (1977) and Lindsley (1983) yield significantly 
lower temperatures. Sen and Bhattacharya (1984) state an accuracy of 
+/- 60°C for their garnet - orthopyroxene thermometer. 
A.S.2 Net Transfer Barometers 
A.S.2.1 Garnet-Plagioclase-Al 2Sio5-Quartz 
The equilibrium between grossular,anorthite, A1 2Sio5 and quartz 
for the net transfer reaction: 
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was first recognized as a potential geobarometer by Kretz (1959, 
1964) and was studied experimentally by Hays (1967), Hariya and 
Kennedy (1968), Schmidt et al. (1978) and Goldsmith (1980). Recent 
calibrations proposed by Ghent (1976) as modified by Ghent et al. 
(1979) and Newton and Haselton (1981) have been applied in this 
study. 
Ghent (1976) used equilibrium constant equations derived from 
experimental data on pure phases and an ideal solution model for 
garnet and plagioclase solid solu ttons, to define P-T curves 
calculated for different values of the distribution coefficient. He 
noted that the degree of non-ideality of grossular solid s ol u t i on in 
garnet can be estimated from calculations us ing t he activity 
coefficients of anorthite in plagioclase and the kyanite -
sillimanite curve as a limiting case for kyanite and sillimanite -
bearing assemblages. The equilibrium can be described by: 
) gQ p\ ) 0 = -3272 + 8.3969 - 0.3448(P-1 + log aca - 3 log aca (kyanite 
( ) 
~Q pl 0 = -2551.4 + 7.1711 - 0.2842 P-1 +log aCa - 3 log aca (sill) 
where a~: = ( x~: ) 3*( -y ~=) 3 and 
a~~= <xl! )*(l(~~) 
9Q 
X~ 
x~! = 
y~ 
~ 
= 
= 
= Ca I Ca+Mg+Fe+Mn 
Ca I Ca+Na+K 
exp[(3300-1.5T) * (XPY + xalxpy + xpyxsp) I RT] 3 
exp [(Xab 2 (2025 + 9442Xan) I RT] 
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A revised version of the empirical calibration of Ghent (1976) was 
proposed by Ghent et al. (1979), in which an average value of the 
activity coefficient product KY was obtained to correct for the 
values of aca and aca • Their estimate of K, was based on selected 
samples which straddle the kyanite = sillimanite isograd, and values 
of the solids activity product, Ks, were obtained. Using these values 
of Ks and the position of the kyanite = sillimanite curve of Holdaway 
(1971) values of KY for several P-T points on the isograd were 
obtained. Their results yielded an average log Ks value of -2.0 which 
led to an average log K(value of -0.4. This average value can be 
added to the equilibrium equation of Ghent (1976) as an empirical 
correction to the values of the activities of grossular in garnet and 
anorthite in plagioclase. 
Newton and Haselton (1981) applied recent solution and low 
temperature calorimetry in addition to experimental phase equilibrium 
data on garnet and plagioclase solid solution. The result was a more 
precise, experimental determination of the garnet - plagioclase -
Al 2Si05 - quartz assemblage, making possible a major improvement on 
non-ideal formulations. 
If the temperature of crystallization of the assemblage is 
estimated independently, the pressure is given implicitly as a 
function of the temperature and the activities of the grossular 
component in garnet and the anorthite component in plagioclase by: 
where GA is expressed as: GA = -P 6VA 
and 
agr x:; * exp(3300-1.5T) * (XPY + xpyxa1 ) 3 
RT(K) 
and 
a~ 
an 
The change in volume term (6V) is considered to be a very 
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significant parameter since both the pyrope - grossular and almandine 
- grossular binary joins have large positive excess partial molal 
volumes near end-member grossular. In these compositional ranges, the 
partial molal volume of CaA1 213sio4 will deviate considerably from 
the ideal molar volume. Therefore it is necessary to determine the 
partial molal volume of the grossular component for each 
compositional interval. Newton and Haselton (1981) show the partial 
molal volume relations for both the pyrope - grossular and almandine 
- grossular binary joins, after Cressey et al., (1978). Since the 
curves are nearly identical, the partial molal volumes of the 
grossular component in garnets may be determined directly from the 
figure. 
Ganguly and Saxena (1984) revised the end member calculations for 
the garnet - plagioclase - Al 2Si05 - quartz barometer proposed by 
Newton and Haselton (1981). 
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The calibrated geobarometer is expressed as: 
0 = 13352 - 36. 709TK + AV [ P-1] + 1. 9872TK ln (ar; I aJ~) 
(with kyani te) 
and: 
0 = 10055 - 31.101 TK +A V [ P-1] + 1.9872TK ln ( 'Q I rl ) agr aan 
(with sill) 
where 6 V and P are expressed in call bar and kbar, respectively 
A.5.2.2 Garnet-clinopyroxene-orthopyroxene-plagioclase-quartz 
The reaction of garnet with pyroxene solid solutions was first 
calibrated from experimental phase equilibrium studies as a 
geobarometer by Wood and Banno (1973). Their calibration was based on 
the equilibrium of pyrope, enstatite and Mg-Tshermakite, which 
although was originally intended for application to garnet 
peridotites, has been widely applied to high grade crustal rocks 
(Weaver et al., 1978; Wells, 1979; Hormann et al., 1980). This 
calibration has some limitations due to inadequate experimental data 
for crustal ranges of pressure, temperature and mineral composition. 
In recent years, the improvement of activity - composition relations 
in both garnet and pyroxene solutions has resulted in the calibration 
of more widely applicable garnet - pyroxene geobarometers. 
Newton and Perkins (1982) have calibrated two mineralogic 
geobarometers based on the assemblage garnet - plagioclase - pyroxene 
- quartz, which are applicable to granulite grade quartzofeldspathic 
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and basic lithologies. The equilibrium has been calibrated on the 
basis of the continuous reactions: 
and 
The calibrations have been derived almost entirely from 
thermodynamic quantities, in particular the enthalpy of solution and 
heat capacities. The activities of garnet solid-solution in the 
ternary system are adopted using the formulations of Ganguly and 
Kennedy (1974) and plagioclase activities were determined using the 
models of Kerrick and Darken (1975) and Newton et al. (1980). The 
pyroxene solution model assumes an ideal two-site mixing on the M1 
and M2 structural sites in clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene (Wood and 
Banno 1973 and Wells 1979). The choice of temperature depends on 
mineralogic thermometry. Although this approach has inherent 
uncertainties, it turns out that the barometric indicators are quite 
insensitive to temperature uncertainties. The authors note that a 
temperature error of 100°C introduces pressure errors of only a few 
hundred bars. The calibrations are expressed as: 
P(bars) = 3944 + 13.070T(K) + 3.5038lnKA 
for orthopyroxene assemblages, where 
( 2 94 pl opJC KA = aca*aMg) I <aca)*(aMg) 
and 
P(bars) = 675 + 17.179T(K) + 3.5962lnKB 
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for clinopyroxene assemblages, where 
7. sa pl * 'P~ KB = <aca*aMg) I <aca> <acaMg) 
where 9Q aca = 9Q * y9'l Xca Ca 
ga 
= 
x9Q * y9Q 
aMg Mg Mg 
pi 
= 
X pi * ypl 
aca Ca Ca 
op~ 
= xMZ *XM\ in opx aMg Mg Mg 
aCaMg = XMZ * Ca xM' Mg in cpx 
\ 17,4 
APPENDIX 6 
MICROPROBE ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
All mineral analyses used in geothermobarometry calculations were 
conducted at the Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial University 
of Nfld, using a fully automated JEOL JXA-SOA wavelength dispersive 
electron microprobe with Krise! control, equiped with three 
spectrometers and a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11 computer 
with teleprinter. The microprobe was operated with a beam current of 
22 nanoamps and an accelerating voltage of 15 kv. Counts were made 
for 30 seconds or to a maximum of 60,000. Beam diameter was set for 
( 
1-2 micrometers. Bence-Albee corrections were employed in data 
reduction, and analyses were performed using a variety of calibration 
standards. The majority Qf analyses were calibrated with the "FCPX" 
clinopyroxene standard. This standard, among others, was analyzed 
routineiy during operation of the microprobe. Since microprobe 
analyses are unable to distinguish ferric from ferrous iron, total 
iron in all analyses is expressed as FeO. 
For each geothermometry- geobarometry assemblage, between · ) and 6 
analyses of each mineral phase was performed to assess the 
compositional consistency of co-existing phases. Within each polished 
thin section, analyses were carried out both on mineral phases in 
contact as well as. grains which were s~parated generally by 2 - 3 
grains, to assess possible discrepencies due to locaf retrograde · 
re- equilibration between minerals in contact. Each grain was analy•ed 
( . 
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an average of 4 times, generally performed as 2 core a~d 2 - 3 rim 
spot analyses. Point analyses were performed on mineral grains and 
mineral pairs which exhibited both textural and chemical equilibrium 
to minimize possible analyses of disequilibrium relationships. 
Analyses from each assemblage, using rim analyses, were utilized to 
compute P-T estimates for each sample 
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APPENDIX 7 
40Art 39Ar RADIOMETRIC DATING PROCEDURE 
40Art 39Ar radiometric dating analysee were carr~ed out in the 
Department of Physics at Dalhou·sie University under the supervision 
/ ·~ 
of Dr. P. Reynolds and Mr. K. Taylor. Irradiations were performed in 
the McMaster University nuclear react~. Samples were wrapped 
individually in aluminum foil and arranged in a vertical ~tack inside 
a cadmium shiel~ with an aluminum irradiation cannister. 
Interdispersed among the samples were 9 standards, either the 
laboratory standard NS 231/232 (Reyn£lds et. al.,1973) or the widely 
distributed hornblende standard MM Hb-1 (Alexander et.al. ,1978). The 
J value appropriate for a given sample was interpolated from values 
obtained from the standards. 
Samples were outgassed in a step-wise fashion in a quartz tube 
placed inside a Lindberg tube-type furnace, which is connected 
on-line to the mass spectrometer. Temperatures were precisely and 
accurately maintained by a thermocouple-controlled regulator. Heating 
steps were approximately 1 hour in duration. Extracted gases cleaned 
by means of a titanium "getter" operated at 600°C were subsequently 
analyzed by a substantially modified HS 10 mass spectro~eter 
... 
(operated in the static mode). Data aquisition .and subsequent 
. 
analyses were carried out automatically under the control of an Apple 
lie computer. Decay and isotopic constants are those suggested by 
Steiger and Jager (1977). Corrections for interferring isotopes were 
- - -- - - ~ - - - - ··-~ 
v made on the basis of correction factors determined for the McMaster 
University reactor by York (personal communication to P.H.Reynolds, 
1984). 
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APPENDIX ~.1. Compositional parameters of garnet-biotite and 
plagioclase rims in paragne1ss. 
Garnet 
Sample ft Mg/Mg+Fe XCa 
CG81 148 
CG81-155 
CG81-170B 
CG81-239 
CG81-299A 
CG81-476 
CG81-479 
CG81-749A 
CG&1-756 
GF81-16 
GF81-18 
GF81-23 
GF81-141 
GF81'1235B 
VAN84-12H 
VAN84-12N 
VAN84-16E 
VAN84-34A 
VAN84-35B 
VAN84-36 
VN84-102 
VN84-150 
VN84-338 
.1648 
. 2655 
. 2919 
• 2391 
.1547 
.1826 
.3159 
.1661 
.1809 
• 2662 
.2144 
.3199 
.2014 
.1506 
.1228 
.1999 
• 2205 
• 2965 
. 3510 
.2927 
.3014 
.1437 
.3316 
.0432 
.0418 
.0323 
.0517 
.0759 
.0923 
.054. 
.0661· 
;o546 
.0593 
.0639 
.0522 
.0345 
.0386 
.0591 
;o376 
.0610 
.0325 
.0439 
.0421 
.0134 
.0242 
.0236 
XMn 
.1625 
.1409 
.0464 
.3275 
. 2099 
.0342 
.0265 
• !576 
. 2253 
. 4161 
.3743 
• 36.44 
• 0093 
• 0710 
.1556 
.1146 
• 4"204 
• 1338 
• 0911 
.1802 
.1433 
.1698 
.1733 
X Fe 
.6634 
.6003 
.6523 
.4778 
. • 5891 
. • 7050 
• 7209 
.6472 
.5898 
. 3837 
.4412 
• 396 7 
.7635 
• 7 562 
. 6288 
.6782 
.3968 
. 5864 
.5295 
.5499 
.5890 
.4270 
.4263 
V081-77A .2460 
V081-518 .1475 
.0896 .1464 .4862 
.0392 .0281 .7131 
x1(garnet) • i/Mg+Fe+Ca+Mn 
x1(plagioclase) a 1/Ca+Na+K 
Biotite 
Mg/Mg+Fe 
.4775 
.6178 
.6009 
• 5717 
• 4385 
.5033 
• 5302 
• 4435 
.5544 
.6426 . 
• 5983 
.6863 
.4903 
.3893 
.4015 
.5348 
.5976 
. 5809 
.6498 
.6115 
.6569 
. 386 7 
.6942 
. 5509 
. 4356 \ 
' \ I 
( 
Plagioclase 
Xan 
.3719 
. 4246 
. . 45"37 
.3835 
.3182 
. 4238 
.4996 
. 2656 
.3913 
.3045 
. 3287 
.3312 
.3855 
. 4379 . 
.3818 
. 3994 
. 2605 
.3676 
. 3200 
. 4194 
.4145 
• 2020 
.1963 
Xab 
.6254 
.5698 
.5410 
.6129 
.6789 
.5712 
.5003 
" • 7213 
.5998 
.6846 
. • 6698 
.6709 
.6102 
. 558 7 
.6133 
• 5987 
• 7320 
.6310 
.6 720 
.5710 
.5745 
• 7898 
.7984 
.2193 .7765 
.2571 .7410 
'\ 
/ . 
! . 
\ , . 
r 
~  J • 
I 
1. 
APPENDIX 8.2 Compositional parameters 
. ;,~d plagiocla-se 
Sample I · Garnet 
Xal Xpy Xgr 
CG81- 366 .5398 .1637 .2703 
CG81-488A .6257 .1694 .1493 
CC81-641 .6487 .0447 .2427 
CG81-811B .5074 . 2871' .1864 
CG84-362 .5269 ' .2901 .1712 
GF81-222 .3913 .3933 .2041 
CF81-244A .3893 .4423 .1576 
GF81-246A .5292 ~ 2696 . • 1802 
V081-89A • 5119 . .2790 .1795 
VOSl- 188 .4599 .3844 .1349 
VN84-229 .6858 .0892 .1675 
VN84-431 .5848 . 2054 .1825 
CG84-100 
GF81-121 
VAN84-19 
VN84-534 
Xi(garnet) • 1/Mg+Fe+Mo+Ca 
Xi (opx) • 1/Hg+Fe 
X1(cpx)· • 1/Mg+Fe 
Xi(plag1oelase) • 1/Ca+Na+K 
in mafic 
Xsp 
.0262' 
.0556 
• 0609-
.0191 
.0118 
.0112 
.0108 
.0209 
.Q295 
.0207 
.0574 
.0273 
;..:.; 
of garnet - orthopyroxene - clinopyroxene 
rocks. 
Opx · Cpx Plagioclase 
XMg XFe XMg X Fe Xan Xab 
. • 0153 .5928 • 3021 . 6823 
.0494 .5399 .3724 .6148 
. 0568 • 4 717 .. \. 006 i • 28 71 .0646 .9289 
. 3605 .1343 .3545 .6246 
.4063 .1183 .0448 . 59,4 5 .3888 .5866 
.0426 .5138 .6532 . 3449 
. 6119 • 0311 .0996 . .5813 .7046 . 2680 
• 3588 .2061 . 0324 . .4802 .3969 • 586 7 
-.3601 .1161 .2719 .7281 
.4536 .0886 .0024 .5299 1 -4P. 2 7 . 5115 
.4683 .2598 .0346 
.2824 .1827 .0323 
.3438 .2146 . .0468 
• 2261 • 2357 .0263 
.3288 .2334 ' .0319 
,4452 .1 289 .0471 
. 5178 
.5222 
. 5662 
.5093 
. 5210 
. 5399 
\ 
' I 
• 4387 
. 3663 
.4563 
• 4760 
.4044 
.4567 
.5528 
.6222 
.5267 
.521 2 
• 5715 
• 5381 
l ,. 
/· 
.. 
.... 
. ...., 
\4) 
. ' 
. I 
' 
. I 
I 
•, 
' 
' 
I 
li 
\ ' 
I 
'I 
... 
• 
'i 
/ 
APPENDIX 8.3 Activities of garnet - plagioclase - clinopyroxene - orthopyroxene ·.\ 
and plagioclase ln maf lc rocks. 
Garnet . Plag Cpx Opx lnK8 lnKb 
Sa•ple I agr apy 3 an · 8 dl 8 en 8 fs 8 en 8 fs 
tG81-366 .2926 .3419 .4951 .5928 .0153 .0025 
-2.59 
CG81-48.8A .2013 .2994 .4752 .5399 .0494 .0083 
-2.67 
CG81-641 . 2502 .0582 .0588 • 2871 .0061 .0197 .0568 .4717 -1.37 -1.55 
CG81-811B .2197 .3152 ~4523 
-
.3605 .1343 
-:-2.01 ~ 
~G84-362 .196 7 .3336 .4951 .5945 .0448 .0051 .4063 .1183 -2.21 -2.59 
GF81-222 • 2596 .4331 .7083 .5138 .0426 .0043 -2~52 
OF81-244A .2059 .4688 .7171 .5813 .0996 .0035 .6119 .0311 -2.27 -2.65 ' 
GF81-246A o2127 o2976 0 5091 .4802. 'o0342 o0067 o358~ 0 2601 -2o27 -2o24 
V081-89A .1979 .3066 .3375 .3601 oll61 -1.76 
V081-188 • 2031 . .4199 .4790 .5299 .0024 .0003 .4536 .0885 -1.80 
-J68 
VN84-229 .. 2410 .2571 .3529 .5397 .0210 .0064 
-i£83 VN84-431 .2076 .2295 .4591 .5222 . 0176 .0070 .2824 .1827 -2.47 - 18 
CG84-100 • 5662 \ .0468 . .0078 .3438 . 2164 
GFSl-121 .5093 ·.0263 .0084 .2261 .2357 . \ 
VN84-19 .5210 .0319 o0094 • 3288 .2333 
VN84-534 .5399 ... 0471 o0058 . • 4452 o1289 
.. '"-< 
I 
I 
f 
/, 
-co 
o : . 
• 
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:....._ -APPENDIX 8. 4----Gomposi tion of hornblende samples used in 40Ar/39Ar 
. 
. ' . 
dating. Hornblende structtir~l f ormu1a calcul.Jated on the . 
basi~of ~3 o.xygen ! toms .• 
" 
• 
'1. 
' 
110 18A 14B '32A 23B 228 21A 
., 
Na~O 1. 72 1.43 L75 1.82 1.54 1.64 1. 53 
• Mg 11.46 10 . 53 9.07 10.27 12.84 10.82 11.36 
Alt3 11.04 . 10.95 11.1& 11:65 9.84 10.22 10.53 Sl 2 . 42. 12 "42:61 . 41.90 42.13 43.69 42.64 43.23 . 
~ K20 1.43 1.52 . 1.05 -1.38 1.19 1.07 1.10 
CaQ . 11~93 12.01 11.69 11.78 11.59 '11.35---11.67 
TiO • 7.,r .58 .6i .7~ .92 1.04 .89 
CrlJ3 • .07 .03 • 04 . 05 .09 . 01' . .63 I 
Mn • 21 . .30 .20 .18 .19 .33 .27 
•: 
FeO 14:6~ 15.7 5 18.51 14.35 13 . 20 16.52 15. 35 
• 
' 
. 
. 
" 
' 
Total ~5.1~ 96.00 95.73 94.29 95". 4i 95.56 1196.07 
• Nat .451 
-
• 440 
"· 427 .436 • 534 - .456 • 472 
Mg 2.625 2.432 2.097 2.29lL _ 2.901 2.479 2.620 • 
Alt3 - 1.999 1.876 2 . .038 2. 132 . I. 7 57 1.85,1 . 1.934 
Si 2 6 . 474 6 . 576 6.497 6.489 6.625 6. 562 6 ~ 5.8 3 
K20 .279 • 285 .• 205 • 267 ' . .227 .208 .214 
CaO 1.962 1.993 1.938 1. 952 . 1.882 1.896 1.932 
110 .081 • 069 . • 073 .086 . 102 .117 .095 . ~~63 .004 .002 .004 .005 .009 .003 
.027 .032 .022 .020 .022 .022 .019 
FeO 1.876 2.101 2.397 1.832 1.673 Z. 122 1. 974 
~ 
Total 15.779 15 . 797 15.699 15.517 15.731 15.704 15.846 
_I 
·~ 
' 
\ ' . 
I 
• 
• 
. ' 
I . 
' 
\ 
·. 
..... · 
. ,_ \ 
APPENDIX 8. 5 MICROPROBE ANALYSES 
.~ 
Minerals: GNT -
· BIO -
·pu .-
COR -
OPX 
CPX 
Garnet 
BioU te 
Plagiotlase 
Cordier1. te 
Or tho pyroxene 
Cli nopyroxc!ne 
Codes: R -
c -
1_ -
Rim of grain 
Core· of gr,ain 
.Average of se.:.era1 
'\, 
- G!cygen Basis : Garnet :- 12 
Biotite - 22 
Plagioclase - 8 
Cordier! te .:;. 18 
Orthopyr~xene - ·6. 
Clinopyroxene - 6 
grains 
I 
'-... \ 
' 
.. 
f 
( .- : 
.. 
( ' 18 2 
•, 
, 
,. 
') . 
. ' 
L 
\ 
. 
• • •
• ., 
.. 
18 3 I 
. 
j- - SAMPLfJ ID-17ia <Ir148 ·m-148 <Ir148" 
MINElW. 00 '(Nl' ·BIO · PLA 
• ( · .Cbde r c c 1 R 
$102,.. 38.24 37.89· 37.12 61.79 
n02 o.oo o.oo . - 2.78 . o.oo 
Al~CI3 20. 70 2!). 55 17 .20·' 23.20 
'· 
o· cr203 o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo 
FeO 27.67 28.00 18.00 ( 0.04 . . > 
lb) 6.78 6.88 o.oo 0.00 
' 
. 
~0 5.46 5.13 13.48 Q.OO 
. c:ao 1.80 l. 77 . 0.00 5. 51 • 
~20 o.oo o.oo 0.11 9.06 . 
~ 1<20' o.oo o.oo 8.93 0.25 
SJM 100.65 100.22. 97.63 99·.85 
Si - 3.018 3.013 2.7'}£, 2.754 
11 0.000 O.(XX) 0.1.54 0.00) 
' • Al 1.926 1.926 1.489 1 ;219 
._-:. cc· o.ooo O.(XX) 0.001 '0.00) 
~ 1;827 1.862 1.105 0.001 0.453 ·0.463 O.(XX) 0.00) 
~ 0.642 . 0.600 1.475 0.00) 0.152 0.151 O.(XX) 0.263 
·. N!r o.ooo o.cro 0.016 0.783 \ 
K o.ooo o.~ro 0.837 0.014 
31M 8.018 8.024 7.802 5.035 
~~Fe o.26o .0.246 0.572 o.ooo 
•' o.ooo o.cro 1.27. O.Z/iJ 
Al6 1. 926 1.926 0.215 0.973 
.. 
c, 
SAMPLFil CD-155 . CG-155. <Irl55 <Ir155 
MINElW. 00 <Nl' BIO PI). ,_ 
Cbde R c 1 R 
$102 39.14 39.58" 38.54-' - . -62.00 
1102 0.00 I u.oo 2.32 o.oo 
Al203 21.19' 20 .~ 16.77 23.51 
<I203 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
FeO 23.99. 23.64 10.74 0 .04 
f'tlO 5.63 5.33 0.09 0.04 
' ~ 8.67 9.44 17.36 o.oo 1.67 1.64 0.01 6.34 
~20 o.oo o.oo 0.20 8.41 
1<20 o.oo 0.00 10.39 0.21 
. 
31M , 100.29 !00.53 96.42 100.5~\ 
S1 3.024 3 ,()q() 2.789. 2.745 ' 
· 1'1 o.ooo O.(XX) 0.1'}£, o.ooo { 
Al . 1.9}) 1.892 1.431 1.227 .. 
<I o.ooo O.(XX) o.OOJ o.ooo 
\ Fe 1.550 . 1.519 0.6~ 0.001 
.ltJ. 0.369 . 0.347 0 .006 o.oot 
~ 0.998 1.081 1.872 o.ooo . 0.138 0.135 0.001 O.lH 
N3. 0.00) 0.00) 0.028 0.722 
K 0.00) ,o.CO) 0.959 0.012 . 
. 
3JM ,.8 .010 8.013 7.863 5.009 
' ~~Fe 0.392 0.416 0.742 o.ooo ' 0 .00) O.(XX) 1.~11 0. 255 
Al6 1.9})._ 1.892 0.220 0.971 
·-
~ .. 
•• 
\ 
' 
--~4 __ 
- J 
SAMPllJ 
l't:oolW. 
Q:lde 
S102 
TI02 
Al203 
<I203 
FeO 
I'W 
- ~ 
/1'620 K20 
SJM. 
Sf. 
T1 
Al 
cr 
Fe 
1'tl 
~ ' 
·o. 
~ 
K 
SUM 
- ~~Fe 
Al6. 
\ 
<Irl70B 
<M' 
R 
39.54 
o.oo 
21 . 34 
0.00 
25.1t6 
1.81 
;t.! 
o.oo "' 
99.91 
3.029 
O.(XX) 
1.927 
O.(XX) 
1.631 
0.117 
1.199 
0.103 
O.(XX) 
O.(XX) 
. 8.007 
0.424 
O.(XX) 
1.927 
<Xrl70B 
00 
c. 
39.27 
o.oo 
21.23 
o.oo 
26.18 
1.73 
10.51 
1.26 
o.oo 
o.oo 
100.18 
3.012 
0.000 
1.919 
o.ooo 
1.679 
0.112 
1.201 
0.104 
~ o.ooo 
·o.ooo 
8.028 
0.{117. 
~:m , 
SAHPLFJ <Ir239 <Ir239 
MINElW. <M' 00 
~170B 
BIO 
1 
39.03 
1.91 
16.92 
0.05 
11,38 
. 0 .02 
17.79 
o.oo 
0.27 
8.09 
95.46 
2.817 
0. 104 
1.~ 
0.003 
0.687 
0.001 
1.914 
0.(.'0) 
0 .0'38 
0.745 
7.749 
0.736 
1. 183 
0.257 
<L-239 
BIO 
ar 170B · ar 170B FU . EtA 
R C 
62.26 
0.03 
23.59 
0~00 
0.03 
0.01 
o.oo 
6.-51 
7. 77 . 
. 0.07 
100.27 
2.754 
0.001 
1.23) 
, O.(XX) 
0.001 
O.(XX) 
0.000 
. o.:m · 
0.666 
0.004 
4.965 
o.ooo 
0.246 
0.984 
ffi-239 
IL\· 
61.25 
o.oo 
23.36 
o.oo 
0.04 
0.02 
o.oo 
5.91 
9.31 
0.09 . 
99:98 
2.733 
o.ooo 
1.229 
O.(XX) . 
0.0011• 
0.001 " 
O.(XX) 
0.283. 
o.~ . 
o.oos 
5.058 
o.ooo 
0.267 
0.962 
<rr239 
EtA 
<L-170B 
a:R 
R 
47.62 
o.oo . 
32.14 
o.oo 
4.92 
o.os 
12.95 
0.24 
0.17 
0.21 
98.30 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
0.000 
. o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
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. <bde. ··---- _ __ R_ , ___ , ... -~C _ _c _ __ ,L ___ _ _ _l\_ _______ ____k_ _ ___ __ -,.--··- - --·!...- ---;---~ 
S102 38.66 38.92 
1'102 0.01 0.01 
Al203 21. 79 21. 78 
. <I203 0.02 o.oo 
FeO 19.77 19.93 
MOO 13. 55 13.92 
~ 5.91 6.33 
\oAV 2.14 1.47 
. 1'620 • 0.01 0.04 
K20 0.01 0.01 
SUM 101.87 102.41 
Sf. 
T1 
Al 
cz 
Fe 
1'tl 
~ 
ttl 
K 
SJH. 
~~fe 
Al.6 
2.993 
0.001 
1.988 
0.001 
1.280 
~- 0.888 
0.682 
0.178 
0.002 
0.00\ , 
8.013 . 
0.3118 
0.007 
1.981 
2.996 
0.001 
,. 1.976. 
o.ooo 
1.283 
o.~ 
0.726 
0.121 Q.OO) 
0.001 
8.018 
0.361 
0.004 
1.973 
38 .07 
. Ii:~ ' 
0.01 
11.36 
0.34 
15.13 
o.oo 
0.07 
9.64 
95.79 
62.16 
o.oo 
24. 10 
0.02 
o.~ . 
0.01 
o.oo 
5.67 
8.99 
0.37 
101.38 
59.47 
o.oo 
. 24.77 
0.01 
0.04 . 
o.oo 
o.oo . 
~.93 9.25 
0.28 
99.75 
2. 763 2. 732 2.668 
0.123 o.ooo o.ooo 
1.618 1.248 . 1.310 
0.001 - 0.001 o.ooo 
0.6~ • O.al2 0.002 
0.021 o.ooo 0.000 
1.637 o.ooo 0;000 
0.000 0.267 0.285 
0 .-010 o. 766 0.805 
0 .893 0.021 Q.OJ.6 
7. 755 5.037~5:<& 
0.704 
1.237 
0 • .381 
O.<XX> 
0.268 
0 . 980 
0.000 
0.332 
0.979 
' 

' . 
.. 
"" 186 
, SAI1PllJ CL-479 CI;-479 CI;-479 CL-479 CI;-479 
Hnmw. 00 em Bf~ fU.. I~ Cbde .. R _c R c · 
.. 
60.66 60.73 S102 )g.76 38.35 37.55 
T102 o.o2 0.02 4.39 o.oo o.co 
Al203 21.13 21.25 15.L6 23.65 24.25 
~203 0.03 0.02 0.01 o.oo · o.oo 
. FeO 29.~ . 31.19 13.05 . o.oo 0.02 
l'tlO 1.07 0.42 0.02 0.00 o.oo 
it ~ 8.00 ·8.-52 14.73 0.01 o.oo 2.18 2.18 0.00 7.16 6.77 
Na20 o.oo o.oo O.(lJ 6.92 8.63 
K20 o.oo o.oo ~.74 0.25 0.28 
I; ~ 
~ 100.25 101.95 94.03 98.65 100~.P8 
~Si 3.012 . 2.954- 2. 799 . ~2.731 2.697 T1 _ . 0.001 0.001 0.2L6 - o.oo::> o.cro 
Al 1.936 1.929 1.3~ ' 1.255 1.269 
Q: 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.00) o.cro 
Fe 1.889 2.009 0.813 0.00) 0.001 
ttl 0.070 0.027 0.001 o.coo o .ro:> . 
~ 0.927 0.978 1.636 0.001 o.cro 0.182 0.180 0.00) . . 0.345 0.322 
~ o.ooo O.<XXl 0.012 < 0.604 o. 74.3 
~ o.ooo o.ooo 0.831 0.014 0.016 -, 
9JM 8.018 8.080 . . 7.697 4.951 5.048 
.. ~~Fe 0.329 8.327 0 .668 1.(XX) o.<ro 
o.ooo .o~ 1.201 0.269 0.303 
Al6 1.936 1.883 0.157 0.986 0.966 
r SAMPLFJ CL-749B oo-7498 oo-749B <li-749B oo-749B 
H.INmAL 00 em BIO fV. fU 
O::lde ' 3~ c 1 I R c ' . S102 36.89 37.75 63~92 63.68 
T102 0.13 0.12 "' 2.43 o.oo ... o.o1 
Al203 18.92 18.78 14.94 21. ';0~ , 21.19 
~203 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 o.oo 
FeO 18.48 )"'" 19.54 0.11 0.09 lt1) 10.18 9.~ 0.57 0.03- . o.oo ~ 1.57 1.56 10.84 0.02 o.oo l . -12.61 - 2.62 0.00 3.89 3.77 
Na20 
' 
o.oo o.oo 0.07 9.80 10.39 
K20 o.oo o.oo 9.02 0.18 \ 0.20 
11M 99.46 98.24 95.16 99.46 99.33 
Sl 3.031 3 .016 2.876 2.844 2.843 
n · 0.003 0~007 0.139 0.00) o.cro 
Al 1.800 . . 1.810 1.342 1.128 1.115 
Q: o.ooo. 0.00) o.ooo 0.00) o.ooo 
'R! 1.247 1.284 1.245 0.004 0.003 
l'tl 0.696 0.658 0.037 0.001 o.cro 
.!1J 0.189 0.190 1.231 . 0.001 o.ooo 
Ca ~ 1.090 1.1~ O.(XX) 0.185 0.180 ~ o.ooo 0.00)· - . 0.010 0.845 0.900 
K o.oco 0.00) .0.877 ·0.010 0.011 
9JM 8.~1 8.071 1. 757 5.020 5.054 
~~R! 0.131 • 0.129 . 0.497 0.245 o.cro o.oco o.cro 1.124 0.1~ 0.157 
A16 1.800 1.810 0.218 0.972 0.959 
SAMPLFI GF81-16 GF81-l'6 GF81-16 · Gfi1-16 GF81-16 . 
't 
MINElW. 00 00 BlO aA PLA 
Cbde 11.& c 1 R c 
Si02 38.32 . 38.32 39.35 66.(Xi 65.73 
1'102 0.01 o.oo 2.05 o.oo • 0.00' .. 
Al203. a>.81 20.64 17.03 22.:;{) . 21.14 
0:203 o.oo o.o1 o .oo o.oo o.oo 
FeO 15.86 14.93" 9.51 0.04 0.03 
['t1) 17.20 17.14 0.53 0.01 0.01 
~0 . 5.82 5.77 17.10 o.oo o.oo 
cao 2.45 2.23 o.oo 3.98 3.65 
Na20 o.oo o.oo 0.09 8.-98 9.25 
1<20 o.oo o.oo 9.33 o.u 0.07 
.:m1 100.47 99.04 94.99 101.38 ( 99.88 
S1 3.014 3.042 2.851 · 2.865 2.892 
Ti 0.001 0.00) 0.112 •. O.(XX) . o.ooo 
AI. 1.929 1.932 1.454 1.135 1.097 
\ a: o.ro:> 0.001 o.ooo c 0.000 o.ooo . Fe 1.043 0.991 0 . 576 0.001 0.001 ~ 1.1l!6 1.153 0.033 O.(XX) 0.00} . ~ 0.682 0.683 1 -8~ 0. o.ro:> 0.00) 0.20) 0.1~ o .ooo 0. 185 0.172 
til o.ro:> 0.00) 0.013 0.755 0.789 
K o.ro:> 0.00) 0 .862 O.O(Xi 0.004 
[i1M 8.021 7.991 7. 747 \ 4.9Lt8 ' • 4.9~ 
~~Fe 0.395 o.4CS 0.762 Q.(XX) 0.00) o.<XX> 0.00) 1. 149 0.135· 0.1~ 
Al6 1.929 1.932 O.JJ5 l.OCX> · 0 .989 
• 
, 
0 
-' 
... 
• ~·-- 188 
,, 
SAifl.EI GF81-18 Q'Sl-18 001-18 GF81-18 GF81-l8 
HINFlW. QIT ~I BIO fU PLA COde , R 1 R c 
S102 39.86 39.36 39.27 65.30 63.46 
.. n02 o.oo ' 0.01 1. ~ o.oo o.oo 
Al203 ~!60 21.14 17,43 22.54 22.21 
0:'203 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0 .00 
FeO 17.66 :~8.35 11.13 o.oo 0 .03 ... 
f'tt) 14.98 ' 3.~ 0.36 0.04 0 .01 
~ 4.82 ' 6.01 . 16.~ 0.02 o.oo 2.56 ' 2.45 o.oo 4.24 4:20 
Na20 0.02 0.02 0.12 8.43 10.21 
IQO 0.01 0.02 9.27 0.23 0 . 19 
ruM' 100. 51 • 101.26 95.66 mJ':ao 100. 31 
. 
-Sf. 3.115 3.0.50 ' 2.842 2.849 2.809 
· Ti o.ooo 0.001 0.()32 . O.(XX) o.ooo 
Al,<" 1.898 1.931 1.487 1.159 1.159 
• 0:' ' o.ooo o.ooo o.oco O.(XX) 0.00) 
A! 1.154 1.189 0.674 o .oco 0.001 
ltl 8.992 o. 912 . 0.022 0.001 . 0 .00) ~ .561 0.694 1.78.9- 0.001 o.ooo. 0.214 0.203 o.oco 0.198 0.199 
Na 0.003 0 .003 0.017 0.713 ().876 . 
K 0.001 0.002 0.856 0.013 0.011 
ruM . 7.938 7.986 7.769 4.935 5.055 ' 
~~~Fe . 0.327 0. 369 0.726 l.(XX) Q,(XX) o .ooo . 0.00) 1.158 0.151 0.191 
Al6 1.898_. 1. 931. 0.3):) 1.~ 0.968 
SANPLfA GF81-23 GF81-Z3 GF81-23 GF81-23 
:'\ 
M1NFlW. <r em· BIO PU. ' ··· Qxte c 1 c 
S102 40.13 40.00 39.87 65;36 
n02 0.02 o.oo . il.84 0.03 Al2a3 20.99 21.42 7.24 21.88 
0:'203 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo ~ FeO 15.88 15.96 8.~ 0.03 
f'tt) 14.59 12.57 0.28 0.01 
~ 7.47 8.80 18.60 . 0.01 2.09 2. 70 o.oo 4.23 
~ 0.02 ·0.06 0.06 8.43 
K20 0.01 0.02 9.17 0.11 
SJM 101.20 101.53 95.56 100.09 
Sf. 3.07& 3.039 2.848 2.869 
T1 0.001 Q.(XX) 0.099 o.oo1 
Al 1.898 1.918 1.452 1.132 
0:' o.ooo O.(XX) o.oco o.ooo 
A! 1.019 1.014 0.5()1 0.001 
.ltl 0 .948 0 .809 0.017 o.oco . 
l1l ~.854 0.996 1.980 . 0.001 
C8 0.172 0.220 o.oco 0.199 
Na 0.003 C!.009 O.rol 0.717 
K 0.001 0.002 ~-836 0;006 
" 9.JM 7.973 8.007 7.749 4.926 
~Fe 0.456 a:4% 0.796 0.373 , I 4 .. o.ooo o.ro> 1.152 '0.131' 
Al6 1.898 1.918 O.l:X) 1.001 i ~ -
) ~ 
., 
-. 
18 9 
( 
SAMPW GF-141 GF-141 GF-141 GF-141 Gf-141 
., tiiNERAL <M" <M" BIO FU ttA 
O:xie R c 1 R c 
Si02 38.47 . 37.97 37.51 61.50 - 61.58 ~ 
1102 o.oo 0.09 4.~ o.oo o.oo 
'1..1203 21.00 20.91 15.83 23.51 - 23.63 
<I203 0.02 o.oo 0.03 o.oo o.oo 
. FeO 31.17 30.85 . - 14.18' o.oo o.oo 
l'tX) 0.38 0.36 0.02 o.oo ' o.oo 
... ~0 7.86 7.76 13.64 o.oz o.oo 
~0 1.41 1.36 o.oo 5.79 6.42 
. - Na20 0.00 o.oo 0.14 .9.03 7.27 
R o.oo o.oo 8.86 0.20 0.29 ._, 100.39 99.30 100.05' 95.11 99.19 3.oc0 2.994 2.780 2.]38 . 2.7,>51 "' 11. . o.ooo o.oos 0.273 o.ooo o.ooo 
c Al 1.938 1.944 1.383 1.234 1.245 
cr 0.001 o.ooo 0.002 o.ooo o.ooo 
Fe 2.033 2.034 0.~79 O.(XX) o.ooo 
rn 0.025 0.024 0.001 O.OC() o.ooo 
~ 0.914 0.912· 1. 'YJ7 0.001 o.ooo . 0.118 0.115 O.OC() 0.276 0.307 
1'6 0.000 o.ooo 0.020 0.780 0.6}) 
K 0.000 o.ooo 0.838 0.011 0.017 
SVH 8.0}) 8.028 7.683 5.0«) 4.949 
~~Fe 0.310 0.310 . 0.632 I. (XX) o.ooo 
o.ooo 0.006 1.220 0.262 0.249 
Al6 1.938 1.938 0.163 0.972 0.996 
SAMPt.FJ1 GF-235B GF-235B GF-235B GF-2358 GF-235B 
~- 00 <Nr BIO PLA PLA. Cl:lde R .• c 1 R c ' -
Si02 37.~ 38.26 36.83 62.64 62.44 
11.02. o.oo o.oo 3.55 o.oo· o.oo 
A1203 20.71 20.54 17.23 23.19 22.99 
<r203 o.oo 0.01 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
FeO 31.74 31.34 17.80 o.o1 0.02 
~ 2.98 2.59 0.09 0.02 o.oi 
~g 5.63 6.07 11.35 o.oo 0.00 1.62 1.~ 0.01 5.17 5.23 
1'620 0.()) o.oo 0.11 9.55 9.44 
1<20 o.oo o.oo 8.34 0.14 0.16 
I 
SJM 100.58 100.37 95.31 100.72 1<X\:~ 
S1. . 3.000 3.021 2.760 2.766 2.769 
T1 o.oo:> 0.000 o.:ro o.ooo 0.00) Jl Al 1.932 1.912" 1.522 1.207 1.202 
cc o.ooo 0.001 O.OC() O.(XX) . o.ooo 
.. Fe 2.101 . 2.070 1.116 O.(XX) 0.001 
In 0.200 0.173 o.~ 0.001 0~001 
~ 0.664 0.714 1.268 O.(XX) o.ooo 0.137 0.132" (}.001 0.245 0.248 C:O \ re · o.ooo 0.000 0.016 0.818 D-~ 
K. o.ooo O.(XX) 0.797 O.OCB 0~ . 
SJM 8.034 8.022 7.685 5.044 5.Q41 
~~R! Q.2l() 0.257 0.532 O.OC() o.ooo Q.QOO 0.000 1.21() 0.234 0.231 
.... 
·-Al6 1.932 1.912 • 0.282 0.972 0.970 
~ -
. 
_. . . 
19'0 t 
... 
. SAMPl.FJ .VAI+-12H V~12H • VAN-12H VAN-12H 
MINERAL 00 • 00 'fHO PLA 
... a:& R c 1 ·R 
S102 38.57 37.95 37.31 62.71 
n02 0.02 0.00 2.60 o.oo 
Al203 J).61 3).48 17 ~ 18 23.03 Q-203 . o.oo o.oo 0.04 o.o1 
FeO 28.~ 28.39 16.81 0.03 
' 
ttl() 6.87 6.02 0.14 o.oo 
~0 3.93 4.23 .11.28 o.oo 
cao 2.08 1.97 o.oo 5.72 
~20 0.10 0.03 '0.09 8.96 
1<20 0.02 o.oo 7.91 0.30 
SJM 100.26 99.07 93 • .36 100.76 
S1 3.~3 3.048 2.829 2.769 
T1 O.CXH O.CXX) 0.148 o.ooo 
Al 1.929 1.939 ' 1.536 1.199 
cr 0.00) o.<XX> 0.002 0.000 
Fe 1.864 1.t:XJ7 1.066 0.001 
l'tl 0.462 0.410 0.009 o.ooo 
~- 0.465 o.~ 1.275 o.ooo 
ca 0.177 0.170 0.00) (}.271 
te 0.015 ' 0.005 0.013 0.767 
K 0.002 o.<XX> 0.765 0.017 
SJM 7.979 7.984 7.643 .~ -5.023 
~ ~~+Fe 0.200 0.210 0.545 0.00) 0.00) 0.00) 1.171 0.231 
Al6 1.929 1.939 0.364 0.967 
SAI'1PLFJ V~12N VAN-12N VAN-12N VAN-12N VAN-12N 
MINERAL 00 . 00 BIO PLA PLA 
Qxie R c 1 R c 
S102 39.32 39·.22 38.73 63.22 62.56 
1'102 o.oo o.oo 2. 78 0.01 0.01 
Al203 21 .64 J) . 93 17.09 23.33 23.67 Q-203 o.oo o.oo 0.02 0.02 o.oo 
FeO 27.93 27.91 13.00 0;03 0.01 
row 4.72 . 4.59 0.09 o.oo 0.02 
~ 6.~ 7.22 )4.95_ ·- o.oo o,o1 1.55 1.37 o.oo 5.52 5.45 
tfi20 0.04 0.12 o ~ 1o 8.11 8.64 
K20 0.02 0.07 7.99 0.19 0.27 
SJM 102 .~ 101.43 94.75 100.43 100.64 
S1 3.017 3.035 2.834 2. 784 2.759 
T1 O.CXX) O.<XX> 0.153 O.<XX> o.ooo Al '' 1.958 l.I:XJ9 1.474 1.211 1.ll) 
cr 0.00) o.~ 0.001 0.001 ' o.ooo Fe 1. 792 1. 0.796 0.001 o.oco 
l'tl 0.~)7 0.})1 O.OC6 O.<XX> 0.001 
~ 0. 798 0.833 1.631 0.00) 0.001 0. 127 . 0.114 0.00) 0.260 0.258 
te o .~ 0.018 0.014 0.693 0.739 
K 0.002 0.007 o. 746 0.011 0.015 
SJM a.ocs 8.023 7.655 4. 961 5.003 
~~~ 0.3(8 o.~ 0.672 0.00) 0.641 ' 0.00) o. 1.166 0.216 . 0.241 
Al6 1.958 1.m 0.309 0.9'95 0.989 
• 
' 
' f 
., --~ . • \ 
): 1 'g 1 . 
. .. 
~ '<:'". 
SAMPLE# VA.'+-16E V~16E · VAN-16E VA.'+-16E ·~ MINfll.AL em 00 BIO .Pl.A Uxie; . ' R c 1 " c .. 
' 
Si02 39.46 {,().25 
' 
38.11 65.~ 
1102 0.02 • 0.04 . 1.26 o.oo 
. Al203 . 21 .14~ . 21;36 18.04 22.27 
Q-203 
.. 0.01 0.02 o.oo 0.02 . FeO -16·13 16.46 11.11 0.07 .. 
:'tlO 17.1)9 15.75 0 .44 o.oo 
•• ~o· 4.95 6;71 16.~ o.oo • 
cao 2.48 1.68 .0.04. 3.51 . 
~ 0.05 0.12 . 0.07 9.82 \ 
K20 0.02 0,00 7.64 0.14 3 ' 
101.33 
l:. 
ruM 101.35 102.39 93.21 . # • ,...# 
Sf. 3.067 3.069 . 2'.809 . \ 2.8:n 
• 
.;i /1 
1'i 0.001 0.002 0.070 'O.OOJ 
.. 
Al' 1.937 1.920 ' 1..567 1.142 
cr 0.001 ' ·0.001 o.OOJ 0.001 . 
. ' 11:! 1.048 1.0~ 0.685 0.003 
l'tl ' 1.125 1.017 . 0.027 Q,(XXJ 
~ 0.573 0.762 1.812 om· 0.207 0.137' o.cm 0.16 
~ o.oce' 0.018 0.010 . .0.829 .. • 
K . 0.002 O.(XX) 0.718 • . . ~-003 
.-- ...... ; 
ruM . 7.968 7.977 7.702 4 • .996 
• ~~~Fe 0.354 0.421 o.n.6 0.00) ,. ... 
o.ooo o.ooo 1.191 0.1:n 
. ,._.;. .... ·, Al6 1.937 1:920- Q.-376 0.993 ... 
' ·~ I' 
.. . 
'\..,_.-
VN:H41·: SAMPU/1 VAN-34A V/#-34A VAN-34A VAN- )~:.A . .. 
MJNFlW. 00 00 BIO llA . IV. 
~ · (bde R c 1 R c 
Si02 40.53 39.38 38.78 62.40 62.70 
1102 . 0.02 :2~:82 2.77 o.oo 0~03 ' Al203 :20.78 16.41 23.11 23.69 
·•. Q-203 o.oo . I 0.03 0.02 0.01 o.oo • 
FeO 22.8'7 23.64 11.75 . 0 .07 .0.01 
l't() 5.22 4.75 ' 0.16 ·o.or o.o1 
~ 9.64 . 10.15 16.29 o.oo . o.oo . 1.27 1.21 . o.oo 5.14 5.53 
•Na2() ' 0.01 o.oo . 0.05 8.64 8;37 
.!<20 o;o.2 · o.oo .a;43 (}. 21} o;2s 
•• 
ruM 100.36 101.20 94.66 99.58 100:59 
--. 
Sf. 3.095 2.991 2.836 2.777 2.763 
T1 0.001- o.ooo 0.152 o.coo 0 .001 
Al 1.871 1:973 1.414 1.212 1.231 
cr Q.(XX) . 0.002 0.001 o.coo - o.ooo 
11:! 1.461 1.~z .; ·. · o. 719 . 0.003 .O.<XX> 
l't1. 0.338 .o • .n. 0.010 o.coo o.ooo 
~ 1.097 ' 1.149 1. 775 .o.coo O.<XX> 
~ Ca . 0.104 o.~ ·0.000 0.245 0.261 lti .;.., 0.001 ' O.<XX> - 0.007> o. 71i> 0.715 
K . 0.002 o.ro:> ().786 o.ow .0.014 
ruM ., 7.970 8.021 7-!'701 4.995 4.985 
~~Fe .0.429 0.433 0.712 o.cro o.ooo 0 .(00 0.009 1.164 0.223 . 0.237 
Al6 1.871 . 1.964 0.2~ 0 .• ~9. 0.993 
'· 
• . ~ 
• 
~ 
-r 
~ . 1 ~2 
' 
"*' 358. VN-358 
.'\, ·-SAMPLfJ VN--358 ~358 
HNJW. <Nr . 00 BIO PU. 
():)de R c ' 11· R 
S102 39.68 ' 39.87 . 38.24 60.86 
'-, n02 o.oo 0.04 ).(6 o.oo Al203 . 21.~ 21>02 15.96 23.90 (l-203 0 .04 0.01 0.01 ' o.oo 
FeO 25.)() '24.80 10.75 0.03 
. tb) 4.2.3 4.24 0 .04 ' 0.01 
~ 8.56 8.86 17.96 o.o1 .. -1.66 • 1.'78 o.oo 6.61 
te20 0.07 o.oo 0.15 8.07 
1<204l '0.02 0.02 12.45 ' 0-~ 
SJM. 100.64 100.64 ~.64 99.7 
S1 3.051 3.058 ' 2.745 2.719 
n O.CXX) 0.002 0.166 O.CXX) 
.A1 1.911 1.~)1 1,351 1.259 
cr 0 .002 0.001 o;o01 o.ooo 
Fe 1.627 1.591 o:645 0.001 
l't\ 0.2]6 0 .275 0.002 o.tm 
~ 0.981 1.013 1.922 0.001 
ca. 0.137 0.1'L> 0.00) 0.316 
Na "0.01,0 O.<XXJ 0.021 0.699 
K 0.00? 0.002 .1.1/() 0.013 
.... I 9Jl1 7.998 7.989 7.993 5.~ 
'" 
~~Fe 0.376 0.389 0.749 0.373 O.CXX) O.<XXJ 1.255 0. 281 
Al6 1.911 1.<~)1 0 •. 096 0.977 
SAMru1 VAN-36 VAN-36 , VAN-36 VAN-36 VAN-36 
MlNrnAL <Nf 00 . BIO PLA PLA 
(})de R c 1 R c • 
SiCQ 39.56 39.93' 39.57 . 62.12 62.26 
1102 0 .02 0.00 2.07 o.oo o.oo 
. Al203 21.04 Z1. 71 17. 16 23 .8 9 23 .8 7 (l-203 0.02 0.01 0.02 o.oo o.oo 
FeO 21.69 20.61 10.85 . 0 . 03 0.04 
I'W> 7 .ll 7.09 0.05 o.oo o.oo 
~ -s.98 9.67 17.(ll o.oo o.oo 
aao 1.66 1.31 o.oo. 6.07 6.42 
Na20 o.os ' o.o5 0.02 8 . 15 7.81 
K20 0 . 01 o.q1 \'8.09 0 . 25 0.21 
- 100.61 9Jl1 100.14 100.39 94.91 100.51 
S1 3.048 3.045 2.857 , 2.744 2.747 
n . ·o.oo1 o.<XXJ 0.112 o.ooo o.<XXJ • 
Al 1.9ll 1.951 . 1.460 1.244 1.241 
cr 0.001 .).001 g.ool o.ooo O.<XXJ ... 
~ . 1.398 1.314 .655 0.001 0.001 
l't\. 0.464 0.458 ~003 ·0.000 O.<XXJ • ~ 1.031 1.099 .838 o.coo ·0.000 \ Ql 0.137 0.107 o.coo 0.287 0.))3 !'8 0.007 0.007 0.003 0.698 0.668 
K o.cm 0.001 0 . 745 ·0.014 0.012 
• 'r ~ 7.999 7.983 7.674 • . 4.989 4.973 
.. 
~~Fe 0.425 0.455 0.737 O.(XX) o.ooo 
o.-ooo o.ooo 1.143 0. 256 0.253 
Al6 1.911 1.951 0 .317 0.989 0~988 
193 
0 
SAI'fl.EI · VN-102 VN-102 VN-102 V!H02 
MINERAL 00 Qli' BIO FU 
Cbde R c 1 R 
5102, «)·.o3 36.12 39. 79 61.99 
1102 o.oo o.oo 0. 41 0.00 
~ ~:.: Al.2U3 21.10 24.54 16 .60 23.39 
CI2U3 0.02 o.oo 0.03 0.01 
... FeO 22.76 22.58 9.65 0.04 
l'bO 5.54 5.~ 0.00 ,0.00 
~ 9.82 9.82 18.54 o.oo 0.52 0.82 o.oo 5.99 
Na20 o.oo o.oo 0.13 8. 24 
1<20 o.oo o.oo 8.86 0.22 
SJM 99.79 99.38 . 94.09 ·99.88 
Sl 3.073 '2.802 2.896 2.756 ' 
• T1 o.cro o.ooo 0.022 o.ro:> Al. \ 1.m 2.244 1.424 1.226 cr 0.001 0.000 0.002 o.ooo 
Fe-~- 1.461 1.465 0.587 0.001 .. 
ttl 0.360 0.361 o.oos o.ooo 
~ • 1.123 1.135 2.011 Q.oo;) \ . 0.043 0.068 0.00) 0.285 
~ o.cro o.ooo 0.018 0.710 
K o.cro 0 .00) 0.823 0.012 
gJM 7.971 8.076 7. 789 4.992 
~~+Fe 0.435 0.437 0 . 774 o.cro ·f 
o.cro 0.198 1. 104 0.244 
·' A16 1.m 2.0'46 o.32J 0.~2 
") SAI1Pin VN-150 VN-1~ VN-1~ Vt+-150 
KINERAL 00 Qli' BIO lU . 
Cbde R c 1 ll 
5102 38.74 38.79 37.18 61.35 
1102 o.oo o.oo 4.09 o.oo 
A1 2U3 'EJ. 27 ;!),27 17 . 62 23.52 Q-203 0.02 0.01 · 0.07 o.oo 
~ 28.95 28.59 16.84 0.04 
l'tlO 6. 24 6.20 0.11 0.02 
~ 4.86 5.30 10.62 o.oo cao 1.20 1.06 o.oo 6.12 
Na20 0.01 0 .02 o.u 8. 24 
1<20 0.01 0.01 9: 86 0.25 ! gJM 100 • .n 100.25 96.~ 99.54 
sr 3.071 3 .069 2.760 2.741 
Ti o.cro o.ooo 0.228 O.(XX) 
A1 1.894 1.891 1.542 1.239 
Q- 0.001 0.001 0.004 o.cro 
Fe 1.919 1.892 1.046 0.001 
ttl 0.419 0.416 0.007 0.001 
~ 0.574 0.625 1.175 O.oo;) 
ca 0. 102 O.Q<Xl 0.00) O.l93 
~ 0.002 0 . 003 0.016 0.714 
K 0.001 0.001 0.934 0.014 •: 
gJM 7.~1 7.987 7. 713 5.003 
~~+Fe o.rn 0.248 o.-529 o.cro o.coo o.ooo 1 . 2~ 0.259 
A16 1.894 1.891 0 . 303 o.~ 
I 
~ 
' 194 
SAMPLE~ . ~338 ~338- YN-338 . YN-338 
MINElW.. • QI(I' BIO PL\ EU. 
Cbde R 1 R c 
5102 39.83 38.88 64. 21 63.60 
1102 0 . 88 3.00 0.04 0.03 
Al2<l3 :D.86 16.09 21.80 21.M Q-203 o.oo 0.03 0.02 o. t FeO :D.29 8.~ 0.02 0 .07 \ l't1) 8.15 0.14 0.03 o.oo ~0 10.07 -19.44 0.04 o.oo 
010 0.02 o.oo 4.03 4. 42 
Na20 1).02 0.10 9. 61 9.23 
1<20 o.oo 9.43 0.21 0.27 
SJH 100.12 - -95.67 100.01 99.39 
S1 3.048 2.793 2.839 2.832 
11 0.051 0.162 0 .001 0.001 
Al 1.882 1.363 1.136 1.143 
Q- O.CXX> o.rm 0.001 O.CXX) 
A! ' I 1. 299 0.514 0.001 0.003 
• ttl / 0.528 0.009 . 0.001 O.CXX) 
t'g 1.149 2.081 0.003 O.CXX) 
Ql 0.001 O.<XXl 0.191 0.211 re o.oo 0.014 0.824 0.797 , ..... K O.CXX> 0.864 0.012 0 .015 
SJH 7.961 7.802 5.009 5.002 
~~Fe 0.469 0.802 o. 781 O.CXX) O.CXX) 1.207 0.161 0.168 
Al6 1.882 o . 1~ 0.975 . 0.975 
I ' · ~ 
.. 
SAMPLfJ Y0-77A V0.77A V0-77A VC>-77A V(}-77A 
MINElW.. QI(I' 00 BIO · EU. FtA ())de R c 1 R c 
5102 39.45 39.43 37.73 62.48 . 62.77 
11.02 0 . 02 o.oo 1.93 0.01 o.oo 
~~ 21 . 35 21.66 18 . 52 . 23.~ 23.81 0.04 0.01 0.01 o . o1 0.02 
~0 22.58 23.00 12.02 0.03 0.01 
•• 
l't1) 6.49 . 6.22 0.23 0.02 0.01 . 
~ 7.37 7.34 14. 75 o.oo 0.01 3.27 2.47 o.oo - 4. 71 4.97 
rts20 0.03 o.CX> 0.()7 9.52 9.69 
.. 1<20 0 . 01 o.oo 9.~ 0.15 0.23 
SJH 100.61 . 100.19 95. 24 100 . 43 101.52 
S1 3.042 3.()q6 2.771 2.762 2. 751 
11 o;oo1 O.<XXl 0.107 O.CXX> O.<XXl 
Al 1. 94) 0 1.973 1.603 1.225 1.UJ. 
Q- 0 .~2 0.001 0 .001 O. CXX) 0.001 ~ 1. 56 1.486 o. 738 0.001 O.(XX) 
ttl 0.424 O.t.:J7 0.014 0.001 O.<XXl 
~ 0.847 0.845 1.614 O.<XX> 0.001 0.270 0.2)4 0.00) 0.223 0.233 
Na · o.004 0.009 0,010 0.816 0.823 
K 0.001 o.oco _0.935 o .~ 0.013 
:iJH 7.988 7.971 7.793 5.037 5.052 
~~re 0.368 0.363' 0 .686 o.exx> 0.641 ; O.CXX)' Q.(XX) 1.229 0.2.38 0.249 
Al6 1. 94) 1.973 0 . 374 0.987 0.980 
" 
.. 
195 
SAMPtL# Vl:>-518 Y0-518 'v'0-513 ' 
MINERAL 00 810 rtA 
O:lde R 1 R •, 
S102 37.89 36.64 61.89 
1102 o.ot" 1.70 0.00 / 
Al2a3 21.88 18.71 24.31 
0:203 0.03 0.06 ·o.oo 
\ FeO 33.44 16.45 0.03 ~ 1.31 0.03 o.oo 
~ 5.79 12.70 0.02 010 1.20 . o.oo 5.59 
~ 0.11 0.11 8.64 
K20 0.03 ~ 9.48 0.22 
3JI1 101.70 95.88 100.70 
S1 2.959 7.71b 2.7-xJ 
11 0 .001 0.095 o.OOJ 
Al 2.014 1.641 1.264 
/) · <I 0.002 0.004 o.OOJ Fe 2.184 1.023 0.001 ltl ' 0.007 0.002 o.OOJ 
tt 0.674 1.4()3 0.001 
Ol 0.100 o.exx> 0.264 
N3. 0.017 0.016 0.739 
K 0.003 0.900 0.012 . • 
3JI1 . 8.041 7.814 5.013 
~~+Fe 0.236 0.579 0.543 ·" 4 . 0.041 1.274 0. 270 
Al6 1.973 0.367 0.995 
• 
0 
. , 
• 
. .. 
.)' 
196 
SAHPLfJ CG-366 ct-366 ·co-366 CG-366 - a:;-366 CG-36e 
MINDW. 00 (Nf BIO PLA PLA CPX 
IJ<Dde R c 1 R c 1 
~ 5102 ~-34 37.88 36.7~ 6o.03 61.45 ' 53.49 ' 
n02 ' 0.05 0.03 4.4h o.oo 0.01 0.07 
Al203 ' 21.44 21.69 15-.J) 25.46 25.05 1.29 
0'203- 0.02 0.05 '0.03 o.oo 0.02 0.01 
.. FeO • 25.24 25.46 18.17 . 0.()) 0.06 9.31 ., 
tW) 1.24 i 1. 75 0.02 0.01 o.oo 0.13· 
~0 4.31 4.68 12.39 o.oo o.o1 12.93 
Ql() '9.88 9.03 o .. oo 6.60 6.22 21.73 
~20 o.oo '0.02 0.01 8.24 7.74 1.43 
K20 .q.oo o.oo 8.65 0.29 0.33 '0.00 
9JH 100.52 100.59 95.68 100.69 100.82. _100..41 ~ 
S1 2.990 2.958 2. 763 2.662 2. 7fjj 1.991 
T1 0.003 0.002 0.252 o.OOJ O.<XXJ 0.002 
Al 1.971 1.997 1.347 1.331 1.300 0.057 
<l' 0.001 0.003 0.002 o.oo:> ' 0.001 0.00) 
~ 1.646 1.663 1.142 0.002 0.002 0. 2CXI 
f'tl o.re2 0.116 0.001 0.00) o.<XXJ 0.004 
~ o.~)} 0.545 1.388 0.00) 0.001 0.717 
Ol 0.82!1 0.756 o.cro 0.314 0.293 0.866 
toil CJ,OO) 0.003 0.001 o. 709 . 0.661 0.105 
K . o.oco 0.00) 0.8)) 0.016 0.019 0.00) 
'SJH 8.0J) 8.0ll1 7. 7/b 5.035 4.983 4.031 
~~Fe 0.233 0.247 0.)49 o.oco 0.229 o. 712' 4 . 0.010 . 0.042 1.237 0.338 0.294 0 .009 . 
Al6 1.961 1.955 0.110 0.993 1.00> ' O.Oll7 
H ., 
SW'l.FJ CG-'&A CG-488A <rr488A CG-488A 
HINE'RAL em rnr PU. Cl'X 
-. 
();)de R c R 1 
' 5102 39.43 :39.29 58.96 52.22 
no2 0.05 0.09 o.oo 0.34 
Al203 21.77 21.53 26.51 2.91 
0'203 ~-00 o.oo 0.02 o.oo FaO .86 24.36 o.~ 9.73 
I'W) 2.21 2.20 o.oo 0.37 I ~ 6.73 7.13 o.oo 13.27 
cao 5.93 6.07 7.~ J).41 • 
~20 0.01 0.03 7.27 0.64 
K20 o.oo o.oo 0.23 o.oo 
9JH 100.99 100.70 101.03 99.89 
S1 ).024 3.019 2.611 1.948 
T1 0.003 0.005 o.cro 0.010 
Al 1.968 1.9SO ' 1.384 O.lJ! 
· a:- o.oco 0.00) 0.001 0.00) 
R! 1.594 1.565 0.002 . 0.304 
l'tl 0.144 0.143 0.00) 0.012 
~· 0.769 0.816 0.00) . 0.738 at 0.487 o.soo 0.379 0.816 
Nil 0.001 0.004 0.624 0.046 
K o.<m Q,OO) . 0.013 o.oco 
SJM 7.9CX) 8.003 5.01.5 4.001 
~~Fe 0.325 0.343 0.00) 0.700 O.OOJ 0.00)· 0 . 389 0.052 . 
Al6 1.968. 1.9SO 0.996 0.076 
' 
• 
197 
SAHP1H <L-f>41 <11-641 CD-641 <L-f>41 <Trf>41 a:l:-641 
MINERAL em BIO PLA PLA Cf'X O'X 
Qx\e R 1 R c 1 1 
· ~02' 38.03 36.00 . 67.16 67.04 49:12 50.1•9 
1t02 o.os 4.45 o .oo . o.oo 0.02 0.08 
Al203 JJ.~s 13.17 20.79 3).01 0.23 1.23 
Gr203 0.02 0.02 · o.04 o.oo 0.03 0.03 
FeO 28.72 26.3) 0.04 o.~ ~.27 3).03 
~ . 2.68 0.13 o.oo o.oo 2.08 0.90 , 
~ 1,18 6.47 o.oo o .oo 7.85 6.23 8.38 o.oo 1. 71 1.66 0.70. 19.87 
te20 o.oo 0.06 12.07 12.02 0.01 1.09 
1<20 o.o1 8.97 0 .• 15 0.18 0.01 0.01 
SJH 99.92 95.47 101 •• 96 100.97 100.32 99.96 
S1 ""3.041 2.840 2.907 2.9)) . 2.010 1.987 ( 1'1 0.003 0.264 o.ooo 0.00) 0.001 0.002 · Al 1.965 1.225 1'.061 1.031 o.ou 0 .057 <I 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.00) 0.001 0.001 
Fe 1.921 1.728 0.001 0.002 . 1.378 0.659 . 
l'tl 0.182 0.009 o.ooo ·O.OO) 0.072 0.030 
~ 0.141 0.761 o.ooo 0.00) 0.479 0.365 .. 0.718 0.00) 0.079 0.078 o.tt31' 0.838 
te • 0 .00) 0.009 ' 1.013 1.019 0.001 0.083 
K 0.001 0 .903 0.003 0.010 0.001 o .cxn 
' 
SJM . 7.973 7.739 5.072 5.~9 3.984 4.023 
· w:~+Fe o.<X>B 0.306 o.ooo O.(XX) ' 0.258 0.357 
4 . . O.<XX> 1.160 0.093 o.~ O.(XX) 0.013 Al6 1.965 o.cM 0.968 o. 0.011 0.044 
~ 
SAMPLfA a:J-8118 (l}-8UB ffi-8llB .. MlNERAI. 00 PLA OPX 
Qx\e R R l 
S102 39.59 59.70 \ 51.84 
no2 o.os o.oo 0.05 
Al203 21 . 54 26.48 2.22 
Gr203 o.os 0.02 0.02 
~0 23.80 0 . 18 23.55 
~ 0.99. 0.04 0.96 
~ 7.61 0.01 21.65 
0!0 6.96 7.59 0 .45 
~20 o.~ 7.39 0.06 
1<20 o.oo 0.40 o.oo 
SJM 100.65 101.81 100.80 ~ 
S1 ~ .026 2.624 1.932 
1'1 0.003 o.ooo 0.001 
' Al 1.941 1.372 0.098 
<I 0.003 0.001 0.001 
Fe - - 1. 521 0.007 0.734 
l'tl 0.~4 0.001 0.030 
~ 0.867 0.001 1.202 0!,. 0. 570 0~357 0.018 
~ 0.009 0 .630 0.004 
K 0.00) 0.022 0 .00) 
SJM. "8 .004 5.015 4.020' 
~~+Fe 0. 363 0.090 0.621 o.ooo 0.376 0.068 () 
Al6 1.941 ~-996 0.029 
I9a 
.SAI"E'UU at-362 CG-362 <rr362 at-362 11 HnWL ~ em PlA 00( Q'X Qlde R ~ 1 1 1 
' 5102 39.68 59.01 52.69 52 .87 
n02 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.38 
Al203 X).86 . 25.13 1.69 2.91 
fr203 0.04 o.oo 0.02 0.03 
FeO 25.1)j O.()) 22.29 8!41 
ltlO 0. 55 o.oo 0.17 0.08 
~ 7.74 0.00 22.97 13.92 6.36 8.23 0.39 21.63 
te20 0.05 6.86 0.04 0.65 
K20 0.02 0.44 o.oo 0.01 
. SJM 100.38 99.73 100.26 100.89 
S1. 3.049 2.648 1.953 . 1.944 . 
T1 , o.cro o.coo o.coo o.ou 
Al 1.890 1.329 0.074 0.126 
cr 0.002 o.coo 0.001 0.001 
Fe 1.6~ 0.002 . 0.691 0.259 
!'h o.o o.coo 0.005 0.002 
~ 0.886 o.coo 1.269 0.763 • 0.524 . 0.396 0.015 - - 0.852 
!'e .. 0.007 0.597 0.003 O.Oill 
K 0.002 0.025 O.OOJ o.cro 
SJM 8.009 4.998 4.011 4.005 
~~~ 0.355 o.coo 0.647 0.747 o.cro 0.352 0.047 o.o~ 
Al6 1.890 0.978_ 0.027 0.070 
SAI'RfJ . GF-222 GF-222 GF-222 GF-222 GF-222 
HINI:lW. em 00 EU PIA Cl'X 
<bde R c R . -c 1 
5102 l(),l)j ~.63 51.54 51.07 ~- 36 
n02 0.04 0.10 o.oo o.oo 0.70 
Al203 21 .88 22.29. )).OJ .}).45 5.15 
<i'203 0.05 0.03 o.oo 0.02 0.04 
feO 18.88 17.18 0.09 0.15 7.45 
ltlO 0.56 0.47 0.01 0.01 o.u 
~ 10.63 10.25 . o.oo o.oo 13.17 7.69 7.81 13.88 14.51 21.86 
Na20 0.01 0.01 4.04 3.:!) 0.66 
K20 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.09 0.04 
S.IM 99.83 ~.78 99.71 99. 50 99.54 
S1. 3.019 3.())1 2:354 2.337 11.877 
T1 0.002 o .~ O.OOJ o .exx> 0.02() Al 1.943 1.979 1.619 1.642 0.226 
cr 0.003 0.002. 0.00) O.C()l 0.001 
~ 1.189 1.082 0.003 o.~ 0.232 
!'h $).036 o.ol) 0.00) o.exx> 0.003 
~ "' 1.193 1.151 O.OOJ O.<XX> 0.732 .. 0.621 0.6)) 0.679 ' o. 711 0.873 Na. 0.001 o.oo1 0.358 0.284 0.048 
K 0.001 0.001 0.004 o.oos 0.002 
3.lH 8.007 7.944 5.018 4.se6 4.014 
~~A! o.~:n 0.515 0.00) o.exx> 0.759 
o.cro o.coo o.6/l6 0.663" 0.123 
_ .. Al6 1.943 1.979 0.973 0.979 0.103 
• 
- ' 
; 
' 
199 
SAHPUJ GF-244A GF-244A GF-244A GF-244A 
. . ' 
MINERAL <N1' PLA OPX Q'l( 
O:xle R R 1 1 
Si02 42.02\ 49o77 54.66 51o80 
1102 Oo05 . o.oo o.C6 OoSO 
A1203 23.02 32.1() 3.37 4.26 
<I.203 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.04 
FeO 14.03 0.04 12.00 5.44 
l'ti) . 0.39 OoOO 0.19 Oo09 
~ 15.94 o .oo 29o86 16.16 
010 5.68 ~o44 Oo28 ~o30 Na20 0.05 .14 . 0.01 .75 
K20 o.oo .07 .. Oo01 OoOO 
ruM 101. '22 100.88 - 1~.45 98.34 . 
Sf. 3.023 2.256 1o925 1.918 
Ti 0.~3 o.m 0.002 0.014 A1 \ 1.952 I. 31 I 0,14) 0.186 a: Oo002 o.oo1 OoOOO Oo001 
/ Fe 0.844 0.002 0.353 0'.168 
tn 0.024 o.ooo OoOC6 0.003 
~ 1.709 o.ooo l. 567 . 0.892 0.438 Oo7"1J OoOll 0.766 
lie 0.007 Oo276 0.001 Oo054 # 
K O.OCX) 0.004 . 0.000 O.()X) .. 
SJH 8.001 . 5.018 4.004 4.001 
I ~ft+Fe Oo669 o.ooo 0.816 0.841 
OoOOO 0.744 0.075 0.082 
A16 1.952 ' 0.986 O.C65 0.104 
SA.MPLFH GF-2/M GF-246A 
\ 
GF-246A GF-2Q6A . GF-2/i;A GF-246A GF-2Q6A 
MlNERAL 00 00 810 PIA PLA CfX Cl'X 
Oxle R c 1 R c 1 1 
Si02 39o46 39.55 37 0 71 >S.(X) 58 . 38 51o93 51. Z6 
1102 0.02 0.04 5o16 o.oo o.oo 0.04 0.31 
Al203 21.39 21.21 13.55 25.82 26.57 2.25 3.64 .. 
<I203 0.02 o.oo o.oo 0.02 0.04 o.oo 0.02 
FeO 25o21 24.85 Do61 0.13 0.07 22o'l3 9.82 
~ Oo96 1.07 0.03 0.01 0.01 Oo25 0.13 
~ 6.95 7.23 .15.14 o.oo o.oo 21.42 12.40 
OlO 6.47 6o32 OoOO 8o53 8 . 66 0.49 21. 29 
~20 ~ O.Oi o.oo 0.04 6.97 7o07 o.oo " 0.91 
K20 o.oo o.oo 9.72 0.32 0.35 0 OoOO o.oo 
3JM 100.49 . 100.27 94o96 99.86 l01o15 99.36 99. 78 
S1 3.035 3.044 2.815 2o609 2. 592 lo9"1J 1.923 
T1 Oo001 0.002 0.29:1 O.()X) ~.00) o.oo1 0.009 \ 
' 
Al l. 91() 1.924 1.192 1.368 .3~ 0.100 Oo161 
<I 0.001 O.OOJ. o.ooo . Oo001 Oo001 ' o.ooo 0.001 
' Fe 1.622 1.600 0.8"1) o.oos 0.003 Oo 722 o.~ 
l'tl 0.063 0.070 0.002 o.ooo o.ooo Oo003 0.004 
~ 0.797 0.829 1.684 O.()X) o.ooo 1o199 0.693 
ca 0.533 0.521 o.ooo 0.411 0.412 0.020 0.856 
~ 0.001 o.ro> O.OC6 0 .607 0.609 o.ooo 0.066 
K 0.000' o.ooo 0.926 0.018 0~020 o.ooo O.()X) 
, SJM 7.993 7.991 7o765 5.019 5.027 3.999 4.021 ' 
~It+ Fe 0.329 0.341 Oo665 . o.oco OoOOO 0.624 0.692 0.00) O.IXXJ 1.185 0.391 0 ot,()! 0.0"1) 0.077 
Al6 1.91() 1.924 1) , \X.)] 0.977 o. <J32 0.0"1) 0.()34 
J 
"' c 
200 
SAMPLrJ GF-121 GF-121 ~121 GF-121 
~ PlJ, •• pu. OPX <l'X R c 1 1 
$102 '!/J.47 ~.79 50.-lir 52.46 
1102 0.00 o.oo . 0.43 0.12 
Al203 27.27 27.18 1.64 1.97 Q'lill ·0.03 . o.oo 0.02 0.02 
f\!0 0.10 0.07 }).21 11.80 
l't10 O.o3 o.oo 0.83 0.34 
~0 o.oo o.oo 16.61 11.70 
CaO 10.Q5 9.69 0.74 21.26 
~20 6·.18 6.71 0.02 0 . 57 
1<20 0.37 0.22 o.oo .o.oo 
" ~ 100.~ 100.66 . 100. 96 100.24 ~ S1 2.534 . 2. 542 1.9~ ' . 1.973 T1 o.exx> O.CXX> 0.012 0.003 
Al 1.442 1.434 0 .074 0.087 
<X o.oo1 Q.OOO 0.001 0.001 
1\! / 0.004 0.003 0.972 0.371 ) r-n· 
' 
0.001 o.ooo 0.027 o.ou 
~ 0.000 o.ooo 0.952 0.6'!/J 0.483 O.ll65 0.0)) 0.857 
t-*1 0.538 0.582 0.001 0.042 
K 0.021 0.013 o.ooo o .exx> 
~ 5.024 5.038 4.010 4.CXX> 
~~Fe ·o.exx> o.ooo 0 . 495 0 .639 
o . .fi> 0.458 0.060 0.027 
Al6 0.976 . 0.976 0 .015 O.C60 
" 
SAMPt..FA \ Cl1-100 m-100 !TrlOO \. MINFlW. PLA OPX <l'X 
(bde R 1 1 
$102 58.07 52.87 51.70 
l'102 o .oo 0.11 0.35 
Al203 . 25.44 1.33 2.66 
Q-203 o.oo o.oo 0.05 
FeO 0.09 23.39 9.65 
l't10 0.02 1.42 0.61 
~ o.oo 21.14 13.21 0!0 8.55 0.'!/J 21.28 
!ti20 6.54 o .o2 0.71 
K20 0.52 0 .01 o~oo 
~ 99.23 100.85 100.22 
S1 2.624 1.968 1.933 
11 o.exx> 0.003 0.010 
Al 1.355 0.058 0.117 
<X o.exx> O.CXX> 0.001 
A! 0.003 0 . 728 0.))2 
l'tl 0.001 0.045 0.019 
~ o.exx> 1.173 0.736 0.414 0.022 0.853 
tfi 0. 573 0.001 0.051 
K O.Ol) o.exx> o.ooo 
• SJH 5.ror 4.000 4.0/3 
~~Fe o.ooo 0.617 .0.709 0.376 0.032 o.~7 \ Al6 0.979 0.027 0.051 
.. 
~ 
\ 201 
.... 
SNfl.EA IJ0-89A vo-89A IJ0-89A vo-89A vo-.89A V(}-89A 
ri:r:NrnAL 00 (Nf BIO EU EU OPX 
Oxie R ..c 1 R c 1 
Si02 ' 38.36 39.63 37.68 61.}) 60.97 53.03 
1102 b.oo 0.01 5.08 - o.oo O.l2 0.02 
Al203 22. )6 21 . 54 14.21 'J.4-,U~ 23 .89 1.10 Q-203 o.~ 0.05 0.03 o.oo o.oo 0 .03 
·Feo 25.59 24.16 15.46 ' o.<X> 0 .02 21.77 
lb) 1.18 1.39 0.14 0.01 0.01 1.84 
~ 6.99 • 7.38 13.64 o.oo o.oo 21 . 72 6.78 6.62 0.00 5.99 5.94 0 .86 ~20 o.o1 . 0.07 0.01 8.91 ' 8.87 0 .04 
1<20 ' 0.02 0.01 9.90 0.23 0.29 0.01 
W1 101 . 37 100.86 96.15 100.77 100.11 100.42 ' 
~ Si 2.942 3.0}) 2.803 2.713 2. 717 1.974 
Ti· ·O.<XX> 0.001 ', 0.284 0.00) 0.004 0.001 
Al 2.022 1.941 1.2/i, 1.266 1.255 0.048 
ex 0.005 0.003 0.002 O.<XX> O.(XX) O.(XH 
Fe 1.641 1. 545 0.962 0.002 0.001 0.678 
l'b 0.077 o.cm 0.009 O.<XX> O.<XXJ 0.058 
~ 0.799 . 0.841 1. 512 O.<XX> O.(XX) 1.205 0. 557 0.542 O.(XX) 0.284 0.284 0.034 
tb 0.001 0.010 0.001 0.765 0.766 0.003 
K 0.002 0.001 0.9LA) 0.013 0.016 O.<XX) \ 
W1 8.046 8.003 7.759 5.043 5.043 4.002 
~~Fe 0.327 0.35'2 0.611 o.ooo O.(XX) 0~640 0.058 O.<XX) 1.197 0.287 0.28} 0.026 
' Al6 1.964 1.941 0.049 0.979 0.97 ' 0.022 
., 
SAMPLFA ~188 ~188 vo-188 V(r188 ID-188 
~INERAL (Nf (Nf PLA OPX QJX 
Oxie R c c 1 1 
Si02 39.68 39.16 57. 72 ~.37 ~.83 
;.. 
1102 0.05 O.<X> 0.00 o.os 0.46 
Al 203 22.91 22.35 27. 57 4.07 5.46 
• <I203 o.o1 o.<X> 0 .02 0.05 0.02 
FeO 22.48 ' 21.82 0.07 19. 57 8.01 
lb) 1.02 0.86 o.oo 0.11 0.14 
'"' ~0 10.53 11.10 ' o.oo 25.()3 12.80 ' cao 5.16 5.10 9 . 24 0.43 21.17 
tb20 o.oo~ 0.04 6·.n o.o1 0.83 1<20 o.o 0 .01 0.14 o.oo o.oo 
W1 101.85 100.56 101.47 99.74 99.72 
lSi 2.960 2.955 2.554 1.861 1.889 
Ti ~ 0.003 0.003 0.00) 
• 
0.001 0.013 
Al' 2.015 1.988 1.438 0.177 0.239 
ex ) o.oo1 0.004 0 .001 0.001 0 .001 
Fe 1.403 1.377 0.003 0.605 0.249 
~ o.~ ' 0.055 O.<XXJ 0.003 0.004 
~· 1.171 1.248 o.oo:> 1.381 o. 7\f) 0.412 0.412 0.438 . 0.017 0.843 
~ o.ooo 0.006 0 . 576 0.001 0 .060 
K o.cm 0.001 o.~ 0.000 o.oo:> 
SJH 8.030 8.049 5.018 4.048 4.oce 
~~Fe 0. 455 0.475 o.<XXJ 0.695 o. 740 0.040 0.045 0 .4/i, .0 . 139 0.111 
Al6 1.975 1.943 0 .993 0.038 0.129 
"' 
.. 
~ • 
~ 
202 
J 
. SN1PU.I . VAl't-19 VAN-19 VNH9 VAN-19 # 
HINElW. IU EU Of'X Cl'X 
Cbde R c 1 .l 
S102 57.32 56:95 51.80 ~.55 
1102 o.oo 0,00 0.06 0.32 
-Al203 26.24 26.23 1. 91 3.30 
~ <I203 o.oo o.oo . 0.02 0.03 FeO o.ce 0.09 23~79 9.82 
1110 o.oo o.oo 0.92 0.38 
~ 0.01 o.o~ 21.39 12.20 9.00 9.37 0.55 21.89 
Na20 6.83 6.84 0.02 0.67 
K20 0.40 0.36 0.01 0.01 
SJ11 99.88 99.86 99.47 99.11 
.J. 
S1 2.581 2.570. 1.958 1.916 
T1 o.ooo • 0.00) 0.002 0.009 \ Al 1.393 1.395 0.085 0.147 
0: 0.000 0.00) 0.001 0.001 
Fe 0.003 g.oo3 0.752 0.311 
l'tl o.ooo .00) 0.029 0.012 
~ 0.001 0.001 1.148 0.689 0.434 0.453 0.022 0.889 
Na 0.596 0.598 0.001 0.049 
K 0.023 0.021 o.ooo . 
" 
Q.())). 
SJ11 ' 5.032 5.042 3.999 4.025 
,f 
Wt:~Fe 0.182 0.284 0.604 0.689 0.419. 0.43) 0.042 0.084 
Al6 0.974 0.965 0.043 0.0')4 
SAMPLEI VN-534 VN-534 
HIN!:lW. OPX Cl'X 
Cbde 1 1 
S102 52.99 ~.84 
1'102 0.07 0.56 
Al2al 2.85 5. 25. 
0:203 o.os 0.09 
FeO 19.67 8.22 
IT() o.JO 0.03 
~ . 24.64 13107 0.01 20.86 
Na20 0.01 • 0.70 
K20 0.01 0.02 
.. 
~ 100.60 99.64 
S1 1.931 1.891 
T1 0.002 0.016. 
Al 0.122 , 0.23) 
0: 0.001 0.003 
Fe 0.600 . 0.256 
~ 0.009 0.001 
1"8 1.338 • 0.724 
01 o.ooo 0.831 
Na 0.001 o.~ K o.ooo o. 
~ 4.006 4.003 
~~Fe 0.691 0. 739 O.<X>9 0.109 
Al6 ' 0.054 0.121 
.. . 
(~ 
203 
SAMPLE1 VN-229 VN-229 VN-229 
MINERAL • <Nf PLA (l'X 
- ())de R R 
• 
' 1 
SiQ2.. 39.14 ' 63.80 52.67 
no2 o.oo o.oo. 0.02 
Al203 19.57 22./iJ 1.82 
/ <I203 0.02 . • 0.02 . o.oo FeO 28.29 0.11 12.63 
~ 2.37 0.02 0.29 
~ 3.68 ~-02 11.08 6.91 5.23 21.27 
Na20 0.02 8./iJ 0.85 
1<20 0.01 0.16 ' 0.01 
ruM 1~-01 100.16 ' 100.64 
S1 3.100 2.816 1.981 
Ti . O.<XX) 0.00) 0.001 
Al. 1.827 1.166 0.081 
a: 0.001 0.001. o.ooo 
Fe 1.874 0.004 0.397 
rn 0.159 • 0.001 0.009 
!'\! 0.434 0.001 0.621 
ca 0.586 0.247 0.857 
Na 0.003 0.719 0.062 
K 0.001 0.009 o.ooo "' .. / 
• SJM 7.987 4.994 4.009 
~~Fe 0.188 0.245 0.610 o.ooo 0.184 0.019 
Al6 1.827 0.%2 0.~2 
.. 
~ ' VAN-431 VAN-431 VAN-431 VNf-431 
MINERAL CNr PLA OPX. Cl'X 
Cbde R R 1 1 
Sl02 ' 39.35 57 .•18 51.80 52.13 
1'1.02 0.03 0.01 0.07 0.25 
_ .. Al203 21.67 25.88 1.39 2.97 
0:203 o.oo 0.02 20.02 o.oo 
FeO 26.89 0.07 7.71 10.33 
1'W 1.25 o.oo 0.38 0.16 
~ 5.30 o.oo 18.56 ' 12.36 
cao 6.56 7.<;KJ 0.55 21.66 
~20 0.01 7.41 0.05 0.50 
K20 o.oo 0.23 o.oo 0.01 
ruM 101.()) 99.00 100.53 100.37 
S1 3~036 2.604 1.967 1.945 
Ti 0.002 0.00) 0.002 0.007 
Al. 1.971 1.382 0.062 0.131 
Q: o.ooo 0.001 0.001 0.00) 
Fe 1. 735 ' 0.003 0.880 0.322 
lt1 0.(82 O.Gm 0.012 0.005 
~ 0.609 0.00) 1.051 0.687 
ca 0.542 0.383 0.022 0.866 
~ 0.001 0.651 0.004 0.036 
K o.ooo 0.013 O.(XX) 0.00) 
W1 7.978 5.037 4;001 4.001 
~~Fe 1>.260 8!WJ 0.544 0.681 4. 0.00) 0.033 0.055 
Alo 1.971 0-~5 o.o)) 0.076 i (\ ' 
i ' 
- ' 
.. 


